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I - INTRODUCTION.
In this paper the nonstationary, two-dimensional complex physical model and the results of

computer simulations of tungsten rod perforation onto alumina-aluminium metallic-ceramic
armor are presented. The models of tungsten, and aluminium are based on elastic-plastic theory
[23,24,25] completed with Steinberg's constitutive models of materials [14,18,19] and model
of cracking [6,2,12,21]. For ceramics the new approach to the processes of forming and
growth of cracks is presented. In his papers [15,16] Steinberg describes a new constitutive
model for fully dense ceramics. The main purpose of this paper is to present the modification
of this model including alumina [1,3,4,5,13] with the original approach to the problem of the
microcracks formation. Equations, describing the dynamics of microcracking, consider:
fracture degree of the material, value of plastic strain and degree of exceeding beyond
Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL)[1,3,20,22]. As a result of an increase of the degree of ceramic
fracture the Steinberg's model has been modified to the model of porous, granular substance. It
is interesting, that this model has been prepared with only a few "free" parameters.
Below we would like to present the usefulness of a complex.physical model and a computer
code HEFP [6] based on the "method of free particles" for modelling the perforation onto
metallic-ceramic armor. This method, used earlier by authors .. jn the numerical analysis of
shape charge jet formation, explosively formed projectile and hypervelocity planetological
impacts [6-11], gives vast possibilities in the analysis of wide spectrum of dynamic phenomena,
where large deformations of the body occur. The method is very effective and convenient when
initial or boundary conditions need to be changed.
II - PHYSICAL MODEL OF BEHAVIOUR OF CERAMICS UNDER HIGH

DYNAMIC LOADING.
The model describing dynamic deformations of metals (the penetrator and the layer of the
armor) is based on elastic-plastic theory [6-11,23,24]. It is supplemented with semi-empirical
relations necessary for description ofthe behaviour of the metal under high dynamical loading:
-equation of state (EOS) [6,23,24],
-the Steinberg-Guinan model describing the behaviour of the yield strength [14,18-20],

- the model of cracks fonning in the structure of metal [2,6,12,21,25],
- the model of the influence of cracks on yield strength and shear modulus [6,23,24],
In construction of the model describing the behaviour of ceramics the authors used information
available in literature referring to the behaviour of the elastic-plasticlbrittle materials. The
model is based on elastic-plastic theory and includes conservative equations and constitutive
relations:
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here p is the pressure, p is density and E denotes the specific energy per unit mass.
The model is supplemented with the following models describing elastic-plasticlbrittle
characteristics of ceramics: (1) EOS, (2) the model describing the effect of the plastic strain
rate, pressure, density and temperature on the yield strength, (3) the model of cracks fonning
in crashed ceramics.
EOS was adopted according to [2,6,23,24]:

where K is the bulk modulus, Po is the initial density, Ps is the density of the solid phase. For
p < Ps K was assumed to be multiplied by ~.
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Temperature of ceramics is derived from the relation:
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The model, describing elastic-plastic characteristics of ceramics including the modifications
allowing to take into account the growth of cracks in the latter, is proposed as:
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The model enables to include the influence of yield strength, plastic strain rate, volume of
cracks, density, pressure and temperature,
The function G(Vc', gP, p') permits the transition from the Steinberg model for solid body
[15,16,17] to the model of the crushed body of the "powder" type, The set of equations
describing the dynamics of the growth of cracks volume is assumed like for metals with only
the modification ofliminal values for cracks formation in the medium,
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and:

where Vc is the volume of cracks per unite mass, Vc * is the maximum volume of cracks,
which appeared in the given element of the medium, p * is maximum pressure, which appeared
in the given element of the medium, p is the mean density.
Function croG(Vc', 6 P , p') gives a current value of the liminal value of cracks growth for
every element of ceramics, It is proposed as:
(13)
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other notations: cr HEL - HEL, gh - critical value of the plastic strain after exceeding of which
the damage of the ceramic structure occurs, Then, function G(Vc', g P, p') defines liminal
value which depends on: maximum value of cracks Ve', that appeared in the given element of
the medium during the deformation, maximum pressure p' that appeared anytime in the
element of the ceramics, and plastic strain 6 P , Function G ranges from 1 (initial undamaged
structure) to 0 (structure entirely destroyed), If in the Steinberg's formula for Y function G
reaches 1 We obtain the original model for undamaged ceramics, If G equals 0, Steinberg's
model changes into the model for the powder-type structure, for which Y=O for p<O and Y>O
for p>O,
The available materials data were based on literature [1,3,4,5,13]. The remaining data were
found in the course of numerical experiments,

III - COMPUTER SIMULATIONS.
The set of differential equations and relations describing the properties of the materials,
presented in a foregoing section with the relevant initial-boundary conditions have been solved
numerically by means of what is referred to as a "method of free points". This method may be
used for solving various non-stationary, two-dimensional problems of the continuous media.
The scope of the present paper being limited, so we shall only present some examples of results
concerning penetration of the projectile into ceramics-metal targets to illustrate the possibilities
of our computer code.
In the Fig.1. the comparison of computations with experimental data [26] is shown, for impact
of tungsten rod from 25 mm APDS projectile at 1309 mls onto a 20 rum alumina tile backed by
a 19 rum aluminium plate. The examples above show possibilities of the application of the
numerical code HEFP [6,10,11] to the modelling of the processes including large deformations
of the affecting media, and the damages of their structure.

IV - CONCLUSIONS.
1. The results obtained in numerical simulations and presented in this paper demonstrate that it
is possible to simulate, the processes of perforation of a metal backed ceramic target in by the
"method of free particles".
2. The model for ceramic (alumina) is a modification of Steinberg'S model of fully dense
ceramics [14,15], and presents the new approach to modelling of the processes of forming and
growing of cracks for the porous, granular substance.
3. The comparison with experimental data shows remarkable agreement . However, some
problems related to precise determination of some of material constants used in the constitutive
model and the model of cracks formation (e.g. slrr, Veo,a o) still remain unsolved, mainly
because there are not all necessary data available.
4. We can say that "method of free points", was found to be useful for explaining some
interesting stages of the processes of perforation of metall-ceramic multilayer armor.
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Fig.1. The comparison of computations with experimental data [26], for an impact of tungsten
rod from 25 mm APDS projectile at 1309 mls onto a 20 mm alumina tile backed by a 19 mm
aluminium plate. Armor was completely perforated. Experiments were monitored by use a shadow-graph X-ray technique.
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I - INTRODUCTION
Numerical simulation has become an essential tool for designers who are able to test multiple
options without resorting to as much experiments. Equally, numerical simulation is a privileged
tool of physical analysis because it gives access to the evolution of non measurable parameters.
The reliability of the results depends on the accuracy of the selected constitutive relations and
particularly on that related to the behavior of inert materials.
Behavior modeling relies on a previous step of characterization. Tensile, compression,
expansion or torsion tests provide stress-strain curves for different temperatures but for limited
strain and strain rate ranges. The loading field reached in the numerical simulation of ballistics
experiments corresponds to high strains (e p >l) with high strain rates (e p >104 s·l) and the
extrapolation of the models used has to be validated to justifY their reliability in these domains.
The aim of this work is to analyze two tools of validation which are the Taylor test and the
electromagnetic cylindrical compression test. This work was performed on a conventional
material : copper.

n - CHARACTERIZATION AND MODELING OF COPPER
The material used in this study is Cu-OFE-OK copper and is hot forged in rods (0 30 mm).
The average grain size is 35 J.lm and the average hardness is 52 HVI. Compression tests (0 6
mm and 6-mm long samples) were performed at CTA for different strain rates and
temperatures. The sampling of the stress-strain curves representative of each test condition
gives a set of data cr, e p , p and T. The even low increase of temperature occurring during the
adiabatic tests has been taken into account.

e

The experimental data were then processed to detennine the coefficients of the different
constitutive relations. The constitutive relations selected in this study are firstly the JohnsonCook model [1] :

cr y = (A + Be ~)( 1 + c Ln~p)( I with ~p
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and the Zerilli-Armstrong model in its original version for a cubic face centered material [2) :
=C o +C 2 F;exp [(-C 3 +C 4 InEp)T]
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These models are validated for moderate strains and strain rates (E: p < 0.5 and Ep < 10 s-I)
and are usually employed because they are implemented in numerous codes and the
determination of their coefficients is easy. The counterpart of the simplicity of implementation
of these models is the difficulty to represent with accuracy the behavior of a material in every
domain ofloading with a single formulation.
Different physical phenomena would need an enhancement of the models in view of a reliable
extrapolation in the not well-known domain of high strains and high strain rates which is
studied here. Zerilli and Armstrong proposed modifications of their initial relations as the case
may be. A formulation has been developed to take into account the viscous displacement of
dislocations between two obstacles [3) even if the strain rate corresponding to this
-I an d'Its Importance
.
. controverSIa
. I.
Phenomenon, 10 3 - 105 s,
remaIn
= 0.5 cr Ih [I + ~I + 4 Cd Ep T / cr Ih
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Recently, another version of this constitutive relation has been proposed, in particular for
tantalum materials, in order that the stress at 0 K does not increase indefinitely with the plastic
strain since the defects density has to admit a limit [4]. In the case of a cubic face centered
material, the relation ( 2 ) becomes:

=CO+C2~E:r(l-exp(-E:p/E:r))

exp [(-C 3 +C 4 InEp)T]
(4),Z-A97
4
A limited number of compression tests (E: P < 0.5 and Ep < 10 s-l) which exhibit inevitably a
spreading phenomenon does not allow the evaluation of the interest of relations (3) and (4)
which particularities appear only at the boundaries of the characterization field. The use of
suitable validation tests can only demonstrate the interest of these relations.
cry

For each model, all the coefficients have been simultaneously optimized. The vanatlOn
experimentation-model remains of the same order of magnitude for relations (I), (2) and (3).
An example is given in figure 1. It shows the difficulty to adjust with accuracy a model to a set
of data. For model (3), the coefficients have been optimized by fixing the value of Cd to 10 Pa,
i.e. the value proposed in the initial paper [3]. The use of formula (4) reduces the difference
between the experimental data and the model, particularly for the higher strains. Optimizing the
coefficients leads to a value ofE: r equal to 0.75 which is entirely compatible with a saturation of
the stress for a plastic strain equal to about 1.5-2 as observed by Taylor and Quinney [5].
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ill - Validation tests
ill - 1. Taylor test
The Taylor test is often used to validate constitutive relations from experimentation-simulation
comparisons of the final shape of cylindrical test-pieces. The configuration used in this study is
of symmetrical type: it avoids the problems of friction at interfaces which appear in the direct
or inverse configuration cylinder-rigid wall. This configuration, developed by Erlich et at [6], is
presented in figure 2.

The initial parameter of the numerical simulation is the impact velocity measured with a 1%
accuracy. The initial shape of the soft-recovered cylindrical test piece was determined with a
three-dimensional control equipment. The inaccuracy on the radius value is estimated to 0.05
mm by taking into account the accuracy of the measuring equipment. and the circularity of the
test-piece. The inaccuracy on the maximal diameter value at the interface is higher: it is
estimated to 0.1 mm.
The impactor cylinder is set inside a Plexiglas block which ensures its behavior during the
acceleration phase (figure 2). The block as well as the total mass of the projectile are taken into
account in the numerical simulation (figure 2) even if their influence on the final shape of the
target cylinder remains weak. The numerical simulation was performed with the hydrocode
Ouranos [7] in its 2D Lagrangian version.
To reach the largest strains and strain rates possible, the impact velocity has to be the highest
possible without any internal rupture nor ruptures at the periphery of the impact surface. A
compromised is reached with an impact velocity of 275 mls.
A comparison between experimentation and numerical simulations is illustrated in figure 3. The
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measurement

different models lead to neighboring and satisfYing results for the major part of the cylinder
4
which exhibits strains and strain rates lower than 0.5 and 10 s-I respectively. Close by the
4
interface, the strain can reach 1 most locally and the strain rate a few 10 s-I. In this area, only
model (3) gives results different from the others. The fast increase in stress as a function of the
strain rate leads in this model to an overestimation of the stress and consequently to a
significant underestimation of the test-piece radius.

m - 2. Test of electromagnetic cylindrical compression
The difference between the models (I, 2 or 4) is not easily revealed by the Taylor test. More,
the validation domain reached in this test is limited as shown by the preceding results although
obtained with copper, a ductile material. To reach higher strains and strain rates, a test of
electromagnetic cylindrical compression has been developed at CEG in collaboration with a
team of the Kurchatov Institute of Moscow [8, 9].
The principle of the experiment is presented in figure 4. A sample tube is placed at the center
of a single-tum inductor through which a capacitor bank is discharged. The combination of the
magnetic field to the current induced in the sample tube results in its cylindrical compression
under the effects of Laplace forces. During the test, the magnetic field is recorded in four
equidistant points. The evolution of the inner diameter of the sample as a function of time is
controlled by a streak camera which slit is perpendicular to the inductor cut. As the magnetic
field is slightly lower in the vicinity of the inductor cut (3-4 %), some defects of circularity are
likely to appear in the final phase of the tube closure. A complementary recording with a frame
camera ensures the control of the tube circularity and, if it is necessary, gives the usable
running time of the test.
The input parameter of the numerical simulation is the magnetic field measured during the test.
The measurement accuracy of the magnetic field is evaluated to 2 %. The numerical simulation
is performed with the unidimensional fast dynamics code Unidim which involves the
electromagnetic diffusion: it allows calculations of the electromagnetic forces and heating
through Joule effect. A comparison of the experimental and simulated radius versus time
curves provides the validation of the different constitutive relations in the reached loading field.
The experimental measurement accuracy of the radius as a function of time has been evaluated
to 0.05 mm.
Three different values of the tube wall thickness with an identical inner diameter of 18.6 mm
were used to investigate different domains ofloading (figure 5). The strains and strain rates are
higher than those reached with the Taylor test and afford an investigation beyond the
characterization domain of the compression tests presented in section II. The experimentationsimulation comparisons are shown in figure 6. For the lowest strain rates, the differentiation
between the four models used here appears clearly after the phase of acceleration. Contrarily, it
vanishes in the case of faster closure of the sample tube: in this case, the influence of the
plastic work on the kinematics of the tube becomes insignificant. At the present time, it is the
usable limit of this test.
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The test of electromagnetic cylindrical compression confirms that, for the copper material used
in this study, it is not necessary to take into account the effects of the viscous displacements of
5
dislocations for strain rates lower than 10 s-l. More, it shows the interest to limit the increase
of the athermal stress with the plastic strain to describe correctly the material behavior for high
strains.

IV - Conclusion
Conventional tests of characterization cannot reach the domains of high strains and high strain
rates which are characteristics of ballistics applications. The extrapolation of the existing
models has to· be validated to be used with confidence in this extreme domain. A test of
electromagnetic cylindrical compression has been developed to be used as a tool of model
validation by comparing experimentation to simulation. The first tests conducted on a copper
3
material ~reviously characterized in the usual domain of compression tests (E P < 0.5, 10<&p < 10 s-1 and 223 < T < 523 K) show that:
- this test can validate models for strains higher than 1 and strain rates ranging from 104 to
105 s-l, i.e. farther than with a test of Taylor. At the present time, the processing mode
which is based on the evolution of the radius of the sample tube versus time impedes from

going beyond 10 5 s-l As a matter of fact, for higher strain rates, the plastic work becomes
too low compared with the electromagnetic energy.
- in the particular case of the cOPller material tested in this study, there is no abrupt increase
5
of stress for strain rates up to 10 s-I. Moreover, a saturation effect of the athermal stress as
a function of the plastic strain seems to enhance the accuracy of the model for high strains.
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I INTRODUCTION
Under quasi-static loading, strain hardening causes an increase of force and acts to stabilise to
the deformation process while the reduction of area as a destabilising influence decreases the
force. In the case of dynamic loading, four additional influences on the ductility of the
material have to be taken into consideration. With rising deformation rate, the strain rate
sensitivity increases leading to an increase of the local value of the flow stress in the neck
zone and acts to stabilise the deformation. On the other hand the adiabatic character of the
deformation process reduces the flow stress and promotes instability. Mass inertia forces in
the lateral direction arising in connection with the radial acceleration due to the reduction of
area cause the initiation of either lateral tensile or lateral compressive stresses depending
upon the time function of specimen elongation. Lastly, with increasing strain rate the local
failure strain decreases resulting in a higher notch sensitivity under dynamic loading than
under quasi-static conditions.

II INCREASED STRAIN RATE AND DUCTILITY
The influence of material parameters and deformation conditions on ductility and mechanical
stability in the case of tension tests can be discussed by using the theory of imperfections.
Local diameter deviations of a cylindrical test bar are found to cause non-uniform
deformation by growing during the tension test. At the beginning of deformation the local
stress at the narrowest cross-section is first slightly higher than in other regions. Beginning
with plastic deformation, the smallest diameter decreases more than the others and leads to
neck formation [1][2]. The adiabatic character of the deformation process promotes this effect
because higher deformed regions are more softened by the deformation heat. However, the
appearance of neck fOImation leads to an increased local value of strain and strain rate leading
to higher local flow stress so that other specimen regions undergo additional deformation.
In the case of dynamic loading with strain rates higher than 2000 S·I, the influence of strain
rate is given by a linear relation (J = (J h + 11£ according to the damping mechanism. The
strain rate influence can be studied quantitatively simply by considering a test bar, whose
cross-sectional area is not constant along the gauge length but is given by So = Smi,[1 + a(x)],
where a(x) could be represented by a parabolic function. The material behaviour is described
by
(1)

with the material constants B, K and 11. Tm, To and T are the absolute mclting point, room
temperature and actual temperature. ~ is a material constant which can be set for most of the
materials to 3 [3]. Assuming that the deformation energy is partly transferred to heat during a
dynamic deformation process and the remaining part is consumed by increasing the intemal
energy e.g. due to dislocation multiplication, the temperature increases by dT = KG / (Pdc)dE
where K = 0.9 represents the fraction of energy transferred to heat and where Pd and Cm are the
density and the specific heat capacity of the material. With the dependency between the flow
stress and temperature according to equation (1) the increase of temperature can be
determined as a function of strain by integration. The stress-strain relation for an adiabatic
tensile test results from the substitution of the temperature:
G

K(B + E)" + 11E

-

(2)

,d -1+af[K(B+E)" +11E~dt'

with a = K~ / (TmPdc). The force F = G,dSO exp(-E) is equal for any cross-section of the
specimen so that the strain at any arbitrary cross-section is given by numerical solution of the
relation

J[

K(B + E)" + 11E

l+a

J[

( ) S,
K(B + EJ" + 11f,
()
l;.exp-E=
1. exp-E"
K(B+E)" + 11Ej-dt
S l+a K(B+E,)" + 11E,.f,dt

(3)

where E" E, and Sl means the strain, strain rate and cross-section area in the smallest crosssection.
For lower deformed regions elastic unloading has to be considered after reaching the
maximum load. The global extension results from the integration of [exp(E) -1) over the total
length of the specimen so that the relation between force and elongation can be calculated.
The influence of the material parameters 111K (a), n (b) and a·K (e) in equation (3) is
represented in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Influence of the material parameter a) a·K , b) lllK and c) n on the elongation at fracture of a
specimen having a parabolic profile with a maximum diameter deviation of 4%

Figure 2a shows the experimental and computational example of a tensile specimen with a
maximum diameter deviation of 4% of the steel 42 CrV 6 using equation (3). A lot of other
materials can be described just as well as it is represented in Figure 2b. But tensile tests with
the aluminium alloy AA 7075 shows, that its material behaviour deviates from that described
with equation (3) (Figure 2e). Therefore other influences have to be discussed (see paragraph
IV).
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Figure 2: a) Experimental (markers) and computational (curves) results for different strain rates for a tensile
specimen of steel 42 CrY 6 [4J
b) Experimental (markers) and computational (dashed lines) results for different materials [4J
c) Experimental results for aluminium alloy AA7075 in two heat treatment conditions

III CONDITIONS FOR DUCTILE FRACTURE
Ductile fracture usually starts in material regions with a high local strain and a high
hydrostatic tension. Therefore the failure criterion is defined by the local failure strain
Er( ami Cf) as a function of the ratio between the local mean stress am and the local
equivalent stress Cf. Such a criterion is deduced considering that ductile fracture occurs due
to nucleation, growth and coalescence of micro-cavities [5)-[7]. The rate of void growth can
be determined as a function of (am 1Cf) by applying the theory of plasticity. A closed-form
analytical solution for the rate of growth of cylindrical cavities with an elliptical cross-section
in a strain-hardening material as a function of (ami Cf) was inferred by McClintock [8]. Rice
and Tracy [9) deduced the relation for the rate of change of the radius of a spherical void in an
ideal plastic material. Using this modified relation Hancock and Mackenzie [5) introduced
their failure criterion
E,

= Eo + a exp[ -

3am]
2Cf '

(4)

where the failure strain Er is given as a sum of the strain up to the nucleation of voids En
depending mainly on the purity of the material and the strain between void nucleation and
fracture. Combined experimental and computational investigations [10) showed a great
influence of the volume fraction of inclusions so that the factor 3/2 should be replaced by a
material constant depending on inclusions.
Equation (4) was deduced for ideal plastic materials, but was also used for deformation
conditions that do not hold assumption. Johnson and Cock [11) introduced correction factors
considering influences of strain rate and temperature to apply equation (4) to the range of high
strain rates.
For non-linear visco-plastic behaviour of a strain-hardening and -sensitive material the
relation

3(m+n)
---R dE 2 2(I_fmH)
I dR

I

a

.? a

m3

h

In(l)
f

(5)

was deduced [12], where f is approximately equal to the volume fraction of voids in the
material. Presuming pure viscous behaviour for very high local values of strain rate as in the
neck or at a notch root for impact loading, 0h can be ignored so that with m = I as a special
case and for f«1 the failure criterion for dynamic ductile fracture reads:

Ef =E,(i',T)+ ( a _)'

0=11£:

0

(6)

/0

m

Figure 3 shows the results of a FEM simulation of different notched specimen of iron and
steel. Using the experimentally determined extension of the specimen at fracture, the
con'esponding values of £ and (0 m /0) are computed for different values of the radius in the
narrowest cross-section and are represented as a continuos curve for each geometry
(Figure 3a). The resulting failure criterion for quasi-static and dynamic loading of each
material is represented in Figure 3b.
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IV BEHAVIOUR OF ALUMINIUM ALLOY AA 7075
Quasi-static and dynamic tensile tests were carried out on specimens of aluminium alloy
AA 7075 in two heat treatment conditions: the T7351 condition (Figure 4a), which means a
precipitation hardened material, and an overaged condition (Figure 4b), where the material is
aged for 15 hours at a temperature of 350°C. With an image analysing system the size and
fraction of precipitations within the material in these two conditions could be determined. The
precipitation hardened material shows a disperse distribution of smallest particles within the
grain and at the grain boundaries having a mean size of 10 11m2 with an area fraction of 2.4 %.
The particles in the overaged condition have grown up to a mean size of 27 11m2 with an area
fraction of 1.3 % and are placed mainly on the grain boundary. The dynamic tests were
carried out by using a horizontal Split-Hopkinson bar arrangement with a pneumatic
acceleration unit. The experimental results of the tensile tests for the two heat treatment
conditions show, that the stress reduction with increasing deformation is much higher than it
could be described just with the influence of deformation heat. One explanation for this
behaviour is the assumption of successive structural damage during the deformation process.
The influence of damage on the flow curve can be taken into consideration by the
introduction of a damage function fCD):

cr = [K(B H)" + 111' ]exp[ -

~ T ~mTo

J

(7)

f(D).

feD) accounts for a reduction of the effective cross-sectional area due to increasing damage.
Therefore this function is represented by feD) = I-D. The damage parameter D = D(E) can be
assumed to increase with increasing deformation e.g. due to nucleation and growth of
microcavities around inclusions and initiation of microcracks within the material. According
to the increase of temperature dT = Kcr / (Pdc )dE equation (7) leads to the relation

fexp(~ T-TO}T=~T HK(BH)"+TjE]'(l-D(E))}lE,

(8)

Tm
Pd C m
that allows the formulation of the adiabatic stress in consideration of damage
[K(BH)" +11E]'(l-D(E))

cr

(9)

----,~~--~--~~--~~"'--

,d -l+af{[K(BH)"+11 Ej'(l-D(E))}Edt'

For the detelmined aluminium alloy AA 7075 T7351 the damage parameter D(E) is found to
be:
(l0)
with E' = 0.05 for the precipitation hardened condition T7351 and E' = 0.15 for the overaged
condition. In consideration of this damage function and the theory of imperfections using
equation (9) the computational results for aluminium alloy AA 7075 are represented in
Figure 4a for the T735l heat treatment condition and in Figure 4b for the overaged material.
To justify the implementation of such a damage function the presence of damage has to be
indicated. Figure 5 shows the result of a light microscopical interference investigation of a
dynamically deformed etched tensile specimen of the aluminium alloy AA 7075 in the T7351
condition. Additionally to the main crack within the material there are other inter- and
transcrystalline cracks initiated under participation of particles.
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Figure 5: Damage within a dynamically defonned specimen of aluminium alloy AA 7075 T7351
a) overview of a longitudinal grinded, polished and etched section of a broken specimen (left)
b) Magnification of damaged area (interference contrast micrograph, right))

V CONCLUSIONS
With impact loading the strain rate sensitivity increases with rising strain rate, As neck
fonnation occurs the local strain rate increases and stabilises the defonnation process
although the increase in temperature caused by the adiabatic character of the defonnation
process reduces the stress. However the notch sensitivity ascends with higher strain rates.
With aluminium alloy AA 7075 the stress reduction under impact loading is much higher than
it could be described by the influence of defonnation heat as strain dependent damage has to
be taken into account. There precipitations are often the origin for nucleation and growth of
voids leading to inter- and trans crystalline cracks additional to the main crack within the
specimen which causes a decreased elongation at fracture.
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Fracture analysis in a multidimensionnal
lagrangian hydrodynamics code:
Application to spalling
F.DUFOUR
CEA, BP.12, 91680 Bruyeres-Le-Chalfl France

INTRODUCTION
Much progress has been made in the understanding of the processes leading to dynamical
fracture of metals. Thus, models describing dynamical fracture ([1], [2], [3], [4], ... ) now make
it possible to account for some experimental results (simple traction, ring expansion, spalling ... ). However, these models are often adapted to a given type of loading, even if one can
note some research works towaTds more comprehensive models, notably for ductile fracture

[5].
But the lack of such a unique modelling makes rather hazardous each attempt for the prediction - even qualitative - of results obtained for combined loadings.
In the field of multi-dimensionnal hydrodynamics involving shock waves in metals, an other
problem lies in the numerical treatment of fracture in hydrodynamics codes, and that of the
recovery of a fully damaged metal. Indeed, common treatments chosen for unidimensionnal
(ID) codes are difficult to adapt to multidimensionnal codes.
As a consequence, we have opted at first for a simple treatment, compatible with the multidimensionnal hydrodynamics codes we use, and with well known fracture models and criterions.
After the presentation of the treatment, a brief assessment shows its interest compared to
similar approaches (see [6]). Finally, we use it in the calculation of an experiment of dynamic
fracture through spalling, and the results are compared to experimental data.

1

DESCRIPTION OF THE FRACTURE TREATMENT

A treatment commonly llsed for fracture in unidimensionnal codes consists in creating a
void between two cells of a material which state locally fills a given criterion. In multidimensionnal schemes, we have extrapolated this treatment by using local remeshing algorithms,
in order to make the expected fracture surfaces correspond as nearly as possible to mesh surfaces [7]. Unfortunately, we have not been able to generalize this method to the treatment
of a subsequent contact between the created surfaces (in the case of a recovery of a spalled
sample for exemple). This is why we have opted for a less complex method through a cell
treatment keeping the initial mesh.

In hydrodynamics shock waves, in which we are most I)' interested, a lagrangian (or :\LE)
scheme is more adapted than an eulerian one, That is ,\'hy we will gi\'e the detailed implementation of our treatment in a lagrangian code,

1.1

Fracture

The surfaces created by the fracture in a mesh cell are supposed to be the mesh surfaces
around each "fractured cell". So. this cell is treated as if containing void. Consequently. we
impose that its pression and deviatoric stresses equal zero, as well as its artificial viscosity important point which we will emphasize later. Thus, we no longer use the equation of state
of the compact material - or damaged material - for the "fractured cells". It is to be noted
that such a treatment is compatible with any fracture criterion based on pressure, deviatoric
stresses and plastic or total strains.

1.2

Recovery

VVe suppose that the material of the "fractured cells" passes again at its thermodynamic
state at fracture. \Ve also consider that it then follows its prior thermodynamic and elastoplastic properties (no history damage): the equation of state and constitutive laws are used
again.
However, the material of the fractured cell is not considered recovered until its pression goes
positive again. This description is again compatible with any of the criterions listed before.

1.3

Implementation in a lagrangian hydrodynamics code

During the treatment of a "fractured cell", we let its density - given by the equation of
momentum - evolve freely. \Ve store the thermodynamic state of the material at the time
when the fracture criterion is reached. It is used when the cell density equals again its value
at fracture (no damage history).

2

COMPARISON WITH COMMON ID TREATMENT

The chosen common 1D treatment is the one described at the beginning of the previous
chapter. It is used in order to show that the shift due to our cell treatment is small - with
fine enough meshes.
For that purpose, we have calculated the spalling obtained from the plate impact of a polyethylenjcopper(lmm thick) flyer launched at 875 mjs on a copper(2mm thick)jLiF target.
The time origin is the instant of impact. The criterion used is a threshold for the principal
tensile stress, which value (see [8]) is 12 kbar. The comparison on figure 1 shows that the
velocities of the CopperjLiF interface computed with both methods are identical, and that
our treatment describes the fracture quite well.
The influence of the annulation of the artificial viscosity of a "fractured cell" is to be
noticed. Indeed, the formulation of the artificial viscosity we use consists of space derivatives of velocity components (through gradient or divergence terms). This introduces a term
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equivalent to a pressure in the discretized hydrodynamics equations, as soon as the cell is
compressed. This term leads to an early compression and recovery, which can be seen on the
velocity curves (see figure 2). Starting at about 1.35 JiS, this unphysical compression is clear
at around 2 liS. By zeroing this term, we agree with the result from the common treatment.
We can now try to calculate a bidimensionnal spall experiment,

3

CALCULATION OF A 2D SPALL EXPERIMENT

In the experiment we want to reproduce numerically, spalling is obtained in the copper sample of a stainless steel/copper bicouche, launched by a high explosive. The precise
geometry of the edifice is shown on figure 3. The velocity of the axial part of the free surface has been measured by means of doppler laser interferometry. It shows a velocity step
characteristic of spalling (full fracture) without subsequent recover of the copper (figure 4),
A particular care has been brought into the calculation conditions (mesh, artificial vis-

FIG. 3 - Geometry of the bidimensionnal experiment, with thicknesses e
cosity, ... ). These have been obtained through bidimensionnal calculations of the previous
experiment, and make it possible to obtain a proper calculation of the shock waves.
By using the spall stress of the copper from plate impact experiments, the value of the calculated velocity step is higher than the experimental one. A spall stress of 40 kbar is needed
to reproduce the data (see figure 4). We note oscillations around the velocity step - due to
waves in the external fragment of copper, which are not found in the experiment. Moreover,
the calculation suggests a multiple spalling of the copper, starting from its free surface and
progressing back into the sample, as already mention ned in [4]. The bidimensionnal spreading of the spall planes at 5 ps is illustrated on figure 5, where the fractured cells - of very
low density - are marked with daggers.
The use of the Johnson model makes it possible to get a more progressive relaxation of the
stresses and thus eliminates the previous oscillations in the computed velocity. It confirms a
multiple spalling of the copper, but its development differs from the previous one obtained
with tensile threshold criterion. Moreover, the parameters from [4] - which enable us to fit
properly measures from unidimensionnal experiments of plate impact [9] - do not reproduce
exactly the experimental value of the velocity step. A lowering - even strong - of the porosity
at spall (here equal to 30 %, from [4] and [5]) is not sufficient to obtain the proper velocity
step.
However, on account of the complex phenomena involved in that experiment and their modelling (equation of state of detonation products, initiation of the detonation, constitutive
laws, ... ), and because of too few measures (no stress measures, analysis of the sample after
test, ... ), it seems difficult to put into question a particular point of the fracture models to
account for this slight shift.
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CO NCL USI ON
The treatm ent we have presented here makes it possible to simula
te simpl y a fractu re
with a multid imens ionnal hydrodynamics code. Imple menta tion in
a unidim ension nal code
has shown its agreem ent with a common ID treatm ent.
Its applic ation to the calculation of a bidimensionnal experi ment of
spalling in coppe r gives
rather good results , either with a criterion of tensile thresh old or
the Johnson model , even
if they suggest values of the param eters different than the ones used
for plate impac ts.
Thus, other experi ments , with improved instru menta tion (recovering
the samples for analysis [10], radiog raphic measures, histor y of the stress, ... ) are planned
to determ ine the prope r
coefficients of various models of damage and fractu re for copper and
other metal s (e.g. tantalum ). We will then be able to assess the reliability of these model
s in the predic tion of
exper iment s involving high explosives and the subseq uent recovery
of spalled metals .
In case of excessive discrepancy with experimental results, we consider
some extensions of
the Johns on model (intro ductio n of a more realistic elasto plastic model
, of the inertia terms
in the solving of the equati on of the porosity, ... ).
At last, the imple menta tion of that fracture treatm ent enables us
to deal with experi ments
involving combi ned loadings, which are useful in the search for compr
ehensive models.
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OF ADIABATIC SHEAR BANDS
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l.S.G.I'vI.P., Universite de Metz, Ile du Saule)·, :jiG:j.) J\letz, France

1- INTRODUCTION
Narrow layers of intense shearing, called adiabatic shear band, appear in solids sustaining
high rates of deformation. jVlost of the analysis in the literature consider a shear band
as an entity infinetely extended in the shear direction, so as the evolution problem is one
dimensional. In such an approach, the propagation of the shear band tip cannot be analysed. In the present approach the shear band is modelized as a two dimensional entity.

II- KINEMATIC OF THE PROPAGATING BAND
The specimen is infinitely long with uniform properties and uniform thickness 211. Constant velocities ± 11 are prescribed at the boundaries y = ±h . .II shear band is assumed
to have formed at some point along the specimen and then t.o have spread a distance
sufficient to ensure the shear band tip is advancing under steady-state conditions. The
band thickness is supposed to be well characterized and has the value 2h o . The material,
far ahead of the tip is taken to be sheared uniformly while the medium far behind the
tip is pulled at velocity ±11 outside the shear band (Iyl;:o: h o ), ane! undergoes an uniform
shear strain rate within the band (Iyl ::; h o ).
A cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is used as reference. This s)·stem is placed at the
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Figure 1: View of the sheared specimen and of the modelled veloci ty
tip of the band and is translated with it along the specimen axis at. the constant tip velocity C. Plane strain conditions arc assumed. An Eulerian formulation is used. Assuming
incompressibility of the deformation, we introduce a stream function <!> to represent the

strain rate fields in the specimen. The kinematic of (h(, flo\\' is characterizcd 10,· three
parameters C, ho and A. The process zone, ha"ing a characteristic length defined b)' ,\. is
the region at the shear band tip, \\'here a rapid change in the velocit,· profile is obserwcl
from linear ahead to piecewise linear behind. The stream function iI>(,\. C. h .. ) defines a
family of admissible velocity fields satisfying incompressibility and boundar.,' conditions.
Among these velocity fields, an estimation of the real solution is obtained using a \'ariational approach. The \\'idth of the band 2h,. is considered as giwn: .\ and C have to be
optimized. The principle of virtual work leads to a set of equation, for the 111'0 unknowns
A and C. They are solved using a I'\cwton Raphson technique.
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III- RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
Different constitutive behaviour are considered to capture the influence of various parameters on the shear band propagation. Heat conduction effects are neglected. The material
is first consider as rigid perfectly plastic. In a second step. the behaviour is still supposed
rigid but a thermal softening is accounted for. Finally elasticity is taken into account.
'-IVe analyze the effects of the material parameters and of the loading conditions on the
structure of the process zone and on the tip velocity. Our results are compared with experimental measurements. The stabilizing effects of inertia, strain rate sensitivity, strain
hardening, and the destabilizing effects of strain softening, thermal softening and elasticity
have been analysed and quantified. Elastic energy release appears t.o have an important
role, and could lead, if neglected, to a large underestimation of the shear band velocity.
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High strain, high strain rate material properties :
development of the freely expanding spherical shell
test
A. JUANICOTENA, F. LLORCA
CEA Valduc, DRMN/HPC, Laboratoire Comportement et Modelisation
21120 Is-sur Tille - FRANCE

1. INTRODUCTION
Many problems setting in the design of some civil, military or spatial structures are connected to the
mechanical behavior of materials in the area of large strains and high strain rates. When the loading is
highly dynamic, the prediction of dynamic structural response by means of numerical calculations
needs optimized constitutive relations to describe plastic behavior of metallic materials. These models
are determined from mechanical tests conducted in a wide range of thermomechanical conditions.
Usually, tests are performed on classical hydraulically driven machines in the domain of low strain
rates whereas for higher levels, the well established Split Hopkinson Bar technique is often used. This
experimental method is classically dedicated to the study of material behavior at strain rates from 10'
3
to 5.10 s·1 and strains up to 0.4. In order to extend the domain of strain rate and strain, free
expatlding structure tests are particularly suited to model evaluation by virtue of their inherently
homogeneous stress state [I]. Because of its relative simplicity, the expanding ring test has received
most of the attention of investigators to date. However, in this experiment the final strains are limited
to 0.5. So, we have chosen to develop a new expanding spherical shell test for its potential capability
to reach high strain rates and large strains. In this paper, we discuss the principle, the design, the
development of the test and, finally we propose the first results in the case of tantalum.

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The test is derived from the classical expanding ring experiment: it consists to impose a free dynamic
expansion to a thin object. Kinetic energy is then consumed in plastic work so that expanding velocity
decreases. Through mathematical operations, the time-velocity data gives the stress-strain-strain rate
state within the sample.

2.1.

Governillg eqllatiolls

Let us consider a elementary volume of a spherical shell at radius r. Under the assumptions of free
radial expansion, thin shell and spherical symmetry, the fundamental dynamic relation simply
resolved itself and the stress-strain-strain rate relations are given by :
r;:
and
cr 0 = cr" = -p

2

where a, and ao," are respectively the radial and the tangential stresses, p the material mass density, ,.
the current sphere radius and i' the radial acceleration. We assume that volume is conserved (plastic

deformation), density is unchanged during free expansion and relation (I) is verified for any current
cross-sectional area. Also, as and a", represent true stresses and the sphere material is subjected to an
equibiaxial tension state of stress. True strains are given by
£9

= £ (P = - -j)£ = In(r)
'()
r
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where ro is the initial sphere radius.
The tangential true strain rate then becomes:
.
r

(3)

E9 =-

r

It is clearly shown that the measurement of displacement or velocity allows to determine stress, strain
and strain rate second-order tensor at any time during the experiment. For example, it is possible to
calculate displacement and acceleration by integration and differentiation with respect to time of the
expanding velocity data. Stress and strain tensors are then reduced to effective scalar values according
to Von Mises criteria:
a'1!=a=
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Experimental technique

The principle of the experimental procedure is based on the original expanding ring test [3-4]. The
free radial expansion is imposed by means of an explosive set-up. A shock wave is generated by the
detonation of a high explosive and transmitted outward through a steel driver. Therefore, the shock
wave propagates within the sample which expands at high speed, by virtue of its own inertia, i.e.
without the action of external forces. Under this motion, the thin sphere undergoes large plastic
deformations as its initial kinetic energy is dissipated into plastic work. Technical difficulties
associated with explosively driven devices in spherical geometry (initiation, complete sphere
machining processes) have led us to restrict the test to the expansion of hemispherical shells. The
design of the experimental set-up has been defined using I D and 2D hydrocodes [5]. First, I D
numerical calculations are used to evaluate shock pressure levels in the sample material in order to
limit damage phenomena like spalling. In 2D simulations, the apparatus has been designed in order to
minimize bidimensionnal effects due to the hemispherical geometry. These results have also been
used to plan measurements. Finally, the experimental set up is constructed as shown in Figure I.
The driver material is XC38 steel
with a 330 MPa yield strength. The
driver size and the explosive
diameter are chosen to launch the
sphere at an initial strain rate of
. measurements
4
10 s-l. Dimensions of the principal
elements are : explosive diameter
driver (transmitter)
from 38 to 44 mm, sphere inner
diameter 100 mm and thickness
from 1.5 to 3 mm. The radial
sphere velocity is measured with
the Doppler Laser Interferometry
+---\-\--++f----- initiation device
technique CDLI) for different
locations in order to record
bidimensionnal effects. Furthermore, expansion of the material
sample is observed by means of
Figure I - Cross-sectional vieH' of the experimental set up.
ultra high speed cameras.

2.3.

Numerical simulatiolls

The objective of numerical simulations is to define
the characteristics of the dynamic loading applied to
the spherical sample (levels, chronology ... ). Most of
calculations were performed with a CEA hydrocode
named Hesione. Figure 2 shows the simplified
computational grid of the set-up. It is the
axisymmetric representation where the x-axis is an
axis of symmetry. Lagrangian calculations are
performed : inert materials are modeled with Mi'eGruneisen equations of state and Steinberg-CochranGuinan constitutive relations [6].
Figure 3 shows the detonative and shock wave
propagation across the elements.

F===:::::.:::>_sa mpie
anvil
.'.'

transmitter

Figure 2 - ComplllGliona! grid a/lhe test.

X

L,
z

axis of symmetry

propagation and deformation phenomena given by a 2D numerical
rJlr.ren"ustages
siTllulalion - 0) 21's, b) 41's, c) 61's, d) 8ps, e)12ps.

The spherical sample separates from the driver approximately 10 fls after detonation of the explosive.
Calculated pressure and deviatoric stress levels in the spherical shell are reported in figures 4 and 5.
These plots confinn that the applied loading is divided in two stages:
- first, the shock wave travels across the sample, in which the loading is close to uniaxial deformation
in the x (e,) direction. In this case, Syy = S", = -0.5 S".
- then, the free radial expansion by plastic flow begins, the material is subjected to a dynamic
equibiaxial tension in the y (ee) and z (e,") directions, Again we have the relation Syy = Su = 0.5 S",
In the previous example (Fig, 4), the peak shock pressure is about 6 GPa for a corresponding rise time
of about 1.4 flS, In all performed calculations, initial shock pressure level has been found lower than
10 GPa. It is well known that application of a shock wave can lead to modify the mechanical
properties like yield strength or work-hardening rate. For example, behavior of tantalum becomes to
be sensitive to peak pressure effects between 20 Gpa and 45 GPa [7].
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Figure 4 - Spherical component of the stress tensor.

Figure 5 - Deviatoric components of the stress tensor.

Figure 6 is a plot of the radial velocity versus
i
"'I
time for the three locations of DLi
Expanding radial velocity (m.s·')
measurements. We can observe the oscillatory
. ...,
phenomenon caused by the waves reflections
"-~~"
-0
from the inner radius to the free surface of the
~'"
45
sample. This ringing motion is damped out in
'~''''''
roo .
time and the decreasing of velocity with plastic
' .. "'~-~
deformation becomes considerably smoother.
,so f
Restoration of elastic energy at the end of
copper
'00
¢I<'l'ic;' '" 40mm
plastic deformation is observed in the numerical
spherC",,,l == l.5mm
simulations. In the case of the hemispherical
outer radius
geometry, it is due to bidimensionnal effects
which propagate along the object, starting from
le1'lP'S Ius)
the 45° location to the pole. In the case of real
Figure
6
Calculated
radial
"elodty versus lime.
experiments, observation of elastic restoration
depends on the appearance of damage and fracture phenomena. No damage law is included in the
numerical simulation. Nevertheless, applying equations (1-2-3-4) at the pole location is justified
because due to the axisymetrical geometry of the test, the state of stress at this point is always
equibiaxial.
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3. TANTALUM RESULTS
4

Two tantalum spheres were expanded to strain rates up to 1.2 10 s'] This material is very attractive
in particular due to its high density, superior strength and excellent ductility over a wide range of
strain rates and temperatures [8). Tantalum used in the present study was produced by Cabot
Performance Materials Company. the two hemispheres have been machined from an ingot (70 mm
diameter), in accordance with a particular procedure to elaborate objects with homogeneous
microstructure [5). The grain size of the as-received tantalum spheres was approximately 35 ).1m.

3.1.

Results

Two tests have been performed. Table I shows the geometrical characteristics selected for the
explosive and the thickness of the sphere.
Table I - Characteristics of the elements.
test

number
106
107

~

explosive

sphere thickness

(mm)

(mm)

40
44

2

2

Figure 7 presents four pictures for the 106 shot. The origin of time is fixed as the detonator is
initiated. The film shows the clean and apparent axisymetrical expansion of the hemisphere (pictures

a, b and c) until the time when first damages appear (pictures c and dl,

Figure 7 - Expanding spherical shell test- TalllalulII - Shot /06,
a) 9.4l's, b) 50,/ I's, c) 77.2I's, d) 117,8I's

Figure 8 is a plot of the time velocity
curves obtained for the two tantalum
experiments, The same phenomena
are to be found in the previous
numerical simulations, that is to say a
ringing motion after launch, followed
by a decrease of the velocity with
time, At the end of the test, there is no
« elastic rebound », indicating that the
material
fractures
before
bidimensionnal disturbances appear.
Shock pressure at the driver/sphere
interface may be estimated with the
next shock relation [9] :
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free surface velocity, With the values of Co = 3367 m,s-I and S =1.2 [10], shock pressure levels for
shot 106 and shot 107 are estimated: respectively 7,85 GPa and 9.06 GPa, Influence of peak shock
pressure is then neglected according to literature.

3.2.

Dala processillg alld allalysis
Using the equations (1-2-3) to transform experimental velocity curves into stress-strain curves
requires integrating and differentiating operations, Considerable difficulty is usually encountered with
the single differentiation of raw data, Various methods are then applied in order to reduce scatter, In
this study, two ways were investigated, The first way consists in fitting the velocity time data within
the usable data window to a quadratic function of the fonn : 1'(1) =a+bl+c/, Acceleration is then
obtained by differentiating the analytical formula and is consequently a linear function of time, In the
second way, by differentiating the velocity curve about a time period of approximately 2 Ils (finite
elements method), we eliminate the highest frequencies information in order to smooth the final
results, We fit then the stress-strain curve by a quadratic function, These two techniques are not very
sophisticated but we do not choose to focus on this problem at this time,
Figure 9 present plots of the effective strains and strain rates during the two experiments, For test 107,
the stress-strain curve is calculated and proposed in figure 10,
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Higher strain rate at the starting of the expanding stage of the shell varies from 1 to 1.2x 10 s-I. The
maximum plastic strain is achieved for shot 107, with a final level equal to 0.7. So, we confirm that
the initial objective proposed for the design of this new experimental technique is reached. As regards
the stress-strain curve, its shape puts in evidence short work hardening stage followed by a steady
state and a final softening stage. The two first zones are currently observed in classical mechanical
experiments; the last stage is more original for evaluating models because it is the result of the action
of two distinct phenomena: adiabatic heating and saturation of flow stress. Decreasing of strain rate
is not sufficient to explain such a stress collapse. The measured stress levels for tantalum are in a
good accordance with those obtained by means of the SHPB technique [5]. Evaluation of the plastic
behavior of tantalum by means of various constitutive relations is presented by the authors in [11].

4. CONCLUSION
A new test for dynamic evaluation of viscoplastic models at high strains and high strain rates has been
designed by means of numerical simulations. The freely expanding spherical shell test subjects the
material to equibiaxial loading, and the stress - strain - strain rate function can be obtained from the
radial velocity versus time function. The first experimental results in the case of tantalum show the
test is perfectly adapted to the evaluation of plastic models at high strains and high strain rates.
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Fatigue of cold forging tools affected
by high strains and strain-rates
CH. HINSEL, U. ENGEL
Chair of Manufacturing Technology, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Egerlandstr. 11, 91058 Erlangen, Germany

I" INTRODUCTION
Cold forging is characterized by high material efficiency and high production rates at short
process times, net shape capability, and improved material properties due to cold hardening
and favourable material flow [1]. Therefore cold forging is well-established where precise
components have to be produced at high productivity.
The steadily increasing demands on this precision and productivity lead to high strains and
strain-rates in the billet. Even if the tool speed is relatively low, for example in the range from
0.1 to I ms- I for a punch in backward can extrusion, the billet material can be subjected to
strain-rates of 100 S-I and more. This is due to the fact that the die geometry causes the
workpiece material to plastically deform in an inhomogeneous manner in order to be
deformed to the desired shape [2].
Furthermore, the increasing industrial demand for improved productivity leads to higher
speeds which can elevate the strain-rate in excess of 100 S-I [2] in local areas of the
workpiece. In addition to the improved productivity, high-speed forging provides advantages
with regard to enhanced surface quality and increased precision [3].
A consequence of these rising strains and strain-rates in the billet is that the load on the cold
forging tools is significantly increasing as well, which leads to wear and fatigue fracture. In
order to obtain economical tool life, enhanced tool design is required using advanced methods
such as numerical analysis by finite elements. Based on the characterization and analysis of
material flow, tool load and tool strength, this paper shows ways towards the appropriate
design of tools for cold forging at high strains and strain-rates.

II " METHODS OF TOOL LAYOUT IN COLD FORGING
The appropriate layout of cold forging tools is supported by empirical, knowledge-based,
statistical and deterministic methods. Empirical knowledge, compiled in various guidelines
[4,5] and technical books [3], allows the estimation of tool load by analytical equations and by
nomograms. The knowledge-based approach, which provides systems to design tools and
forging sequences, is based on deterministic and empirical knowledge [6]. Statistical
approaches take into consideration that all parameters of influence are subject to deviations,
causing scattering in tool life [7].
In recent years, deterministic methods have gained in importance, especially due to the further
developments in numerical process simulation. Therefore the following investigations mainly

concentrate on examples for the deterministic design of cold forging tools. Thc basic idea of
this method is to trace back both the load and the strength to their origins, i.e. to the primary
parameters of influence [7]. The material flow (see III-I) determines the external load which
is given by the normal stresses, friction stresses and displacements between tool and billet.
The internal load is caused by the external load and additionally influenced by tool design.
The external and the internal load can be quantified by numerical simulation (see III-2) [8].
The strength of the tool elements is affected by the damaging mechanisms of wear and fatigue
(see IV-I) which are controlled by the load. The damaging mechanisms can be modelled by
applying concepts of tribology, damage and fracture mechanics (see IV -2). Tool life is
determined by the period of time in which the strength of the tool exceeds the load. Due to its
stochastic nature, however, tool life can be used for an appropriate criterion for the tool layout
only if it is connected with an information about the probability of its occurence [7].

III - EFFECTS OF HIGH STRAIN-RATES ON TOOL LOAD
III - 1. Analysis of material flow at high strains and strain-rates
Calculation of the tool load in a metal forming process requires the thorough knowledge of the
properties and flow of the billet material. Contrary to simplified approaches, constitutive
equations for modelling of the material behaviour should consider the flow stress as a function
of strain, strain-rate, and temperature [2]. Heating of the workpiece in cold forging results
from the plastic deformation and the strain-rate. Equations which are provided by finite
element systems to model the material behaviour range from simple stress-strain-curves to
more comprehensive models, taking into account strain-rate and temperature effects.
Software packages for numerical simulation can be considered in two broad groups: general
(ABAQUS, MARC) and special purpose (MARC/AutoForge, DEFORM, FORGE2/3) programs.
Special purpose codes gain increasing popularity due to the demands in industry. However, it
is seldom recognised that increasing complexity of the problems needs complicated coupled
models, which are rarely supported by special purpose programs [9]. In the following, material
definitions used in the commercial FE codes DEFORM and ABAQUS are discussed.
Fig. 1 shows an example for a combined forward rod backward can extrusion process
calculated by DEFORM. Based on a punch speed of I ms· l , strains of up to 2 and strain-rates of
more than 500s· 1 can occur locally, in this case for a punch speed of I ms· l .
die

ring

effective strain-rate distribution
~ in s-1

I

workpiece I
0.5% carbon steel,
rigid visco-plastic

A=0
B = 100
C= 200
D =300
E =400
F = 500
G= 600

rigid

=560 s-1
punch speed: 1 ms-1

Fig. 1

Strain-rate distribution ill combined fonvard rod - buckward can extrusion

DEFORM [10) is a special purpose code designed for process simulation in cold, warm and hot
forging of steels and non-ferrous metals. DEFORM provides the following built in functions for

defining the flow stress in dependence of strain and strain-rate:
m
CY j = C·f." '8

8 = A[sinh(acy j

r

el-MlIIRT",,, I)

8 = Acy jel-MlIIRT",,)) ,

(1)

(2)
(3)

Function (1) defines the flow stress in terms of strain and strain-rate only. The dependency of
strain-rate is given by m which normally increases with temperature. In the functions (2) and
(3), L'lH is the activation energy for plastic flow, used mainly for aluminium alloys. DEFORM
offers the material models linear thermo-elastic material, rigid-viscoplastic material, porous
material and thermal-elastoplastic material, all assuming isotropic material behaviour.
ABAQUS is a general purpose code for manifold applications in engineering. The material
library in ABAQUS includes more metal plasticity models than DEFORM. The main options are
a choice between rate independent and rate dependent plasticity, and a choice between the
Mises yield surface for isotropic and Hill's yield surface for anisotropic materials.
ABAQUS allows to define a strain-rate dependent yield stress in two ways. First, test data can
be provided as tables of yield stress values versus equivalent strain at different equivalent
plastic strain-rates epl. Second, ABAQUS allows the user to enter only one hardening curve, the
static hardening curve, and then to express the rate-dependent hardening curves in terms of the
static relation, i.e.

cyAf.I",81") =

CYo(f.P')RW')

(4)

where 0'0 is the static yield stress, e,1 is the equivalent plastic strain, 81'1 is the equivalent
plastic strain-rate, and R is a ratio defined as R=I.O at 81'1=0. This material model is limited to
isotropic hardening again [11].
In addition, ABAQUS optionally allows for plastic dissipation to result in the heating of a
material. The option is typically used in the simulation of bulk metal forming or other highspeed manufacturing processes involving large amounts of inelastic strain where the heating
of the matieral caused by its deformation is an important effect. The option is applicable only
to adiabatic thermal-stress analysis or coupled temperature-displacement analysis.
To come to a conclusion, this comparison of functions provided by two commercial FE codes
shows that the modelling of material at high strain-rates is still limited to simplified
approaches, e.g. not taking into account anisotropic hardening. Therefore, the improvement of
accuracy in numerical modelling of the material behaviour, taking into account the effects
caused by high strains and strain-rates, requires two approaches. First, suitable constitutive
equations have to be implemented into commercial software packages. Second, appropriate
material parameters for typical cold forging steels have to be determined and disseminated.
In future, the modelling of microstructural behaviour will become more and more important to
describe anisotropic hardening and damage [12). These concepts are currently not included in
the simulation of bulk metal forming processes. However, various studies (e.g. [13)) show
that the yield stress for orthogonal and reversed (Bauschinger effect) reloading can differ up to
30% [9]. Such a difference can not be ignored if the accuracy of simulation must be high.
Furthermore, these considerations are necessary for the innovative forming of microparts [14].

III . 2. Analysis of tool load
The material flow distribution yields the distribution of external load on the tool, represented
by the normal stresses, the friction stresses and displacements between the tool elements and
the billet. The internal load, represented by stress and strain distribution, is directly resulting

from the external load caused by the transfer of the contact conditions. Fig. 2 shows the
effective stress distribution inside the die for the same process as in Fig. I. The maximum
effective stress represents the location where fatigue fracture occurs in the real tool.
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Tool load: effective stress distribution in a cold forging die

IV· EFFECTS OF HIGH STRAINS AND STRAIN·RATES
ON TOOL LIFE
IV . 1. Failure of cold forging tools
In cold forging, tool life is mainly constrained by fracture, wear, and plastic deformation.
Wear and fatigue fracture are mechanisms affecting the tool simultaneously. Wear is a process
starting immediately during the first forming operation; its accumulation determines the tool
life. The criterion for that may be the decreasing surface quality of the billet or exceeding
tolerance limits. Despite a high degree of hardness of tool material (high-speed steels,
cemented carbides [I]) and modern coating technologies [IS], wear always takes place in
forming operations [16]. Fracture can be divided into forced rupture, which can be avoided by
proper tool layout following appropriate guidelines [4,5] or empirical knowledge, and fatigue
fracture. Fatigue fracture is the main danger in cold forging production because of the high
costs arising not only from the tool replacement but also from the resulting damage which
may be caused by the broken tool in automatic production.
IV . 2. Experimental and numerical analysis of tool strength
The strength of the tool elements is affected by the damaging mechanisms of wear and fatigue.
These mechanisms can be taken into account in the numerical simulation by applying
concepts of tribology, damage and fracture mechanics. With regard to fatigue, various
concepts for the estimation of tool strength and thus tool life are available [17J:
The Woehler approach is based on uni-axial fatigue tests which yield a relation between the
number of load cycles f and the stress amplitude O"a for high-cycle fatigue:

N
Nf=ND(;J'

(5)

with O"D as the fatigue limit and N D as the corresponding lifetime.
The local energy approach takes into account multi-axial stress conditions by adding the
directional-dependent damage portions. Assuming that the plastic strain components can be
neglected, only the so-call modified elastic strain energy density LlW++ has to be considered:
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The local strain approach can be derived according to Coffin et al by
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with 8" strain amplitude; C5f cyclic stress coefficient, b cyclic stress exponent, 8'( cyclic strain
coefficient, c cyclic strain component. 2Nj is the number of load cycles until the initiation of
fatigue cracks. In case of neglection of plastic strain, 8'( and c are not required.
For all of these approaches, however, it is difficult to get the necessary material data even for
well-known tool materials. Nevertheless, especially the energy based approach provides an
efficient instrument to estimate tool life if fatigue is the dominating failure mechanism [17].

v - APPROPRIATE DESIGN OF COLD FORGING TOOLS
The increasing loads caused by cold forging at high strains and strain-rates require advanced
tool design. Due to the diversity of parameters of influence, there are many approaches to
improved tool performance. Most of the measures aim at decreasing the load on the tool
and/or at increasing the strength of the tool [7]:
Tool material: The optimum tool material combines high fracture toughness with high
hardness. For cold forging punches, mainly cold/hot working steels (e.g. AISI D2, i.e. DIN
X155CrVMo12 1) and high speed steels (e.g. AISI M2, i.e. DIN S6-5-2) are used [18]. The
steadily increasing demands on tool strength lead to modern powder-metallurgical tool steels
(e.g. ASP2000) which provide a high purity with almost no carbide concentrations that may
lead to premature crack initiation; thus the fatigue strength can be improved significantly [19].
The use of cemented carbides (e.g. ISO G40) has become common for many cold extrusion
dies where pre-stressing of the die minimizes the risk of cracks by tensile stresses in the die.
SUlface and coating technologies: Surface and coating technologies, especially plasma
technologies (physical vapour deposition, plasma-nitriding) and chemical vapour deposition,
have become well-established in industry to improve the wear resistance of cold forging tools.
However, due to the increasing demands on the performance and functionality of coatings,
cun-ent developments aim at combining the advantages of various surface and coating
technologies. For example duplex coating, i.e. plasma-nitriding with subsequent PVD coating,
helps to increase not only the wear resistance but also the fatigue strength of tool steels [15].
Pre-stressing: Usually cold forging dies are pre-stressed by a stress ring to avoid crucial high
tensile stresses in critical regions of the die. Pre-stressing technology by strip winding allows
intensified pre-stressing by which the internal load can be further reduced, finally yielding an
increase in tool life as well as a reduction in scattering of tool life [20].
Shape optimization: Stress and strain concentrations in cold forging tools mainly arise in areas
with sharp corners or small radius respectively, being affected by wear as well as by fatigue.
Such tool features are potential areas of crack initiation and require special attention in tool
design as well as in tool manufacturing. While the quantitative interpretation of simulation
results is rather difficult to evaluate, various examples have proven that the qualitative
interpretation is very helpful to detect the most critical locations in a tool. This way numerical
process simulation is the appropriate tool for shape modification and optimization.
Approaches to enhanced tool design meeting the demands of higher loads are not only related
to high speed forging. Other trends in cold forging such as net shape forging, ecological
manufacturing [21] and forging of light-weight materials (e.g. magnesium) put pressure on
advanced tool design as well.

VI . CONCLUSIONS
Cold forging at high strains and strain-rates confronts proper process design in various ways.
Concerning the billet, material properties such as strain-rate dependent yield strength are taken
into account in the layout of cold forging processes, especially in numerical process
simulation. However, in most cases these material models are still simplified, e.g. limited to
isotropic hardening. Concerning the tool, the detection of critical tool areas and the relevant
maximum loads is significantly supported by numerical process simulation. Together with
experimental determination of the strength of the tool material, the calculation of damage
parameters allows at least a qualitative estimation of the tool life today.
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Dynamic characterisation of low impedance materials
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SUMMARY
This paper presents a review of results found in our Laboratory, these few last years, about
new techniques allowing for a valuable analysis of strain rate effects on the behaviour of soft
viscous materials. Those results concern the use of Hopkinson bars: -a) the waves' dispersion
correction for viscoelastic 3D bars; -b) the extension of the SHB technique to long time
measurements using a two-gauges measurement method taking account of the correction of
wave dispersion effects, as it is indeed indispensable in that case; -c) inverse calculation
methods that are needed for the analysis of the results of transient tests when the hypothesis of
homogeneity in the specimen is not valid.
I - INTRODUCTION

The Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB), or Kolsky's apparatus, is a commonly used
apparatus for testing materials at high strain rates, in the range of approximately 300 to
3000 s-I. Historically, the first use of a long thin bar to measure the pulse shape induced by
an impact is considered due to Hopkinson [I]. This method has been well established after the
critical work of Davies [2]. The experimental set-up with two long bars and a short specimen
has been introduced by Kolsky [3]. The Split Hopkinson bar technique, which has been
initially used in compression, has been extended to the tension (Harding et aI., [4]) and to the
torsion (Duffy et aI., [5]). To increase the measuring duration of SHPB, some earlier workers
(Campbell and Duby [6]; Lundberg and Henchoz [7]) have analysed the multiple reflections
in bars, using two signals recorded at two different cross-sections in a bar.
This paper will focus on some particularly important points when soft materials subjected
to high strains are considered. : In sections II & III we consider measurement problems that
are directly related to the SHPB arrangement. In section IV, we consider the identification
problems relating material behaviour to experimental measurements.

II· SHPB MEASURING TECHNIQUES. VISCOELASTIC DISPERSION
CORRECTION
II - 1. SHPB measuring technique.
In p,\ bar

pro\ctile
L -__' __~ILI

spe\men

out\ut bar

______~·~____~mL______~·~____~
Fig. 1. SHPB test set-up

A typical SHPB set-up is outlined in Fig. 1. It is composed of long input and output bars with
a short specimen placed between them. The impact of the projectile at the free end of the
input bar develops a compressive longitudinal incident wave E; (I). Once this wave reaches the
bar specimen interface, a part of it, E, (t), is reflected, whereas another part goes through the
specimen and develops in the output bar the transmitted wave eJt). Those three basic waves
recorded by the gages cemented on the input and output bars allow for the measurement of
forces and velocities at the two faces of the specimen.
This measurement technique is based on the wave propagation theory and on the
superposition principle. According to the wave propagation theory, the stress and the particle
velocity associated with a single wave can be calculated from the associated strain measured
by the strain gages. Using the superposition principle, the stress and the particle velocity in
one section are calculated from the two waves propagating in opposite directions in this
section. When the waves are known at bar-specimen interfaces, the forces and the velocities at
both faces of the specimen are given by the following equations (1).

V;/lp",(t) = ~ (IW) -£,(t))

F,npjt) =SB E (E/t) +£,(1))

v",,,pu!t) = ~

F"u,pu,( t) =SBEE, (t)

E, (t)

(1)

where SB, E and Co are respectively the bar's cross-sectional area, Young's modulus, and the
elastic wave speed.
As the three waves are not measured at bar-specimen interfaces in order to avoid their
superposition, they have to be shifted from the position of the strain gages to the specimen
faces, in time and distance. This shifting leads to two main perturbations. First, waves change
in their shapes on propagating along the bar. Second, it is very difficult to find an exact delay
in the time shifting to ensure that the beginnings of the three waves correspond to the same
instant. Those perturbations, if not controlled, can introduce errors in the final result,
especially in the range of small strains.
The input force is proportional to the sum of the incident and the reflected wave recorded
in the input bar. A correct measure of this force needs that the reflected wave is significantly
different of the opposite value of the incident wave. The impedance of the specimen cannot
then be too small compared to that of the bars. When soft materials are tested, this condition
leads to the use of low impedance bars which are necessarily made of a viscoelastic material.

II -2. Correction for wave dispersion
The wave dispersion effects on longitudinal elastic waves propagating in cylindrical bars
have been studied experimentally by Davies [8]. On the basis of the longitudinal wave
solution for an infinite cylindrical elastic bar given by Pochhammer [9], and Chree [10], a
dispersion correction has been proposed and verified by experimental data. Even though the
Pochhammer-Chree solution is not exact for a finite bar, it is found easily applicable and
sufficiently accurate [8].
Using the same assumptions, this approach is generalised to the case of bars made of any
linear viscoelastic material. As it is presented in [11], the complete solution of the governing
equation, with boundary conditions on the external surface of the bars, leads to a frequency
equation that gives a relation between the wave number ~ and the frequency OJ. This equation
takes the same form as the classical one obtained in elasticity. However, in the present case,
the argument ~ in the equation is a complex number that represents the complex change in
phase function of the frequency OJ. Its real part gives the relation between the frequency and
the associated phase velocity and its imaginary part gives the relation between the frequency
and the associated attenuation coefficient.
The explicit relation ~(OJ) is found numerically from the frequency equation. The shifting
function is then carried out using the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFr) technique [12]. The
associated dispersion correction is more important than the correction for an equivalent purely
elastic system, in particular because of a significant dumping effect. An example of the
influence of this correction is shown in fig. 2a and 2b.
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III - LARGE STRAIN RANGE TESTING AND MEDIUM STRAIN·RATES.
The measuring technique using bars relies on the knowledge of the two elementary waves
propagating in opposite directions. Once they are known, they can be time-shifted to the
desired cross-section (bar-specimen interfaces for example) to calculate forces and velocities.
The SHPB technique uses long bars and a short loading pulse so that there exists a crosssection where the total incident pulse and the first part of reflected waves (of the same
duration) can be recorded separately. There exists then a maximum observation duration
depending on the length of the bars.

To increase the measuring duration of SHPB, some earlier workers have analysed the
multiple reflections in bars. Campbell and Duby [6] have reported a method on the basis of
one dimensional elastic wave theory. Lundberg and Henchoz [7] have also proposed a simple
explicit formula (within one-dimensional wave propagation assumption) to separate the two
elementary waves and to measure the particle velocity after the observation window, using
two signals recorded at two different cross-sections in a bar. Recently, this method has found
a new application [13] in the prediction of the wave propagation in a bar with a non-uniform
impedance (due to a temperature gradient, for instance) and successfully used in high
temperature SHPB testing [14,15]. However, as indicated by those authors [6,7], such a
method is valid only if the wave dispersion effect can be neglected. This situation is found
when the bar is thin and the measuring duration is short (the duration in those works is about
1 ms for a bar of 10 mm diameter).
A new measuring method has been proposed on the basis of a similar analysis but without
above limitations [16,17]. An iterative formula allowing for the calculation of the two
virtually separated elementary waves for the total desired testing duration is presented, using
two signals recorded at two different cross-sections in each bar. It takes into account the wave
dispersion effects which are very important for the accuracy of long time measurements.
When soft materials are tested, it uses low impedance bars made of a viscoelastic material.
The viscoelastic dispersion presented in section II is then very important as shown in [17].

III· 1. TWO STRAIN GAUGES WAVE SEPARATION METHOD
Considering the two elementary waves in a bar, the wave propagating in the positive
direction (arbitrarily defined) is named the "ascending" wave and the other one the
"descending" wave. The strain £(t) at each section is the sum of the contribution of the
elementary "ascending" wave £",,(t) and that of the elementary "descending" wave £d,,(t).

At the section where the strain is measured, a prior knowledge of the contribution of one
elementary wave will allow for the calculation of the other one. Knowing how the waves
propagate, the" ascending" wave at point B is found by applying the shifting function to the
"ascending" wave at point A. In order to exhibit "ascending" and "descending" waves from
measurements at two points A and B, an iterative process is built based on the solutions of
equ. (2) written at points A and B.
An iterative formula is then constructed and both "ascending" and "descending" waves can
be calculated for all the time intervals.

III· 2. APPLICATIONS TO THE DYNAMIC TESTINC OF POLYMERIC
FOAM.
Recently, the knowledge of the behaviour of low impedance materials (like foams) under
crash situations has been needed in the automotive industry and has appeared as an important
goal. One particular feature of foam testing is the need for a large maximum strain (up to
80%) in order to study the densification part of the response, associated with a significant
increase of the stress. In a conventional SHPB test at quite high strain rates of about 300/s, it
is not possible to measure such strains, even if they are easily reached after the measuring
phase because of the very low resistance of foam. The difficulty lying in a limited measuring
duration is solved with the wave separation method presented above.

A test on polymeric foam (a specimen of 40 mm of length and 40 mm of diameter) using a
common Nylon SHPB with two 3m bars of a diameter of 40 mm is taken for an example. The
measurable duration is about 12 ms, which is 10 times the initial SHPB measuring duration
(about 1.2 ms) for this set-up. In terms of measurement duration, it is as if two bars of 30m
long had been used. The deduced average stress-strain relation is shown in Figure 3. The
material behaviour is measured up to a strain 3 times larger than for a conventional SHPB.
Since there is a periodic loading due to the round trip of the incident wave in the input bar, 4
loading-unloading cycles are observed. Unloading and reloading curves do not follow exactly
the same path, which is in agreement with known material characteristics and gives
confidence in the accuracy of the measurement. If the unloading has to be avoided, one just
has to use a different and better adapted loading device such as the "slow bar" [17], which
allow tests at medium strain rates (Sis to SOls). A comparison of results at 250/s and at 30/s is
given in the figure 4, showing the strong rate sensitivity of the tested foam.
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IV. MATERIAL BEHAVIOUR IDENTIFICATION

Fig. 5 High speed camera frame of a foam
specimen under dynamic loading.
(black lines are equidistant in the unloaded
state)

The Split Hopkinson pressure bar
arrangement can give very accurate
measurements of forces and velocities at
both sample faces if the data processing is
carefully performed. There remains the
second kind of problems of SHPB
mentioned in the introduction, which
consist of relating material properties to
measured forces and velocities at the two
specimen faces. The classical analysis
assumes the axial uniformity of stress and
strain fields in the specimen. Such an
hypotheses is no more valid, at least when
input and output forces are no more equal
as shown in fig 2b, at least in the first third
of the test. It can be deduced that strain-rate
and strain fields will be also nonhomogeneous as it is observed in fig. 5.

It is then necessary to develop a method which permits relating the material behaviour to the

measured forces and velocities without assumption of uniformity.
A SHPB test provides superabundant measurements that are forces and velocities at both ends
of the specimen. Accordingly, an identification technique based on an inverse calculation
method [18] can be introduced. The complete theoretical process is presented in [19] and [20],
An obvious key point of the method is that a parametric model of the tested material is
needed. For the foam we have tested (a test result is presented in fig. 2b), we have not yet
found such a model. An example of the inverse approach is then presented for a Hopkinson
test of salt-rock.
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In Fig. 6a, comparison for salt rock between the measured forces and the calculated ones is
shown. The chosen model, with the set of parameters that give the best agreement with
experimental data, can be considered as the representative model of the specimen in this test.
As a result, the stress and strain fields in the specimen are known so that a stress-strain curve
is found and can be given for a constant strain rate through the identified model. In our
example, the stress-strain curve obtained with this method is compared with those of twowaves or three-waves classical SHPB analysis. Those two curves are quite far from that of the
present method (Fig. 6b). As a result, the inverse calculation technique is the only way to
obtain accurate results for this type of materials.
V. CONCLUSION

Some foam materials used in automotive industry dummies are low impedance materials that
can support large strains and show a strong strain-rate effect. Testing and modelling such
materials at high strain rates leads to solve special difficulties.
a) Because of low impedance, Hopkinson bars made of low impedance materials are used.
b) Because of large strains and low strain-rates often requested, a two strain gauges wave
separation method is used.
In both cases, the use of a visco-elastic waves' correction dispersion theory is needed.
c) Because of the strong strain-rate effect, measured input and output forces are sometimes
significantly different and SHPB analysis has to be done using an inverse method.
Those techniques are available in our laboratory allowing for a valuable testing of soft
materials at large strains and high and medium strain-rates.
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I - INTRODUCTION

Due to their process ability and specific mass, polymers are more and more used in
engineering applications. In that field, considerable attention must be paid to their
performance for impact loading situations.
In parallel, many engineering thermoplastics exhibit a large deformation even during impact
(e.g., 100 to 1000 s-l) 1-8, whereas their mechanical behaviour at high strain rate and large
strain is not yet modelled in a satisfactory way.
This study deals with this particular point and concerns different types of ductile polymers. It
will be first stated that simple laboratory tests are inaccurate to model the performance of
polymeric parts under actual loading. The main remaining problems will be described and the
use of inverse methods, which appears to be a convenient alternative, will be illustrated
II - MECHANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF POLYMERS

II-I. Description
Typical behaviour of ductile polymers in their solid state (excluding rubber-like materials)
consists of four or five successive phases, the relative importance of which depend on the
material, the strain rate and the temperature.
Low deformations (up to approximately 0.1 to 0.2) are mainly reversible and visco-elastic.
Above an apparent yield point the deformation is irreversible (at least in the time scale of the
experiment) (fig. 1). As plastic deformation is initiated a strain softening process (fig. Ib) is
sometime observed. Then, an important plastic flow occurs (up to strain of 2 or 3) which
induces an important anisotropy in the material and very specific strain hardening effects.
This often results in stable neck propagation during tensile tests but also during impact l -8.
This schematic description is valid whatever the loading conditions are (tension, compression
or torsion). But, aside from this qualitative agreement, significant differences exist.
Compressive yield stress is higher than others are. Strain hardening, which is related to
induced anisotropy, is noticeably dependent upon loading conditions (fig. Ib).
In parallel, this behaviour depends on strain-rate and temperature even at very low strain rate
and for small difference of temperature (fig. la). Due to relaxation phenomena (e.g., glass
transition) this dependence can be more or less important, depending on the range of strain

rate or temperature encountered. Additionally, dependence upon strain rate, temperature and
pressure are so tightly linked that it is often difficult to even predict whether the polymer will
be in its glassy or in its rubber state during impact.
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Figure I. Typical behaviour of ductile polymers.
a) Dependence upon strain rate and temperature: case of a toughened
polypropylene l ; (I) 50°C, 10- 4 s-I; (2) 50°e, 10- 3 s-I; (3) 25°C, 10- 4 s-I; (4) 25°e,
10- 3 s-I.

b) Dependence on loading conditions: case of a polycarbonate 2 ( 25°C, 10- 4 s-I);
(J) Tension; (2) Compression
II - 2. Characterisation

The way in which a polymer can be (and must be) experimentally characterise is mainly
conditioned by the above physical characteristics. Strain hardening effects make its necessary
to perfonn measurement at high level of strain and with different loading conditions. Necking
implies the uses of specific devices to detennine local mechanical parameters. Dependence
upon strain rates imposes to explore a wide range of strain rate.
Unfortunately, plastic flows at high strain-rate are not isothennal experiments. As a matter of
fact, heat dissipation occurs. Due to the low thennal conductivity of polymers this results in a
significant increase of the average temperature of the polymer and in an important thennal
gradient in the sample. Taking into account usual evolution of constitutive parameters versus
temperature, this effects can induce a significant thennal softening of the material and a none
homogeneous defonnation in the specimen. It is then impossible to unambiguously deduce
intrinsic data from the measurements.
This can be illustrated using infrared analysis during tensile tests. The temperature of the
lateral surface of the sample is then estimated without disturbing the test. As soon as the yield
point has been reached the measured temperature increases (fig2. a). This effect, which can be
noticeable (several tens of degrees) for strain-rate as low as 10-2 s-I, depends on the strain
rate (fig2. b) and can result in a significant softening of the material.
Consequently, experimental characterisation of polymers should be perfonned accounting the
fact that thennal softening can be important at rate higher than 10-2 s-I. Adiabatic
assumption, considering "usual" samples a few millimetres thick, is valid above Is-I.

To conclude, polymers have to be characterised using local measurements for the strain (due
to the neck), simple loading to enable both local measurements and simple manipulations of
data, controlled temperatures and low strain-rates to avoid self-heating. Conversely, complex
and rapid loading should be analysed in order to promote accurate deformation mechanisms
(i.e., equivalent to impact).
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Figure 2. Tensile behaviour of a polycarbonate 9 ; Sample diameter and initial temperature are
6 mm, and 23°C, respectively.
a) Comparison between the force (0) and the temperature at the surface (l1li) vs.
displacement; Cross-head velocity is 10 mmlmin (initially 0.02 s-l).
b) Temperature vs. displacement as a function of cross head velocity.
At this stage, a solution to characterise impact properties of polymers consists in the
extrapolation and in successive adjustments of simple (and rigorous) measurements to
complex loading. This implies the use of numerical simulations and, consequently, of
constitutive models.
II - 3. Modelling

Each stage of the behaviour (visco-elasticity, yield) has been partly modelled using physical
approach in the past. As far as the total behaviour (including low strain as well as high strain)
is concerned, the most complete approaches are, nowadays, phenomenological laws. Several
models exist whose accuracy is often equivalent lO - 14 . They are either purely viscoplastic
equations or combination of an initial linear elastic deformation and a viscop1astic flow. This
latter is often modelled assuming the polymer to be homogeneous, isotropic and to obey the
von Mises flow rule. Some examples are given below:
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where cr, e, e P , e, E and T are the stress, the total strain, the plastic part of the strain, the
strain rate, the Young's modulus and the temperature, respectively.
III - APPLICATION TO IMPACT

III - 1. Introduction

Whatever the chosen "constitutive" equation is, the modelling of impact implies two steps of
extrapolation for the data: from low to high strain rate and from simple to complex loading.
Concerning the "strain rate extrapolation", it must be emphasised that the range of rate that
can be analysed is very narrow compared to the range encountered during impact. Generally,
simple equations which can be deduced from low velocity measurements (e.g., power law (eq.
(3) or (5» or Eyring law (eq. (1) or (2» do not allow to reproduce the behaviour of polymers
over more than six decades of strain rates. This is well illustrated with a polycarbonate at
room temperature (fig. 3a). Measurements are performed in compression, combining a
hydraulic apparatus and the Split Hopkinson Pressure Bar technique. It is verified that stress
wave propagation effects are negligible at high strain rates 15 . Taking into account temperature
and strain rate it can be stated that the material is always in its glassy state. Even in that
"simple" case, extrapolation of low velocity measurement over strain rate is almost
impossible.
Concerning the "loading extrapolation", it is obvious that simple laws, as those presented
here, cannot model behaviour where induced anisotropy is important. Generally, tensile
measurements are not accurate to model impact loading.
Consequently, one generally fails in modelling rapid and/or complex loading using data
obtained during low velocity tensile tests (fig. 3b and 4). From a scientific point of view
constitutive equation should be revisited. An alternative solution is to adjust the parameters to
get a better agreement. In both these two cases, data have to be re-identified at strain rates and
loading equivalent to those to be modelled.
III - 2. Inverse methods

To achieve that point, inverse methods have been developed accounting heat dissipation and
none homogeneous deformation. It is based on a 2-D axisymetrical FEM direct model
(FORGE2@) in which the equilibrium equations are obtained by the minimisation of a
dissipation functional, with respect to velocity. Incompressibility is enforced using a penalty
method. Friction between the material and the experimental device can be taken into account.
The temperature in the polymer is calculated assuming a Fourier conduction law and taking
into account energy dissipation, thermal conductivity of the polymer and thermal exchanges
with metallic clamping device (conduction) and surrounding air (involving convection and
radiation phenomena). The air and the metal are assumed to be isothermal. A Galerkin
method is used. The calculations are performed using small steady-like deformation steps.
The parameters are adjusted by minimising a cost function using a gradient method. This
function accounts the force and optionally (for tensile tests only) the diameter. Its derivatives
with respect to constitutive parameters are estimated using a finite difference scheme.

This technique enables to identify constitutive parameters and to reproduce rapid tensile tests
(fig. 3b) using classical constitutive model (Eq. (3». In the case of more complex loading,
such as dart test experiments (impact of a hemispherical mass falling on a plaque (fig. 4»,
quantitative agreement can be obtained only by revisiting equation, i.e. Eq. (3), to take into
account a less important strain hardening process, e.g.:
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Figure 3. Behaviour of polymer over a wide range of strain rates.
a) Case of a polycarbonate l5 : comparison between experimental yield stress
(symbols) and extrapolations of simple laws (doted lines) detennined using low
strain rate measurements (black squares).
b) Case of a polyethylene9: Tensile tests at constant cross-head velocities;
Comparison between experiments (symbols) and simulations (Eq. (3» using low
velocity measurements (dotted lines) or data identified using inverse method
(plain lines). Velocities are 2.5 mm/min (initially 5 10-3 s-1), 5 mm/min (initially
10- 2 s-i), 10 mm/min (initially 210- 2 s-1), respectively.
It must be noticed that in such a case, mechanical measurements require a good knowledge of
physical properties of the material on one hand (density, heat capacity, heat conductivity and
amount of work transfonned into heat) and of the thennal exchanges with the surrounding
medium on the other hand. Unfortunately, the fraction of work stored within the material is
generally partly unknown, especially at high strain rates. This represents a key point to be
studied in the future.
IV - CONCLUSION

Characterisation of impact behaviour of polymers cannot be done using simple laboratory
tests. High strain rate test involving complex loading should be perfonned. These
experimental conditions do not allow to extract accurate data using classical methods.
Consequently, the development of inverse methods seems to be necessary.
Nevertheless, these methods only make it possible to detennine parameters. They are not able
to propose more accurate constitutive equations. Three main problems have to be solved in
that field:
• evaluating the amount of work transfonned into heat;

• accounting the effect of hydrostatic stress;
• accounting the strain hardening. process.
In conclusion, work has to go on in three main directions:
• the determination of physical mechanisms involved in the plastic deformation;
• the proposal of more accurate constitutive equations;
• the experimental determination of parameters.
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Fil:rure 4. Behaviour of a polypropylene 9 ; 50 mm/min, 2 mm-thick plaque; Comparison
between experiments (.) and simulations using data obtained in tension at
equivalent strain rate (0) and with the inverse analysis of puncture test (D).
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Effets des chargements dynamiques sur Ie
comportement au crash des structures tubulaires.
Etude experientale et numerique.
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Resume:
Des tubes en alliage d'aluminium AA6060 TS de sections differentes ont ete testes
pendant des chargements quasi statiques d'une part et dynamiques d'autre part, afin d'etudier
l'influence de la vitesse de deformation sur leur comportement au crash ainsi que l'energie
cinetique absorbee sous forme d'energie de deformation issue des cinematiques de membrane
et de grandes rotations.
Les essais dynamiques presentent des imperfections provenant des interferences des
vibrations d'une partie du banc d'essai dans l'acquisition des donnees. La modelisation
numerique tenant compte de certains elements adjacents it la structure permet de confirmer
cette constatation.
Introduction
Ces dernieres annees, de nombreuses recherches sur Ie comportement au crash
dynamique des structures de formes diverses ont ete effectuees; elles ont toutes pour objet
d'augmenter les chances de survie des pas sagers dans differents types de vehicules (voitures,
trains, avions, ... ). Ces chances de survie passent par la diminution de la charge (deceleration)
transmise it l'occupant par Ie vehicule quand celui-ci entre en collision avec un obstacle, soit en
modifiant la structure assemblee en changeant la geometrie de ses elements ou leur forme, so it
en ajoutant sur ces structures des dispositifs « limiteur de charge» afin de mieux absorber
I' energie cinetique.
Dans l' optique de faire des voitures plus legeres sans mettre en perilla securite des
usagers, l'industrie automobile s 'est penchee sur la conception des structures et des habitacles
en alliages d' aluminium. Ces alliages presentent I ' avantage d' avoir une masse volumique 3 fois
moins eIevee que celle de I' acier doux qui etait jusqu' alors utilise, ce qui permet d' avoir des
gains de poids considerables comme Ie rapporte Nardini et Seeds [NAR 89]. Cette etude
montre que I' alliage d' aluminium AA6060 TS presente un comportement au crash different de
celui des structures en acier. Une constatation du meme ordre a aussi faite par Langseth et
Hopperstad [LAN 96] pour des structures en alliages d'aluminium AA6060 T4 , T4* et T6.

1.
Caracteristiques mecaniques
Des essais de traction realises sur des eprouvettes normalisees ont donne des resultats
reproductibles. Les valeurs obtenues sont resumees dans Ie tableau ci-dessous :
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Tableau 1: Caractensttques de I' eprouvette n° 3.
E represente Ie module d'elasticite du materiau.
Cl 0.2 est la contrainte II 0.2 % de deformation, ou contrainte limite d'elasticite.
ClL est la contrainte II la limite de linearite du materiau.

2.
Essais statiques.
Des essais statiques ont ete realises sur des eprouvettes de longueur variable. Deux types
de sections ont ete testes. Ces essais ont permis de connaitre les caracteristiques de crash de
ces structures tubulaires apres un chargement axial.
2.1 Resultats experimentaux et interpretations.
La sollicitation appliquee II la structure est de type compression axiale. La structure est
soumise it des conditions aux limites sont de type encastrement parfait sur I'extremite
inferieure, tandis que la charge est appliquee sur I'extremite superieure.
La valeur de I'effort moyen Pmoyen representee dans les tableaux ci-dessous est calculee it
partir de la formule suivante :
Lr

Pdl
f
=

,OU Lr est I' ecrasement du tube.
Lf
Le cal cui sera fait pour une longueur Lr egale it 100 mm pour tous les tubes de section
48x48 mm2 et 120 mm pour les tubes de section 78x78mm2 L'energie specifique qui
represente une caracteristique de la capacite d'absorption d'energie d'un tube independante de
la longueur d'ecrasement. Elle est calculee de la fayon suivante:
Pm

_0__
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= E. b,

,

E. b, est l'energie absorbee, MLf est la masse de la longueur de tube deformee.

MLr

2.1.1 Tllbes carres de section 48x48 mm 2•
Le mode d'ecrasement symetrique compact quasi inextensionnel comme I'ont defini
Abramovicz et Wierzbicki [ABR 89] a ete observe. Le tableau ci-dessous resume les
principales caracteristiques de crash qui ont ete relevees et calculees it partir des essais
statiques. Les valeurs moyennes obtenues et notees dans Ie tableau ci-dessous sont
representatives de tous les tubes, it cause du faible ecart type de chaque caracteristique. Les
ecarts types con states sur Ie premier pic et sur l' effort moyen permettent de deduire un
du carre sans ouverture soumis it une
axiale.

Tableau 2.1.1 : Resultats obtenus.

2.1.2 Tube de section 78x78 mm 2•
La valeur moyenne du 1" pic obtenue pour ces tubes est de 90.4 kN, elle est plus elevee
de 14% par rapport aux tubes de section 48x48 rum2; Les figures ci-dessous montrent que
pour certains tubes, il y a eu melange de deux modes de deformation a savoir Ie mode compact
et Ie mode non compact.
Le rapport epaisseur sur cote vaut tiC = 0.0256. Mahmood et Paluzny [MAH 83] avait
detennine de fayon une valeur limite tiC = 0.016 en dessous de laquelle il y a developpement
du mode de deformation non compact de deformation. Pour ces tubes, ce rapport est
legerement superieur a cette valeur limite, c'est pourquoi Ie mode de deformation de plusieurs
tubes est un
des deux modes
et non compact (voir figures ci-dessous).

Figure 2.1. J: Deformees obtenues.
Dans Ie cas des tubes de section 80x80 mm2, la longueur d'ecrasement retenue pour Ie
calcul d'energie est de 14 = 120 mm. L'effort moyen est calcule comme dans Ie paragraphe
. 'd ent.
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Table 2.1.2 : Resultats obtenus.
2.2 Essais dynamiques

2.2.1 Tubes carres 48x48 mm 2
Les essais ant ete realises a des vitesses d'impact variant entre 7 mls et 15 mls. Dans
certains cas l'energie cinetique a ete maintenue constante, en modifiant juste la masse d'impact
et sa vitesse.
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La comparaison des resultats d' essais dynamiques et ceux des essais statiques montre des
ecarts de 40 % sur Ie premier pic et de 22 % sur I'energie absorbee, comme Ie montre I'etude
realisee par Abah et Limam [ABA 98bJ.
La fonnule mise au point par Wierzbicki et Abramovicz [WIE 81J pour evaluer la vitesse
de defonnation a ete utili see. Sous les hypotheses du mode de defonnation symetrique quasi
inextensionnel [WIE 83) , Abramovicz et Jones [ABR 84a) ont etablie une fonnule
directement applicable it partir des caracteristiques geometriques C de la structure extrudee et

E= 0.33 V

de la vitesse d'impact V:

C
Le graphe ci-dessous represente Ie rapport entre I' energie specifique dynamique et
I'energie specifique statique en fonction des vitesses des defonnation obtenues:
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Figure 2.2.1: Effet de la vitesse de defonnatlOn.
Les differentes vitesses de defonnation n'ont pas considerablement modifie I'energie
specifique des structures impactees.

2.2.2 Tubes carres 78x78 mm 2•
La vitesse de chargement a modifie Ie mode defonnation des ces structures; pour des
vitesses de I'ordre de 15 mis, les tubes de longueur 530 mm ont developpe un mode axial de
defonnation des que l'impacteur est entre en contact avec l' eprouvette. Ce mode axial a
influence impose la fonnation du mode compact de defonnation. Les tubes qui n' ont
developpe ce mode axial, ont subi Ie flambage de type Euler.
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Figure 2.2.2: Comparaison des resultats statiques et dynamiques.

Les valeurs des caracteristiques dynamiques sont aussi plus elevees par rapport aux
valeurs des caracteristiques statiques. Les ecarts sont de 46 % sur Ie premier pic et de 18 % sur
l'energie absorbee.

Figure 2.2.2.a: Modes de deformation.
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FIgure 2.2.2.b: Elfet de la vltesse de deformatIOn.
La figure ci-dessus montre que I'energie absorbee par les tubes impactes it 15 mls est
superieure de 12 % en moyenne it celie des tubes impactes it 10 mls.
Toutefois la vitesse de deformation n' influence pas beaucoup la capacite d' absorption
d' energie de ces tubes car pour les deux types de section, malgre Ie niveau atteint la vitesse de
deformation, c'est uniquement les deformees des tubes qui sont dilferentes. L'energie absorbee
reste relativement constante. La difference entre les resultats statiques et dynamiques pourrait
provenir des perturbation extemes qui peuvent influencer I' acquisition des resultats
experimentaux. La modelisation dynamique pourra montrer qu'il faut tenir compte de
I'interference des differentes parties du banc d'essai.
2.3 Modelisation numerique.
Cette modelisation s'est effectuee it l'aide du code de calcul Pam-Crash. Le maillage de
la structure extrudee a ete effectue avec des elements de coque it 4 nreuds. Pour tenir compte
de l'interference du banc dynamique dans l'acquisition des mesures d'essais, la plaque sur
laquelle I'eprouvette est fixee pendant I'ecrasement a ete modelisee par des elements
volumiques afin de representer au mieux les differents phenomenes de vibrations,
d' amortissements qui ont lieu pendant Ie processus d' ecrasement.
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Figure 2.3 : Caracteristiques numeriques,
Les resultats de cette modelisation explicites par Abah et al [ABA 98b] ont montre que
la modelisation de la structure extrudee donne des resultats identiques II ceux des essais
statiques, Pour des chargements quasi statiques et dynamiques, La prise en compte dans la
modetisation des phenomimes vibratoires qui ont lieu pendant Ie processus d'ecrasement
augmente les valeurs des caracteristiques de crash de ces structures, La vitesse de deformation
n'est donc pas II l'origine de la difference existant entre les valeurs des essais dynamiques et
statiques,
Conclusion:
Cette etude montre que cet alliage d'aluminium n'est pas sensible II la vitesse de
deformation, malgre la difference entre les resultats d'essais statiques et dynamiques, Cette
difference est due aux vibrations de la plaque de fixation qui se traduisent par des oscillations
des valeurs enregistrees et ainsi une augmentation des caracteristiques de crash,
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Interpretation of flowstress curves of AI alloys at
high rates.
BJ0RN ANDERSSON, TOR E. JOHNSEN
SINTEF Materials Technology, P.O.box 124 Elindem, N-0314 Oslo,
Nonvay

I -ABSTRACT
Most fonning operations are perfonned at strain rates 1-1000s- 1 /1/, but the testing is
nonnally done at much lower rates. There are several obstacles on the way to test at realistic
rates so that the mechanical behaviour is adequately understood while keeping the
experimental cost at low level. It is especially observed phenomena associated with artefacts
in the measurement systems which may confuse the information about the actual material
response. In this study, we have attempted to find ways to interpret readily accessible data so
that the material response can be detennine with an accuracy that is good enough.
It is found that the displacement can be measured by the ram position but a slight tuning is
necessary. An important finding is that the specimen itself do not experience any strong plastic waves but a wave pattern is set up in the measurement system with the following characteristics: i) The severity of waves increase with increasing speed of testing but ii) does not
depend on the load, iii) the wave pattern is very reproducible and iv) characteristic frequencies are recognised. The waves can be determined by a fitting procedure and subtracted from
the recorded data so the material response can be found even for large oscillations.

The mechanical properties can not be found by extrapolating low strain rate results meaning
that it is imperative to test at high (realistic) rates.

11- INTRODUCTION
It is in a way a paradox that most industrial forming operations involve rates in the range 11000 S-1 /1/, but nearly all testing is perfonned at much lower rates 10-5 - 10- 1 S-I. The reasons
behind this is understandable: the rates in industrial surroundings must comply to the
demands of high production rates, but in testing the strongest requirements are to high
accuracy, readily accessible data and to low investment cost. This means that one is nonnally
limited to lower strain rates. This leaves a gap between the actual strain rates in industrial
fonning operations and the ones used in testing. Since the industrial processes are given, the
testing conditions must be adapted to yield correct infonnation.

One may question the necessity of this. One common argument is that it is possible to extrapolate from typical testing rates. However, this will need an extrapolation over 2-3 orders of
magnitude. The results must be evaluated i.e. high strain rate testing is needed - especially
because the fundamental deformation mechanisms (dislocation movements, crosslip, tangling
cell formations) are expected to respond strongly and differently on temperature and strain
rate /2/. It should also be kept in mind that one reaches a regime where adiabatic heating
starts.
The drawbacks of testing at high strain rates are that the data on load will contain artefacts
even with sophisticated instrumentation. Also displacement measurements either calls for
advanced instrumentation or must be derived from the bar movements. It is, however,
essential to perform numerous tests to have good statistics and to map mechanical properties
over a wide range of alloys, tempers etc. This is particular important since we are in regimes
with many "white areas on the map".
In this study, it is attempted to find ways to interpret data that are readily obtained in order to
derive the material response with a reasonable accuracy at low cost.

III . EXPERIMENTAL
The testing machine is a Schenk Hydropuls VHS 10011 0 with a maximum load of I OOkN. The
ram speed is I - 10 mls. The strain rates are therefore in the range 17-170 s-J for standard
tensile specimens which follows ASTM E8M which has a width of 12.5mm and parallel
length of 60 mm. Higher rates are obtained with shorter specimens. The load is measured by
piezoelectric crystal and the displacement by optically logging marks on a ruler attached to
the lower cylinder. An ADAM transient recorder with sampling frequency 2-16 JlS records
time, load and displacement.
The AI-alloys have been DC cast, hot rolled and soft annealed at final thickness except for
the AllMnO.5Mg that was rolled to 2 mm, backannealed (H28) and temper rolled 10 %.
IV . RESULTS AND EVALUA TIONS

A curve based on the logged data for displacement and load is shown in fig. I. The purpose is
to show the different artefacts, which can be present. The pertinent questions are:
I. Do the strong oscillations in the measured load actually travel in the sample?
2. Is there uneven measured displacement and how does it affect the load?
3. Is the displacements measured correctly?
IV -1. Oscillations in the sample?
To investigate if the oscillation travels in the specimen or mainly in the clamping unit, and so
disturbs the signal, AllMnO.5Mg and steel specimens were carefully measured: Elastic strain
in the head of the specimen (the load experienced by the sample itself) was compared to the
load signal from the piezoelectric crystal. The signals from the strain gauge in the head of the
specimens oscillate much less than signals from the piezoelectric crystal except before
loading. This has been referred in an earlier work /3,4/ with the conclusion that nearly all
oscillations travel in the machine and not in the sample. This view is supported by the fact
that similar oscillations are seen after the specimen has broken (fig. I).
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Fig. 1. As-recorded load and displacement as function of time using A12.5Mg as example.

IV - 2. Uneven movement of the ram?
As shown in fig 1 by a broken vertical line. there can be a jump in the displacement. The
optical method in itself is reliable but quite coarse since the markers are equidistant with
spacing 0.3 mm. The jumps are larger and taken for real. The displacement - time relations
can be found by a smoothing procedure.
The main worry is that it affects the load signal. Indications that the jump is a real one is of
the type seen at the end of the load curve in fig. 1. The large jump in ram speed results in a
jump in load. Since the strain rate sensitivity is positive at large strains at high rates I, the load
increase may stem from the rate increase or associated electronic noise.
IV - 3. Displacements measured properly by ram position?
The measurement of the movement of ram is in steps of 0.3 mm i.e. uncertainty of 0.5 % on a
60mm length. However, the movements are in reality slowly varying except for occasional
jumps on some cases as mentioned above. Thus the logged displacement as function of time,
can be smoothed and accurate data obtained. The displacement will include some
deformation in the heads as well as in the tool. Such ram position measurements agree,
however, very well with displacement measurement by the accurate optical contour method
directly on the sample at Material Prtifung Anstalt in Stuttgart 13/, but a tuning is necessary.
The measured uniform strains are normally 1-2% larger than the actual strain in the
displacement in the deformation zone.
The total elongation of the specimen was measured by the length increase of a grid put on the
sample. Comparison shows that the dynamic ram position measurement underestimates also
the elongation by 1-2 %.

V- CORRECTION PROCEDURES
Following the discussion of the displacements, it seems that strain in the specimen itself can
be found with a reasonable accuracy by fitting the displacement-time development to an
analytical expression - normally a simple linear expression and then eventually tune this by
subtracting a small fraction if necessary. It is also useful to measure the elongation manually
to have a check on the displacement.

1 This

contrary to what is known from normal tensile testing

The remedy for the temporary rate changes is simply to be aware of it by combining
displacement and load signal. Since these changes are transient and of short duration and not
necessarily so serious as shown in fig. I, this effect is not felt to be a serious one. In a fitting
procedure, a lower weight on the data point should be used in such regions.
The characteristics of the wave patterns open for a correction by subtracting the systematic
waves travelling in the measurement system. Instead of smoothing the fluctuations or subtracting by Fourier analysis /3/, it is found more useful to subtract dominant waves. In this
way the major disturbances can be avoided at the same time it gives better control of the
corrections made. First, it is obvious that the numbers of dominant waves are limited. This
can be seen from a typical frequency spectrum as shown in fig. 2. The case chosen is a number of the weak AlFeSi alloys which displays the waves easily. As seen, there are two strong
waves around 6000-7000 Hz. The weaker waves or doublet may be part of a system where
the frequency is halved: 7000 ...... 3500...... 1750...... 775Hz, but more information and experience
is needed to decide this. The strong doublets have been recognised for many alloys and
materials centred around 5000-7000Hz. The pattern appears complex but is simply a result of
constructive and destructive interference between two dam ed sinusoidal waves.
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v - 1. Correction ofload signals.
At ram speed of about 1-3 m/s, the amplitudes of the oscillations are normally smaller than
5% and contain many periods of the waves so a fitting of the material response can be done
directly. At higher speeds it is often necessary to subtract the dominant waves especially for
weak materials or small specimens where the total load is below IKN. The correction
procedure for higher speed is described below. To illustrate the procedure a relatively soft
material (AllMnO.5Mg) at the highest speed (lOm/s) is shown in fig. 3 and 4.
Smoothing. A floating average over an interval of 1-3 wavelengths of high frequency waves
can be used if this improves the robustness of the fitting procedure. A typical interval is 11100
of the total deformation time.
Fitting. A material response function and 2 waves are first fitted to the recorded load data.
The number of waves can be increased in order to refine the correction. The results of the
previous fitting are then used or one may directly fit material response and 2-5 waves if good

initial values are known from previous experience. The fitting
Levenberg-Marquard method which is quite robust.

IS

done by using the

The material response function used is the Voce equation 16/: 0' = 0'0 + (O'~ - O'o)(exp(-Eb/E c )
where 0'0 is the initial flow stress, O'~ the saturation stress, Ec a work hardening parameter and
b a parameter to ensure correct overall shape of the material curve. The initial values for the
parameters were estimated by judging the shape of the curve. The initial values for the
parameters for the wave doublets and eventually the other waves i.e. wave lengths, phases
and amplitudes are estimated either directly from the graph, by Fourier analysis or known
from similar tests.
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the corrected flowstress and a fitted material response using Voce equation.

In the given example (fig. 3 upper), the strong waves have amplitudes up to 1/3 of the

material response. The fitted waves consist of a doublet of 6545 Hz and 5726 Hz and a
weaker one at 1690Hz. These waves and the material response are seen to follow the logged
data quite well, but some small systematic errors can be seen which is quite natural with this
simple description. The main purpose is to reduce the oscillations so that the material
response can be recognised more clearly and quantified. This can be done by using the
original load signal and subtract the wave part and use this corrected signal to calculate

"experimental" flow stress. This is shown in fig. 3 lower as a separate figure, but can be
included in the fitting step.
As seen above, a reasonable flow stress curve can be derived even in a "worst case" used as
example.
However, it is important to ensure that the flow curves are real. Therefore tests are nearly
always performed as series with rates changing from low to very high. Since it is expected
that the physics change gradually, obvious wrongly fitted curves can be singled out. Another
remedy is to impose the Considere relation in the fitting i.e. the der/dE =er at uniform strain to
ensure that the shape of the curve is physically correct.
Finally, it is important to remark that it is found beneficial to use the original Voce equation
for high speed tensile testing because the strain hardening is very high at low strains and even
if it decreases with strain it is still higher than in conventional testing /5,7/. This means that
the overall shape of the curve is different and not so well fitted with the simplified Voce
(with b=l) or even worse with Ludwigs law er=KEn since the work hardening coefficient n
varies strongly.
VI - CONCLUSIONS

• The displacement can be measured by the ram position, but a slight tuning is necessary.
• The specimen does not experience any strong plastic waves.
• A wave pattern is set up in the measurement system with characteristics:
* The severity of waves increases with increasing speed of testing.
* The wave pattern is very reproducible.
• The waves can be determined and subtracted so the material response can be exhibited
even if the amplitudes are large compared to the signal.
• For ram speeds below about 3 mls no correction is needed.
• It is essential to test in systematic series to ensure the physical soundness of the results.
• Flow stress curves at high strain rates have shapes different from those at lower rates.
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Microstructure associated with high strain and high
strain rates.
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Czech Republic
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I - INTRODUCTION.
In the given paper we focused on the studz of the microstructure of the slug and jet. The
formation of the slug and jet during the collapse of the shaped charge liner represents a
typical example of the high strain and high strain rate phenomenon where the strains are
about 10 and the average values of the strain rates lie between 104 and 105 s-I The extensive
study of slug and jet structure was published by Murr et al. [1,2]. They came to the
conclusion that the final structure results from dynamic recrystallization. As there is nothing
to be added to these articles as our results are identical, this contribution was focused on
slugs that came in contact with steel targets.
IT - EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Two types of copper liners with apex angle 40° were used in experiments. The liners were
made from OFHC copper, one type with diameter of cone base 32 mm, the height 33 mm,
average mass was 15.8 g. The explosive (A IX-I), in this case, weighed 27 g. Second type
had 65 mm diameter at base and weight 150.2 g. The shaped charges were shot against the
steel targets with different structure (hardness), for details see [3]. All slugs and few jet
residues were recovered. Smaller shaped charge slugs pierced in the perforation made by jet,
second type slugs were stopped at the entrance of the perforation (see Fig.I). Light, scanning
and transmission electron microscopy were used for structure evaluation. Hardness (HVO.I)
was measured both on liners and slugs. The grain size of the liner material was checked on at
least 50 liners and the value 75 5 urn was obtained. The slugs had average grain size 15 5
urn, i.e., the grain size reduction was around 5: 1. The size of grains differ considerably not
only with position (near the surface or axis of the slug) but in the same region as well. The
average dislocation cell size determined from TEM micrographs was 0.5 urn, the note about
differences holds also for cells. The average weight of the first type slugs was 9.3 g, in
second case 83.3 g. It means that approximately in the first case 40% and in the second case
45% of the shaped charge liners went into the jets. Initial hardness of the liners was 65 5
HVO.I, while the average hardness of slugs was 66 15 HVO.1.

Fig.l shows an example of the recovered slug (second type). The part left of the "wings"
penetrated into the perforation made by jet. On this part of slug, necking could be
recognized. Axial section, Fig.2, exhibits the saw-like surface of the slug. In Fig.3, the region
around the "wing" is shown. The slug moved from right to left. The "teeth" were apparently
present before the material was pushed by the edge of the target perforation. Often, the slugs
encompass the internal cavity, which also could be saw-like, Fig.4 (axial section). This cavity
was observed in the first type also, but usually deformed.

1 em

Fig.l Slug recovered from steel target

Fig.2 Axial section of slug. The outer surface exhibits teeth.

More frequently, the internal cavity looks like shrinkage (Fig.S) with columnar crystals at the
surface (Fig. 6), axial section. Cross section of another slug is in Fi.7, detail in Fig.8. All these
micrographs speak for solidification from melt in the interior of the slug.

Fig.3 Axial section. Deformed "wing" and teeth.

Fig.4. SEM of slug internal cavity. Axial section.
Transmission electron micrographs generally showed recrystallized structure with relatively
high dislocation density (the slug were deformed upon contact with the target). Dislocation
substructure (and density) depends on the distance from the surface of the slug (deformation
decreases toward the slug axis). Only surprising is that the deformation structure seems to be
inherited by new grains. Often twins were observed, again they seem to retain deformed
dislocation structure.

200 um
Fig.5. Cross section of with internal cavity.

Fig.6 Detail ofFig.5 shows columnar grains at the surface of internal cavity.

Fig.7. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of central region of slug with shrinkage

Fig.8. SEM, the surface of the shrinkage in Fig.7

ill - CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two features observed on slugs are not in full agreement with existing opinion about solid
slug and jet undergoing dynamic recrystallization during their formation. First is the saw-like
appearance of the slug surface. It seems plausible to explain it as the consequence of shock
waves arising from intensive deccelaration when slugs comes to contact with perforated
target. However to obtain teeth on the surface, we must assume that the material is in semisolid state. This concerns larger shaped charges as the smaller one are deformed during
piercing in the perforation made by jet. Second feature are columnar crystals on the surface
of interior cavity of the slug. Columnar crystal together with shrinkage defects are typical for
casting structures and can grow only from melted material. In smaller slugs recovered from
the perforated target, only traces of the internal cavity were observed and therefore we
cannot prove the melting of material.

It seems probable that the difference between our observations presented here and results of
Murr and coworkers (who did not mention any traces of melting) lies in the liner dimensions
(mass) and other shaped charge parameters (explosive). These results suggest that in
relatively small experimental shaped charges both inner and outer surface layer of the liner
are above solidus in some during the collapse and therefore it is probable that the jet also is
not solid in the moment of formation. Both features mentioned above appear on the surfaces
that are not in direct contact with target and they are separated from contact area by
recrystallized material. The inner columnar crystals were observed on soft recovered slugs
too.
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Ability to model the saturation stress under different
loading directions and strain rates
FARRE 1., BUY F.
CEAIVALDUC 21120 Is-sur-Tille

Abstract; We study the evolution of the saturation stress of a tantalum under different loading
directions (torsion and compression) and strain rates (10·-1 - 10 3 5. 1). Using a physical model
notice that this evolution is quite different from the yield stress one: a plateau is observed at low
strain rates when the yield stress grows in a linear way. Macroscopic models confimled our
observation. Estrin model is able to describe high strain behaviour in all regimes whereas Voce
model gives a good restitution only for smooth hardening behaviour. In terms of loading
directions we notice different behaviours but sharper experiments have to be perfonned.

w;

I -

INTRODUCTION

During their life, structures are submitted to normal or accidental thermo-mechanical loading
conditions that can be very complex. The modelling of their visco-plastic behaviour through
constitutive equations is frequently based on experiments performed in a single direction of
stress (compression or tension tests). Below some stress value, the material is purely elastic.
Beyond this value, the material deforms plastically. The flow stress is related to the plastic
deformation by a constitutive law. We have chosen in this paper to study the evolution of the
saturation stress under different loading directions and strain rates and the ability of different
models to predict this saturation stress for a b.c.c. metal. In fact, the saturation stress is the
theoretical limit of the flow stress beyond which the material cannot consolidate. It
corresponds to the maximum density of microstructure defects that the metal can bear before
failure. This limit depends on strain rate and temperature but is very seldom reached through
usual experimental techniques. It limit also sensitive to the stress state (loading direction).
The material used in this study is high purity tantalum provided by Cabot Inc .. It has been
forged in the three directions and then heat treated at 970°C for 1 hour. The subsequent
hardness was 74 HV 10, this value being representative of a well recrystallized material.

II -

EVOLUTION OF SATURATION STRESS USING A PHYSICAL MODEL

II -1. Presentation of the model
Most constitutive equations describe the evolution of an equivalent flow stress with the
cumulated equivalent plastic strain. The mathematical expression which arises from such an
approach may fit the experimental results with a very good accuracy. However, the
extrapolation of the simulations out of the experimental domain may be venturesome. In fact,
the flow stress is subjected to the crystal defects. Moreover, these defects have kinetics of
creation which depend on the loading conditions. Therefore, models that identify the
phenomena at a microscopic scale and give evolution laws for microstructure defects with

strain fit bctter the mechanical behaviour of metals. In the prcscnt paper. we used a model
based on the dislocation density evolution [Klcpazck075 & 87. Buy97]. It adopts the
following assessments:
• in the domain of validity, viscous drag (very high strain rates) and crccp (\'ery 10\\' strain
rates and high temperatures) have no effect;
• the flow stress cr is the sum of an « internal" component cr; and of an « effecti\'c » one
cr' ; the former. due to long range obstacles, depends on the lattice hardness and of the
defects density P ; the latter is the result of obstacles \\'ith small activation volumes and
is temperature and strain rate sensitive:
cr = cri + cr'
The internal stress cr, = aGb..jP depends on the shear modulus G, on the BUrgers vector h,
and on a factor, a, which traduces both the interactions between dislocations and the loading
direction effects. For b.c.c. metals, the effective stress cr' = cr;(1-) kT In( vh'p", I £) I L'lGo )
depends on a frequency factor proportional to the vibration frequency of the lattice v
(considered as constant) and to the mobile dislocation density Pm' on the short range o?stacles
maximum energy L'lG o, and on the contributions of temperature T and strain rate E to the
overcoming of obstacles.
The parameters P and Pm follow the evolution expressions [Klepaczk087, Buy96]:
dp/dE = M - k,,(E,T)(p- Po) (ivl is the multiplication while karp-po) represents the
annihilation) and op",/op = ~/p

II -2. Experimental results
In the frame of this work, torsion and compression tests have been carried out [Buy96,
Buy97]. These two kinds ofloading have been chosen for the following reasons:
• the development of models which consider that glide is the main deformation
mechanism, leads to tests where the loading conditions are representative of this glide:
shear or torsion;
• most models coefficients are determined from compression tests; the necessity to
compare our results to literature data has motivated compression tests.
In this work, we only focus on the strain rate effects on the mechanical behaviour and don't
take temperature effects into account.

II -2.1 Delerminaliol1 oflhe model paramelers [BlIy96. BlIy97}
8 parameters are to determine: a, Po, M, ka' cr;" L'lG o, PmO, et ~.
A former article's goal [Buy97] was to
explain the technique to detelmine these
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II -2.2 Sirain rales sludied
In order to determine the miscellaneous coeffIcients, different tests have been carried out:
• constant strain rate tests in compression an torsion
• jump tests in compression and torsion.

The following table summarises the set of strain rates which were studied.
Loading
Strain rate (s- )
Torsion ( y ) .
3.10-'
LS. I 0--'
1.5.10-1.5.10-'
1,5.10-4
:2.10-3
2.10. 2
2.10- 1
Compression (E)
lab J .- Sel of constanl slrall1 rale lesls

3.10!.lO'

II -3. Yield and saturation stresses
From the experimental results and the model coefficients found for tantalum. we may
determine !jig J)
• the low elastic limit (just after the disanchorage of dislocations)
• the saturation stress from the saturation values of both total and mobile dislocation
density at saturation.
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II -4. Discussion
In the range of strain rates that were studied, the yield stress seems to be a linear function of
the variable log(i) as well for compression as for torsion (fig. 2). This evolution can be
accounted for by thermally activated phenomena. Concerning the saturation stress, the
evolution is quite different. In the low strain rates, the saturation stress is located on a plateau.
1
Then, at strain rates beyond 10- s-I, the saturation stress increases in a quasi linear way with
log(i). This observation can be explained by a competition between a fall in the internal stress
due to the increasing annihilation of dislocations on the one hand and rise in the effective
stress with the strain rate on the other hand.
One can notice that neither Tresca nor Von Mises criteria manage to fit yield or saturation
stresses in torsion with the ones got in compression. This phenomenon has already been
observed by several authors [Rogaush70, Kroupa68]. One of the reasons we can point out is
the fact that screw dislocations split into sessile partial dislocations. To be able to move, they
must combine into glissile partial dislocations (in a single plane), this process being
orientation dependant. Moreover, the slip planes may differ between both loading directions
causing different defornlation textures and thus saturation stresses.
Although this physical model give very interesting results, the complete experimental
procedure may be long and fastidious for a saturation stress at a specific strain rate. This is
why we took an interest in the ability of more simple models to predict the saturation stress.

III - SATURATION STRESS ESTIMATED WITH MACROSCOPIC RELATIO'\S
III -1. Constitutive equations
When there is no drastic change in the structure of the material. the flow stress tends to a
saturation value at constant temperature, strain rate and pressure. We have chosen to study
two classical model: Voce law [Voce48 & 55], and Estrin-Mecking la\\' [Estrin84].

III -1.1 Voce law
Voce proposed the simplest relation for a saturation stress: a
an being the yield stress, a, the saturation stress and

differential form:

E,

E

= a 0 + (a,

- a 0)[ I - exp( -
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a characteristic strain. This model in its

~a
= 8 0 [1- ::.\ 1 has been a base for MTS [Follansbee88] and PT\V
DE

[Juanicotena97] models whose much more complex expressions will not be discussed in the
present paper. Kocks [Kocks76] related the latter relation to a dislocation density evolution:

~~ = k, JP - k,p

where the stress a is proportional to

JP ' and the mUltiplication factor

inversely proportional to the mean free path of a dislocation p -112.

III -1.2 Estrin-Mecking law
Estrin and Mecking [Estrin84) considered that the multiplication factor hanged on the kind of
obstacles that controlled plastic flow. In the case of « stiff» obstacles that do not evolve
through strain (Peierls valleys, precipitates for instance), they assert that a constant
mUltiplication factor is more appropriate and propose the relation:
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The latter relation is equivalent to the one we get for the internal stress in the physical model.
III -2, Optimisation

The parameters of Voce and Estrin-Mecking relations were optimised from constant strain
rate loading conditions. The two following figures show the data used for torsion and
compression.
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The saturation stresses obtained via an optimisation of the coefficients for the different strain
rates are the following (tab2). We used sets of coefficients so that the optimisation results
remain in a 99% confidence interval:
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tab 2 : Saturation stresses under different strain rates 11'it17 3 models

F or torsion tests, both Estrin and Voce models predict a saturation stress analogous to the one
given by the physical modeL This remark is valid for all the strain rates studied, One can
nevertheless notice that the strain hardening is rather smooth. so that the modelling cannot go
far from the experimental data, Furthermore. the saturation seems to stabilise around a plateau
in the low strain rate regime, In the case of compression, the strain hardening is somewhat
sharper. « Estrin saturation stresses » remain close from the values predicted by the physical
model but the fit given by Voce model is much less accurate for low strain rates,
III -3. Validation
We have to confirm the two consistent conclusions: a better prediction of saturation stress
with Estrin model and the existence saturation stress plateau at low strain rate. First. we
present two stress-strain curves, one for smooth hardening behaviour (torsion). the other for
sharper hardening (compression), We have optimised the Voce and Estrin relations until some
limits and we have extrapolated the laws at higher strains,
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For smooth hardening, extrapolations are agree with real behaviour, but for sharper hardening,
only Estrin model can represent the real behaviour until instabilities,
Second, we have studied the evolution of saturation stress at low strain rate in tension,
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We observed the same behaviour:
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IV - CONCLUSION
In this work we used a physical model which has helped us to understand phenomena that can
be observed at a macroscopic scale. and to develop macroscopic model. It also accounted for
the evolution of the saturation stress with strain rate of the tantalum studied: a plateau in the
low strain rate regime (that cannot be observed for yield stress). a rise for higher strain rates.
Concerning macroscopic models. we concluded for this metal. that Voce law is able to
describe high strain behaviour only for smooth hardening whereas Estrin model behaviours
with a good accuracy in all regimes.
We also studied the saturation stress
300
under
different
loading
direction.
200 .
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are observed
-.. -- -.
100 according to the direction which can be
described neither by Tresca nor Von
,
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Mises criteria. We can represent yield and
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shear) for different strain rates. We can
-300 observe an asymmetry of saturation stress
Shear stress (MPa)
in axial loading that is not noticed for the
fig 5: HiII's ellipses
yield stress. Moreover. the semi ellipses
do not present a uniform growth.
We intend to perform sharper experiments in order to study the loading direction effects
plasticity domain in axial/torsion mode, flow stress in monotone axial/torsion test.
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Analysis of protective shell structure subjected to
impulsive loading due to an explosion
K.CICHOCKl
Technical University ofKoszalin. 75-620 Koszalin, Poland

I - INTRODUCTION
For important offshore structures (underwater tunnel crossings, pipelines, and the elements of
plants in oil industry), their resistance against the load produced by the explosions is an important
component of the entire structure safety. The exceptional character of this kind of load, its
impulsive characteristics as well as the complex phenomena occUlTing due to reflection of
incident wave on the flexible curved surface of the structure, make the analysis in real-life
situations highly complex and difficult to perform, even using the modern and powerful
professional general-purpose computer codes.
In spite of all these problems, described in details in [1-4], numerical simulation of dynamic
response of such structures to the impulsive loads is a task of growing importance for many
authors. Several works have been published recently [5-9], giving the review of last achievements
and results, as well as many useful remarks considering the methodology of numerical analysis,
its limitations, possible approximations and simplifications.
The numerical analyses are very useful to evaluate the efficiency of various protective means
applied to prevent the damages of the main structure. One of the possible protection of important
structures is the protective containment, realised as a shell placed in a certain distance to the main
structure. This protective containment can be connected with the main structure by means of
diaphragms, stiffeners and other structural elements. The main scope is to dissipate the maximum
amount of energy, in order to minimalize the energy dissipated by the main structure. This goal is
achieved by the inelastic deformation of protective structure, up to its local or even total damage.
The additional protective effect is due to the offset between the containment and the main
structure. This distance serves to diminish the value of peak pressure arriving after the damage of
containnlent structure, and to prevent the early contact between the main structure and the
damaged parts of containment.
The present work concerns the analyses of an underwater tunnel protected by an external
containment structure subjected to a contact explosion, described in details in [5] .. On the basis of
fornler preliminary analyses presented in [8], the discrete finite element model was defined and
applied in order to find the best configuration of protective structure, in terms of its efficiency. A
p0l1ion of the structural system is illustrated in the Fig.l, through the schematic view of the entire
structure and the mesh of a finite element model with adequate boundary conditions, applied in
analysis.

II - DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM
The main structure consists of a sandwich cylindrical wall with 25 mm thick steel sheets on the
both irmer and outer surface, massive plain concrete core 450 mm inside and transversal
connections between steel sheets. The cylindrical sandwich wall is sUlTounded by a coaxial
protective structure. This containment structure consists of a 35 mm steel sheet. externally coated
by a concrete layer, and endowed with circumferential stiffeners on the inner side. The internal
thick cylinder is connected to the external thin protective shell by steel diaphragms. The coaxial
cylinders and diaphragms form an intermediate air chamber (lm wide in the radial direction).
The 40 kg spherical charge of trinitrotoluene (TNT) placed on the external surface of the entire
structure was taken into account in the analysis. The load was modelled as a known field of
pressure, variable in time and space, based on semi empirical relations published by Hem)'ch [I].
To model the reflection of the incident wave on the curved surface of structure, the Henrych's
relations were modified on the basis of empirical observations and analytical observations
(Shrivastava [10]).
As regards the material model for steel, the von Mises yielding criterion with isotropic
hardening and associative flow rule together with Hook's law of isotropic linear elasticity was
assumed. The rate-sensitivity of steel was captured by Cowper-Symonds model (Ref. [12]) with
well known in literature (Ref. [13]) parameters for ductile steel: D=40 S·l, p=5. As a failure
criterion, the maximum value of plastic equivalent strain E~~max was assumed. This latter

assumption, although controversial (Ref. [5]), was adopted and verified in trial compntations in
order to avoid serious errors and inaccuracies.
On the basis of preliminary analyses (Ref. [9]), the elastoplastic model with damage, based on
considerations published by Comi et al. [14] was implemented for the plain concrete, as the user's
subroutine into the ABAQUSlExplicit code.
III - CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL REMARKS
The results obtained in numerical analyses show that the damage of protective shell is localised in
vicinity of explosive charge and limited by the presence of T-section stiffeners. Destroyed and
fragmented paris of protective containment hit the external layer of the main sandwich structure
with a relatively high velocity (up to about 900 m/sec). Considering the damages caused by the
individual parts of protective containment it is clear that the main source of damages is the
contact between the stiffener under the charge and the external steel layer of sandwich.
In the internal thick concrete layer the damages occur due to propagation of pressure wave
through its thickness. When the pressure wave reaches the internal steel layer of sandwich, the
reflected part of pressure wave starts to propagate in the opposite direction. Through this
mechanism, the damages in concrete tend to accumnlate, fOITning the zone of completely
degraded material.
This phenomenon leads to practical conclusions regarding the possible means which should be
undertaken to avoid excessive damages, particularly in the main bearing structure (i.e. internal
cylindrical sandwich). First of all, the configuration of protective containment should be
investigated. Although some its parts has to be considered constant due to structural and
technological reasons (i.e. stiffeners, diaphragms), there are also possibilities to check the
influence of thickness of external concrete cover of protective shell on the damages in various
parts of main bearing structure. Four cases were taken into consideration: 0-5-10-15 cm thick
plain concrete layer. Additionally the presence of 10 cm thick concrete layer on the external
surface of main sandwich structure was also considered. Other parameters, as for example the

thickness of steel sheets, configuration of stiffeners, diaphragms, etc., were not analysed.
although they have also the great influence on the protective effect of external containment
structure.
The examples of final deformed shape of the structure under consideration for two chosen
thicknesses of external concrete layer are given in Fig. 2. Damaged parts of structure were
removed from the mesh. For the greater thickness of external concrete layer the damages in main
bearing sandwich structure are reduced.
In Fig. 3 the values of total dissipated energy as well as the values of energy dissipated in
various elements of entire structure are shown for two cases considered in Fig. 2. Also here one
can observe the reduction on energy dissipated by bearing parts of structure (i.e. concrete, upper
and lower steel layers in sandwich). Similar behaviour can be observed for other values of
thicknesses of external concrete layer.
The influence of additional concrete layer applied on the outer surface of sandwich was
investigated in [9].
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Abstract
There carried out a study of regularities of deformation and fracture of the composite with lItructureIUlstable binder, the peculiarities of inelastic behavior of the matrix having structural pbase
transfOnnatioll.
It was shown that there was funned the uItrn-iine strIIcture with twical size of crystallites less 10 run
having high plasticity and high capacity to hardtll1ing. This structural state of the matrix lead to the
effuctive transmission of external loading to hardener and a dislocatitm slides even in typical brittle
particles, fur example, titanium carllide on a lTucrolevel and rotatiOil of the carbide particles an a
mesolevel result in multiple crackiag of II plastically defunned particles and, finally, to the high value
of the fracture tollghnesS. The material fragmlll1tation on the fracture surl'ace WlIS founded, and the
presence oftIansforroatian leads to the a.no!phisation of the fracture surface.

1. Introduction
The composites with disperse hard particles being in a relatively soft metal matrix represent a
special class of materials - the so called hard alloys, which are widely used in engineering both
as structural and cutting tool materials with hard particles inoreasing strength and hardness and
a plastic matrix giving rise to the high toughness and plasticity to the whole material. At low
content the particles promote the higher yield stress of plastic defonnation of a material (as
carbides in steels for eXlllTlple). In other case the plastic matrix gives some plasticity and
toughness to a brittle material (oarbide for example).
From all the existing models only some of them (Altnond [I) pay a sutlicient attention to a
binding phase. Nevertheless, the problem becomes apparently principal firstly for physics of the
deformation process of a such class of materials to be understood for correct modeling of
mechanical behavior of such composites, and for increasing of the properties of the materials
and new-generation composites with the highest properties to be worked out. The fact is that
the non-uniform stresses in the disperse-hardened composite stipulate considerable mechanical
constraint of deformation playing the leading part in the foonation of the properties of the hard
alloys. Taking into account a rather small (less then 1-2 ).1) size of the interparticle distances

and the higher yield stress of a matrix as a result of the lower thickness of interlayers, it's
difficult to expeQt that dislocation sliding should be effective under these conditions,

So, it is necessary to look for new materials as the binding phases that should provide the
effective deformation of the composite under strained conditions and preserve its fracture as a
result. In our previous work (Kulkov [2,3]) it have been shown, that the usage in a composite
as binder of an alloy with structure transformation permits the essentially to increase its
mechanical properties. The alloys with thermoelastic rnartensitic transformation may be taken
to materials of such a class owing to their crystal structure instability with respect to shear, for
example, NiTi (Kulkov [3]).
The Out results have been demonstrated that the efficiently higher plasticity of an alloy can be
achieved at the same level of strength due to the transformation of the structure-unstable
binder, it being not important, in what way this is achieved - due to changing etther of its
composition or the deformation temperature. In any case the specific energy of plastic
defonnation increases approximately more than 3 times.
The main pUlJlose of the work is to study a structures at a various scale levels, the phase
oomposition, the deformation and fracture of TiC - TiNt composites with a structure-unstable
binding phase at dynamic loading.

Z. The experimental procedure and materials
The TiC-TiNi composite with martensitic transformation in binder was investigated. The

material was obtained by powder metallurgy methods and Willi a cylinder form with the size
10*10 (mm), which were used as flyers for penetration to the half-infinite targets prepared
from the aluminium alloy. After extraction flyers from target the analysis of its microstructure
by the X-ray and TEM was carried out.
3, Results lind discuuions
On Fig.! are shown the X-ray patterns, obtained in initial condition and from fracture surface

of a flyer. As one can see, after shock loading the X-ray reflections, belonging to a binding
phase are not practically visible, while reflections of carbide have a broadening. Such kind of
X-ray lines permits to make the conolusion, tbat in volume of a binder material the amolJlhous
structure is fanned.
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For analysis of an Intema1 structure of such material after shock loading the researches on thin
foils, cutting from fractured samples were earned out by TEM investigations. The studies of
the deformation and fracture processes of TiC-NiTi alloys with the structure transformation

showe d tor NiTi deformation to be accompanied by considerable
changes of structu re state
when being lost shearing stability onts lattice. Already in the non-de
formed TiC-NITi samples
the NiTi structu re is inhomogeneous to a high degree. One can observ
e the characteristic ripple
contra st at the light-field electron-microscopic patterns what testifie
s to N1Ti was in a pretransition state. Under loading still in a region of the composite elastic
ity the micros tructu re
chang ed from a disperse domain into a banded contrasting one that
is characteristic for the
intenn ediate shear strocture. Firstly. one can observe generation
of diffusion peaks in the
electro n diffraction pattern s and then extra-reflexes both
in comm ensura ble and
incommensurable pOSitions with the different parameter of commensura
bility in the different
directions of axes of the reciprocal lattice, what testifies to several
variants of the marten site
domai ns each being genera ted with its OWl! real structure. A
sllch charac ter of NlTi
transfotmJltion is caused by highly inhomogeneous state arising near
the hard particles of the
compo site under loading. Under the conditions of high stress gradie
nts appearing in a matrix,
the directions of atomic displacements in microzones stipulating local
losses of B2 structu re
stability are detem lined by stressed states arising under loading
at a mome nt in a given
microv olume of the binding. These conditions determine the orienta
tion of newly genera ting
marten site domains too. NiTi transformations of a such charac
ter result in simultaneous
decrea se of the peak and the iotegral intensities of B2-pnase lines in
X-ray pattern s not being
accom panied by growin g or arising of new martensite peaks.
Under deformation with the higher velocity there appears a disper
se structu re consisting of
disoriented fragm ents of B2 phase and martensite domains. The electro
n diffi'action pattern s,
Fig.2, taken from these zones have a characteristic ring shape of a
different kind, mainly rings
of point peaks and separa te arcs arranged io one azimuth range of
the wide (110) BZ ring
against the weak diffuse (110)- n2 backgroulld. One can see the wide,
highly intensive ring
sharply standi ng out tbe others and being 0.201- 0.240 nm in width corres
pondin g to an interval
of the interplanes distances of the most intensive (002), (Ill), and (020)
peaks of a monoclinic
phase and (110) peak of B2 cubic structure. Moreover, one freque
ntly can see on eleCtron
diffraction pattern s (especially in the vicinity of intercarbide bound
aries) the rings of point
peaks with reflections ofB2 and martensite structures agaillst the backg
round of diffuse (Ito)
ring of B2. Secon d-orde r peaks are very weekly. Diffraction of a
sucn charac ter corres ponds
to the quasiamorphou$ state, Fig.2.

Flgure 2a
The electron (!iffraction of defumJCd binder in COJl1POsite

Figure 2b
The quasi-antorphous stale of a binder

11te binding phase on a miero-level is in two-phase state - on figures one
can see both an
austenitic phase,

ond martensitic one in a form of a plate. As it is possible to see, the
plates
have places in volume of a binding phase, ond at approach to carbid
e particles closely adjoin to

border of "binder--carbide", Fig.3. The area of contact "martensitic plate - carbide grain" is
different for carbides with the different size. 00 Fig.4 the angles measured on the various
images of contact "martensitic plate - carbide grain" are shown, It is visible, that than it is less
size of a carbide grain, that it is more angles of contact. It, as appear, testifies that in a loading
process there is the rotation of the carbide grains that greater, than it is less their size,
Such rotation of the carbide grains cannot occur without formation of the specific internal
structure of a binding phase, On Fig.5 the data on measurement of azimuth angles of binder
fragments from degree of plastic deformation are shown, It is visible, that the eoam structure
(as for 'rEM) in initial condition is broken with growth of strain into fragments with
disorientation each other, and the angle of its rotation is increased exponentia1ly with growth
of deformation. It is characteristic, that in carbide grains the increase of dislocation density was
observed,
100
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Fi~3

'rEM image 01' contpOiite after loading

Figurc4
The rotation of a carbides
vs. its $izes

Figure 5

The angles bi:twcen the
frogtnenlS of bin<ler

So, it may be realized the following transformation scheme in the binder phase of the
composite during deformation: B2 0:> B2 + B19' "'¢- B2 ... "quasiamorphouB state", with
formation of fine-grain, highly disoriented structure less then 10 run in grain size,
characterizing by high plasticity and strengthening and stipulating external loading effectively
transferred onto a strengthener, causing simultaneous dislocation slipping even in typically
brittle TiC particles, The subsequent loading increases the multiple cracking of plastically
deformed hard particles and, finally, one can obtain the high value of fracture toughness of the
Ql/I.terial.

On Fig.6 are shown the optic microscopic images of a surface of cross-section of a flyer after
its interaction with target. The analysis of microstructure of samples were shown, that in
material there are many microcracks. concentrating in a form of strip-lines or "tracks", taking
place through the whole sample are observed, The fact of occurrence of such "tracks" testifies
to special condition of a binder at the moment of impact. Moreover, these "tracks" were
formed at initial stage of fracture and only then were taken place II spaU, As appear, it is
connected to presence in composite ofa disperse carbide phase. Really, if to plot 8 distribution
of a carbides on its sizes N(d) and a distribution of II distances between cracks. N(h), it is
possible to see the certain dependence, Fig. 7. First of all on distribution N(h) is displayed at
least three maximum (which was marked by arrows) at h"Z, 4 and 8 IJ., while the average size
of a carbide grain is equal 1 11. The similar picture is observed for materials with other size of a
carbide grain.
This dependence can be presented analytically in a form: Y 0: ~~ exp[-1X(x+2;d)],

where d - averag e size of a carbide grain, and

maxima. It can be write in a form:

A; =1,

Figure6a
"Tracks· in the samplell after
shock loading. (x 200)

Ai • function,

describing chang e of intensity of

(x+ho)" .

Figure 6b
"Tmclrs" in the sampIc.s al\er shock
lolldiJlg. (x 800)

Figure 7
The Size distributioI\S of the
caIbiQe parti~les (+) and distanc e

between Ille Cl'"dcb (0)

This function depending on ho in positive area of argument can be or decrea
sing, or growing.

In a first case ho is very great, in second - it is very small. Experimenta
l data are shown, that 1>0
- is great and, as appear, it is connected to length of a critical crack.

4. Conclusions
Thus, it is possible to point out a number of the main features of behavi
or of a compo site with
a structu re-uns table binding.
1. Inhom ogene ous deformation of the binding phase is able to
change a structu re under
external loading causes its transformation. It should be noted for the
latter to occur to the
different degree s following the strain, the higher inhomogeneity
of stressed state and
plasticity of the binding material owing to transformation, the bigher
dispersion of the
binding structure.
2. The combined influence of transfonnation and constraint of deform
ation results in the
efficiently higher stress of martensite shear under deformation and in
a binder arises the finegrain structu re that causes the hig11 toughness of the whole composite.
3. The physical meaniDg of usage ofllie structure-unstable bindings in
the composites is that to
lower a scale of structu re levels of plastic detormation and fracture owing
to forma tion of a
micro-crystal structu re in the binding phase under inhomogeneous loadin
g.
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I - INTRODUCTION

In dynamic compression of classical steels, the formation of adiabatic shear bands and the
high level of hardness usually limits the plastic strain, especially at high strain rates.
With an unusual combination of strength, toughness, corrosion resistance, wear resistance and
non magnetizability, nitrogen alloyed steels are a relatively late group of materials, which is
still in development. They are produced by adding between 0.3 and 1% nitrogen in interstitial
solution. Mn, Cr, Mo and V are increasing the solubility and Ni and Si are decreasing the
solubility of nitrogen. The main property of nitrogen is to stabilize the austenitic structure, so
that no formation of deformation martensite a' will occur. Since no strain-induced martensite
occurs, nitrogen alloyed steels possess excellent cold workability up to very high strains,
combined with high strengih (between 1000 and 2000 Mpa). Deformation rates up to 95%
were achieved without austenite becoming unstable [1].
The dynamical behaviour of very high strength nitrogen alloyed steels and the hardening
capacity under shock waves have been investigated in previous works [2] [3]. Nitrogen in
interstitial solution increases internal friction, which leads to very high strain rate sensitivity.
With a very low stacking fault energy (10 mJ/m2l, high deformation leads to microstructure
with high density of slip bands and/or twins. The aim of this work is to point out the large
deformation capacity of nitrogen steels under high strain rate compression. This study was
conducted with three dynamic compression techniques consisting of the Hopkinson bar test
and two version of the Taylor test which are the single cylinder impact against a rigid anvil
and the symmetric impact of two identical cylinders.

II - MATERIALS
Three different austenitic nitrogen alloyed steels were studied.
Steels A and B named as P900 1 (Z8CrMnN18-18) have the same chemical composition. They
are composed of high amount of Mn and Cr to increase the solubility of nitrogen and do not
have a strong nitride-forming tendency. The characteristics of this kind of steels depend on
nitrogen in interstitial solution. The initial state was workhardened by a ring extension process
(producer: VSG). Steel represents the initial state with a hardness of 380HV30. Some slip
lines are present in the individual grains. Steel B has been annealed by a temperature of
1080°C. Its microstructure contains recrystallized grains without any slip bands but
recrystallization twins. The hardness after solution annealing decreases to 280HV30.
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Steel C, named Uranus B66 is quite different from steel A and B because the main alloying
element is Ni and Mn contents is reduced. This alloy has been developed especially for its
improved corrosion resistance. Its hardness in the initial state is only 220HV30. The
microstructure is very similar to that of steel B but with a larger grain size.
Compared to classical high strength martensitic steels with similar hardness, these steels
possess a high flow stress, high strain hardening and they are also very sensitive to strain rate.
The other particularity of this steel is the high amount of plastic deformation, up to 70%,
which is also unusual for classical high strength steel.

III - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
2600 --

III - 1 Testing Procedure
Different sizes of cylindrical
specimens were machined
with 4mm diameter and 2 to
5mm lengths. All the samples
are lubricated with a special
lubricant that minimizes the
effect of friction during
testing. True stress-strain
curves are determined in the
uniaxial compression state at
various strain rates at room
temperature.
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Fig. 1: Compression tests on steel A
Dynamical compression tests
are conducted at high strain rate from 3000 S·l to over 20000 S·l using a split Hopkinson
pressure bar. In order to obtain the deformation of the high strength steels without indentation
of the bars, a sintered tool steel heat treated to a very high hardness of 67HRC was used. A
good straightness has been achieved and tests have shown the ability of such materials to
support high impact stresses
without plastic deformation
or rupture. Short rise time
was used for the incident
1600
wave in order to get a rapid
answer of the material
•
•
behaviour.
1000

!

Several single Taylor tests
was conducted with cylinders
having a 9mm diameter with
Steel B
12500'-', '
(annealed) 04>1.3
36mm
length
and
at
velocities ranging from 115
0 "-_~_ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _~
0.8
0.7
to 220m/s, against a rigid
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.'
0.'
True Strain
tungsten carbide target. A
.
· T i t t has
Fig. 2: CompressIOn tests on steel B
ay or es
symme t rIC
also been used in order to investigate the influence of friction [4].
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III - 2 Compression stress-strain behaviour
The stress strain behaviour in dynamic loading for the three types of steels is given in figures
I, 2 and 4. In static compression the materials can be loaded to very high deformation without
rupture (more than 100% true strain could be achieved), but a begin of some inhomogeneities
can be seen above 70 to 80%.
For steel A (figurel) dynamic loading leads up to 50% increase in the flow stress with the
absence of any strain hardening. A slight decrease of the true stress is due to the thermal
softening by adiabatic condition of the test generating some increase in temperature. The
maximal deformation before rupture (for the defmed size of specimens) is much smaller than
in the static condition and
25000
seems to be reduced with
increasing strain rate.
~~

;;: 20000 -

!E.
Steel B shows much higher
strain rate sensitivity than steel
A; the flow stress at small
plastic deformation reaches
twice the corresponding value
in
quasi-static
condition.
Compression tests, with stop
ring could be conducted up to
very high true strain (70%)
o
0.1
0.2
0.4
0.5
0.•
0.7
0.3
without any fracture in the
True Strain
specimen. By strain rate of
Fig. 3: Variation of the strain rate with strain
12 500 S·1 , fracture begins at
about 65%. The curves in
figure 2 shows clearly the
2000 I '
I
different
domains
of
deformation. At the beginning
1500
•
of plastic deformation a small
/
4800s-1
•
strain hardening is observed
which decreases with strain up
'Static
to about 60%. A first
important decrease of stress is
75005'
500
due to a damage in the
specimen, followed by a
second change in the slope of
stress curve, indicating the
0.6
D••
0.2
0.4
o
True Strain
development of fractures. The
following increase in the
Fig. 4: Compression tests on steel C
transmitted wave is due to the
influence of the stop ring that avoids further deformation of the specimen and allows
microscopic observations of existing damage. During each test the specimen average strain
rate is relatively constant (see figure 3).

The behaviour of steel C is similar to the previous annealed steel, but with a high strain
hardening in the dynamic condition. Very high deformation (up to 60%) could be also
observed even at very high strain rate (figure 4). Strain rate up to more than 20 000 mls could
be achieved with smaller specimen (4mm diameter and 2.2 rum length). In this case, the

assumptions made in the treatment of Hophinson bar data must be verified. Stress inhomogeneities appear in the specimen and the inertial stresses and velocities are no morc
negligible. Different approach have been proposed [5J, [6J, leading to the following equations:
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h, r : height and radius of the specimen

Ii , E: strain rate and acceleration
cri, V, : inertial component of the stress and radial velocity
The influence of ii can be important but only at the beginning of the deformation and no more
at high strains.
Friction can also be neglected
[7]. The outer profile of the
specimens
after
a
high
deformation
have
been
measured and figure 5 shows a
final geometry which remains
very close to the cylindrical
shape with only very small
barrelling.
For the present tests, with the
geometry of our specimen:
cri=6.6Mpa;
at 20 000 S·I:
crZ.cri =1.6Mpa; V,=20 mls.
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Fig. 5: Profile of a specimen after high compression.

These evaluations indicate that inertia can be important and cause some errors in the classical
data processing. A careful analysis is necessary to estimate the remaining inertial contribution
and to obtain the corresponding correction. Simulations with code DYNA2D are running.
III - 3 Single Taylor test

Single Taylor tests were realized
with steel A only. After impact at
different velocities, the fmal
profile was measured with a laser
micrometer. Experimental results
on the variation of the radius of
the impacted projectiles are given
in figure 6. The maximal velocity
at 218m1s leads to a complete
rupture of the specimen. At
200mls some small cracks
appears with 45° orientation at
the front surface.
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Fig. 6: Profile of the impacted cylinder at different velocities.

III - 4 Symmetric Taylor tcst
Along with single Taylor testing, symmetric Taylor testing of specimens 9 nUll in diameter and
35 mm in length was conducted to investigate the effect offriction on deformation and fracture
of impacted steel A cylinders. When compared to single Taylor testing, symmetric Taylor
testing do not involve friction at the loading interfaces. Symmetric Taylor tests were generated
with an improved testing procedure involving Teflon sabots [4]. The loading system consists of
a 25 mm caliber gas gun launching one Taylor specimen guided with a Teflon sabot against a
second Taylor specimen positioned with an identical Teflon sabot at the gun muzzle. The use
of Teflon sabots during the loading phase facilitates planar and coaxial impacts. Because the
Teflon has an impedance five times lower than steel A, the Teflon sabots have no interference
during the specimen loading phase. To compare results generated with the two Taylor set-ups,
an equivalent impact speed was introduced equal to half the launch speed for the symmetric
Taylor test and equal to the launch speed for the single Taylor test.
At a given equivalent speed, larger final diameters were generated with the symmetric Taylor
specimens resulting from the absence of friction at the impact, see Table I and Figure 7.
Preliminary results from numerical simulations conducted at an equivalent speed of 131.5 mls
with the hydrocode AUTODYN indicate that the dynamic friction is of the order of 0.01.
Shear bands were generated at higher final diameters and equivalent speeds for the single
Taylor specimens when compared to the symmetric Taylor specimens. The higher final
diameters of the single Taylor specimens indicate that higher equivalent plastic strains are
needed to generate shear bands. Most probably, this is due to the friction at the impact plane
implying higher pressures therefore delaying shear band formation.
Numerical simulations, currently being conducted, will bring indights of the state of stress of
the two Taylor and friction characteristics at the steel/tungsten carbide target interface.
Table 1 : Comparison of single and symmetric Taylor test results for steel A
Taylor test
Launch speed (m/s)
Equivalent impact speed (m/s)
Maximull final diameter (mm)
Shear bands

Constml1 equivalent speed
Single
Svmmelric
131.5
263.0
131.5
131.5
9.77
10.01
No
No

Shear hand iniliation
Single
Symmetric
198.0
32-1.5
198.0
162.3
11.23
HJ.70

Initiation

Initiation

I~O~;=======~------------------~

o

Df/Di
1,25

o

Shear band

Single Taylor
Symmetric Taylors
Shear band

1,20

1,15
1,10
1,05 L -.......-'--'--L-"-...J'--........-'-~--'-~_'--"---'-......--'---"--'
210
120
130
140
ISO
160
170
180
190
200
Equivalent impact speed (mls)

Fig. 7: Final to initial Taylor diameters ratio function of the equivalent impact speed for steel A.

IV - MICROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
Figure 8 shows a micrograph of a dynamically
compressed specimen (steel
B). Fine adiabatic shear
bands begin to form at the
edge of the specimen with a
45° orientation The width of
these adiabatic shear bands is
the
about 5 I-lm and
microhardness 800 HYO.1.
These shear bands leads
rapidly to a catastrophic failure. In the edge regions the
density of slip lines is higher than in the rest of the
longitudinal cut, where the deformation of the structure
seems to be relatively uniform. This observation
contributes to the validity of the compression test by high
levels of strains and stresses (over 60-70% and 1600Mpa).
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In the Taylor tests material near the impact region is
subjected to very high defonnation combined with high
strain rate (> 104 S·I) that can be calculated with simulation
of this test [2]. At 200m/s, the first cracks can be observed
on the impact surface of the mushroomed part with an
angle of 45° towards the longitudinal axis (figure 9). High deformations can be seen on the
microstructure in the impact region of highest radius, with the appearance of adiabatic shear bands
in the early state.

V - CONCLUSION
Dynamic compression behaviour of high strength nitrogen alloyed steels was investigated at high
strain rate (up to 20000 S·I) and at high deformation (up to 60% true strain without damage) using
single and symmetric Taylor tests and Hopkinson tests. Damage in the specimens was observed to
occur via adiabatic shear bands at strain varying from 60 to 70%.
The effect of friction at the specimen loading interfaces was investigated with the two types of
Taylor tests and is beeing analysed through numerical simulations. Preliminary results indicate
that friction implies a highly constrained stress state delaying shear band formation.
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Dynamic Testing on Gleeble Physical Simulator
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I - INTR ODUC TION

The physical simulation is a way to gain physical data of material behav
iour characteristic of
a real industrial process. Such data can then be used for engineering
calculations aiming to
modify technology, design tools, etc., or for computer calculations to
describe a behaviour of
any workpiece during processing and to predict its properties after.
The history of physical simulation begins with the welding thermal
cycle simulator, called
Gleeble, which was made at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in USA
just after the WW-JI to
study heat affected zone (HAZ) properties of welds on the novel at
that time HSLA steels.
This simulator, in its initial form, comprised:
an AC resistance heating system with thermocouple feedback control,
pneumatic displacement & loading system with appropriate sensors, and
data recording devices.
An improvement added soon to more accurately reproduce the situati
on of HAZ where, due
to thermal gradients, substantial local deformations occur, included dynam
ic servo-hydraulic
mechanical system, thus giving rise to a modern thermal-mechanical
simulator capable to
execute simultaneously high rate thermal and mechanical cycles.
The Gleeble, after more than 40 years since its first appearance in researc
h laboratories, has
not much changed as to its principal idea, however it is now equipp
ed with an up-to-date
computer control and data acquisition. Having developed from a weldin
g simulator into a
modern dynamic multi-purpose simulating system, it can reprod
uce situations of many
metallurgical processes, in which heating of a metal sample to any tempe
rature including its
melting point, is combined with deformation(s) at strain rates from O.OOO
Ol/sec up to SOO/sec.
The highest strain rates of this range are of particular interest to scienti
sts and technologists
occupied with contemporary high rate and high efficiency metal formin
g processes like hotand warm- forging and rolling. To them, the Gleeble offers a signifi
cant advantage of exact
studying multi-step deformations with a possibility to separate contro
l strain and strain rate.
II - GLEEBLE / HYDR A WEDGE THERMAL-MECHANICAL
SIMULATOR
When performing compression testing with high speed hydraulic
systems, one typical
problem that develops is overshoot strain. All hydraulic systems require
a finite time and
distance to stop, and even more time to revert their action. This proble
m can be minimized by
using high speed hydraulic valves coupled with high speed computer
control systems. The
Gleeble systems series 3000 incorporate the highest speed valves and
computers available.

However, even with the fastest valves and computer systems alone, overshoot strain can
occur. To eliminate overshoot strains, the second hydraulic system called Hydrawedge,
synchronized with the main / primary deforming system, acts as a flexible mechanical stop
that allows the primary hydraulic ram to be stopped by running into an immovable object.
Additionally, in order to perform exact multiple compressions sequentially, for which the
specimen must be moved since the main hydraulic ram will stop at the same point in space
each time, the Hydrawedge is used to program the necessary displacements. This allows to
exactly control the amount of strain, while simultaneously and separately controlling the
strain rate at which the sample is being deformed.

II-I. Hydrawedge system
The main purpose of the Hydrawedge system, schematically presented in Fig.1, is to provide
a superior method for performing high speed single or multiple step hot/warm compression
testing when compared to conventional methodologies. Such tests are carried out to evaluate
a material using thermal and mechanical variables that simulate real world processing or
service conditions, in particular strain rates, strains, and interpass times that are equivalent to
the real processing.
heating

primary (Gleeble)
hydraulic cylinder

cross head

transfonner

load cell
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air ram
pneumatic
system

compression
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hydrauliC
cylinder

Fig.l. Schematic drawing of the Gleeble 's Hydrawedge system
11-2. Operation of Hydrawedge

Hydrawedge system before deformation.
Schematic drawing of the Hydrawedge system before deformation, or between deformation
steps, is given in Fig.2. The dashed lines represent the force path, while "ill" represents the
amount of deformation that will occur during compression.
Here the main hydraulic system "M" is not yet in contact with the deformation ram, there is a
gap "g" between them. Also, the stop is not in contact with the yoke - "ill" appears between
them. In this position, the force, and resultant contact pressure the specimen is subjected to,
are provided by the air ram system "A". The purpose of the air ram is to keep the specimen
between the platens, and to maintain enough contact force to provide heating and cooling
paths, otherwise between hits the specimen could fall out of the proper position between the
platens.
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Fig2 Hydrml'edge system

b~rore

deformation

Hydrawedge system during deformation.
To begin the deformation, the main hydraulic loading system "M" accelerates within the gap
"g". The deformation begins when it gets in contact with the deformation ram, and loads as
great as 20 metric tons can be applied to the specimen (peak available load will depend on
what Gleeble system model is rated for). The measured load on the specimen at this point
would be the load required by the flow stress of the material under the programmed
deformation conditions. The amount of allowed deformation, would be exactly like the ".<1.1"
shows. In this step, the force path is straight from the main hydraulic system to the deformed
sample, and it stays like that till the stop engages the yoke.

M

H

Fig 3 Hydrmwdge system at the end of deformation
Fig.3 shows the Hydrawedge system at the end of a deformation step. Here the main
hydraulic loading system is still in contact with the deformation ram, but the load applied
from the main hydraulic system is not being applied to the specimen. Instead, since the stop is
in contact with the yoke, the load is being transferred around the specimen through the yoke.
The purpose of the stop and the yoke is to end the deformation regardless of how fast the
deformation ram is moving. The force to stop the ram is transferred to the crosshead via the
stop and yoke. When the stop and yoke are in contact with each other there is no significant
load on the specimen.
Hydrawedge system preparation for another deformation step
At the beginning of preparation for another deformation step, or in preparation for controlled
cooling, the main hydraulic loading system backs away from the deformation ram to the predeformation position. At this moment, as presented in Fig.4, there is no force being applied to

the specimen since the main hydraulic system is no longer in contac
t with the deformation
ram, and because the force exerted due to the air ram system is being
transferred around the
specimen through the yoke. In order to prepare for another deformation
step it is necessary
for the whole Hydrawedge system to return to the "prior to deformation
position".

M

H

Fig. 4 Hydrawedge system preparation for subsequent deformation step
To achieve this, it is necessary for the Hydrawedge secondary hydrau
lic system "H" to move
the specimen toward the main hydraulic system. As the Hydrawedge
moves the specimen, the
stop will be removed from contact with the yoke, and hence the load
from the air ram system
will again be applied to the specimen thus securing its firm position
between the platens. The
load from the air ram system must be applied to the specimen rather
than the yoke in order to
have adequate heating and cooling. The Hydrawedge is programmed
to move the specimen
for the next value of strain ("'Ii) for the subsequent deformation step.
In this position heating
and cooling are continually controlled between deformations.

III - PERF ORM ANCE OF GLEEBLE / HYDRA WEDGE SIMU
LATOR
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Fig.5 Accuracy of strain rates during two step compression all Gleebl
e 3800 system

The performance of an up-to-date Gleeb le's main servo-hydraulic unit,
can be showed in the
test like presented in the following Fig.5. This figure shows the reactio
n times of the main
hydraulic cylinder, and also of the fast stop exerted by Hydrawedge.
The material tested here was AlSi27 Ni6 PM alloy, which during
deformation at high strain
rates generates a substantial adiabatic heat, giving rise to a self-healing
of the material and to
a decrease of its susceptibility to cracking.
To show the performance / speed of the servo-hydraulic valve itself,
both deformation steps
were executed withou t Hydra wedge operating; the Hydra wedge in
this deformation test only
provided the exact total amoun t of strain and the instantaneous stop
at the end of it.
The main hydraulic system, which accelerates before the first hit as
the free gap "g" allows it,
is engaging the sample as it is visualized at the point "A" of the graph
and deforms it with the
first progra mmed strain rate of 140/sec. But to minimize the oversh
oot and to reach exactly
the progra mmed strain of 0.85 in the first step, the hydraulic system
has to slow down, as
shown at point "B" of the graph, by partly closing the valve for about
1 millisecond. Then,
after the hold time of about 3 msec, during which the main piston
was not backed (as it was
progra mmed like that), the subsequent acceleration of the piston,
as shown at point "e" of
Fig.5, takes more time, and the delay of about 2 milliseconds appear
s before the deformation
can reach the second progra mmed strain rate of 21O/sec. The Hydra
wedge 's stop at the end of
both deformation steps caused the deformation to end with almost no
delay, as shown in point
"D" of Fig.5, and the total strain reached quite accurately the progra
mmed value of 1.4. The
use of such a high strain rate, and its fast stop, resulted of course
in certain "ringin g" in the
whole deformation system, which has been mainly due to an elastic
deformation of the yoke
and lasted for a few milliseconds after the stop, as it can be seen in Fig.5
after the point "D".
From this graph, practical reaction times of the "plain " Gleeble system
can be read, which are
in the order of a few milliseconds. In the Gleeble plus Hydrawedge
system, these reaction
times are much shorter, like for example is shown at point "D" of Fig.5.
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Fig.6 Practical performance limits of Gleeble 3800/ Hydrawedge system
An example of the ultimate performance of the Gleeble / Hydra wedge
system, is given in
Fig.6. Here, a plain carbon steel sampl e of an initial height 5.0 mm,
was hot compressed in a
single hit with the strain rate of about 200/sec, to the final height
of 4.66 mm. As it can be
seen, both the initial delay of 0.17 msec to reach the programmed
strain rate, and the "slow
down" at the end of the hit, are in the range much below one millise
cond. And about one-ha lf

of the deformation applied here, i.e. 0.15 to 0.20 mm of sample's height, can be treated as the
reproducible accuracy of the Gleeble / Hydrawedge system for the strain rates of 200 to
300/sec. If the accuracy of the height reduction is acceptable in the range of 0.30 to 0040 mm,
then the maximum available at present programmed and controlled strain rate of the Gleeble
plus Hydrawedge system is of about 500/sec.
Another issue of the performance is the time required for the main hydraulic system to pull
back to the pre-deformation position and for the secondary Hydrawedge hydraulic system to
set up the next programmed strain. For the typical heights from 5 to 25 mm of samples for
plane strain compression tests, and for the strains between 0.2 and 1.5, the 20T force Gleeble
3800 system requires from 20 to 200 milliseconds time before the next hit can be executed.
The following graph, Fig.?, shows a three-step compression of plain 0.2% carbon steel at
1O?5°C. As the displacements recorded in it were measured by a longitudinal "jaw-lo-jaw"
strain gauge, it is possible to see from it how the main and secondary hydraulic systems cooperate during the whole three-hit deformation test.
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Fig. 7 Reaction times of Gleeble 3800 with Hydrawedge,
In three-step hot compression of carbon steel.
The displacement curve of Fig.?, shows at point "a" the setting up provided by Hydrawedge
and correction of existing backlash, which took about 0.5 sec. After the first deformation, to a
strain about 0.3, the backing away of the main hydraulic system, and the setting of the next
deformation by Hydrawedge, were executed slowly and this took about 1.5 sec (point "b").
The preparation for the third step was made in a fast mode, as shown at point "c", and the
whole preparation took about 25 msec for the main piston to pull back and for the
Hydrawedge to set the programmed strain for the third stroke. This last figure of 25 msec is
about the practical lower limit for the Gleeble / Hydrawedge system to prepare for the next
deformation step.

Concluding remark.
As this article is mainly of an informative type, therefore the author reserved for himself the
right nol to drmv out any scientific conelusions, lem'ing the whole issue open for an eventual
discuss ion.

COMPORTEMENT MECANIQUE
D'UN EXPLOSIF COMPOSITE
P. Racimor, M. Quidot, P. Chabin
SNPE -Centre de Recherches du Bouchet 91710 Vert-Le Petit

Resume
Les materiaux energetiques de defense de type composite ont un compoI1ement
mecanique complexe que I'on peut qualifier de viscoelastique non lineaire. Une premiere
methode approchee de dimensionnement des explosifs composites est directement derivee du
domaine de la propulsion et utilise Ie principe de I'equivalence temps - temperature. Cette
methode s'avere trop approchee compte tenu des besoins actuels et futurs en matiere de
dimensionnement mecanique des explosifs, en paI1iculier dans Ie cas des tetes militaires.
Nous pn\sentons les moyens experimentaux : barres de Kolsky-Hopkinson basse impedance.
Taylor test inverse avec instrumentation VISAR, et numeriques : modele de Maxwell
generalise dans Ie code de dynamique rapide LSDYNA, mis en place a SNPE pour Ie
developpement d'un modele de compoI1ement mecanique des explosifs composites en regime
dynamique.
1. INTRODUCTION

L'accroissement des performances des systemes d'arme, en particulier des tetes
militaires, se traduit par des accelerations en phase propulsion et des vitesses a I'impact sur
cible plus importantes entrainant des sollicitations mecaniques extremement severes pour
I'explosif et pouvant conduire a des ruptures et des mouvements prejudiciables au bon
fonctionnement du systeme.
Les problemes potentiels lies a ces mouvements et donc directement dependant du
comportement mecanique de I'explosifpeuvent etre de differentes natures, par exemple :
- rupture de I'explosif pouvant entrainer un fonctionnement detonique non nominal ou
un allumage premature par friction.
-action mecanique importante de I'explosif sur d'autres paI1ies du systeme (corps,
systeme d'amor,age,,,.).
- ecartement de I'explosif par rapport au systeme d'amor,age.
II est important d'utiliser la simulation numenque pour Ie dimensionnement
mecanique des tetes militaires et la definition d'essais representatifs a I'echelle du
laboratoire.
II est donc essentiel de bien caracteriser Ie comportement des explosifs dans ce
domaine de sollicitation dynamique afin de realiser des simulations numeriques realistes.

2. 'I'IODELE DE CO'lIPORTE'lIE:\,T 'IIECA'iIQLE
2.1. Caracteristiques mecaniques des explosifs composites
Les explosifs composites sont composes de charges cristallines de faible diamctre
enrobees dans un liant polymere. Le tau x de charge est tres eleve et les surfaces d'adhesion
entre Ie liant et les charges sont tres importantes.
Les explosifs composites sont proches de par leur nature des propergols composites
et ont donc des caracteristiques mecaniques qualitativement similaires et un comportement
du type viscoelastique non lineaire endommageable [I] [2].
Une premiere methode approchee de dimensionnement mecanique des explosifs
composites est done directement derivee du domainc de la propulsion et utilise Ie principe de
I'equivalence temps - temperature. II importe de verifier I'extrapolation de ce principe. qui
n'est qu'approche pour les materiaux energetiques de defense en raison du fort taux de
charges cristallines, aux tres fortes vitesses de deformation. C'est pourquoi nous avons
developpe des moyens experimentaux et numeriques pour I'evaluation du comportement
dynamique des explosifs.
2.2. Implementation et validation d'un modele de Maxwell generalise dans LSDYNA
Si au cours des 20 dernieres annees, de nombreux modeles de comportement
mecanique plus ou moins complexes de materiaux energetiques ont ete developpes. les
modeles utilises dans Ie monde au stade industriel pour Ie dimensionnement d'objets reels
restent relativement simples en raison du cout de la caracterisation experimentale de modeles
complexes et de I'implantation et la validation dans des grands codes de calcu!. Nous avons
donc choisi d'utiliser, dans une premiere etape. un modele simple viscoelastique de type
Maxwell generalise. Ce modele s'exprimc en petite deformation par:

, = f 2G (t _.,,)
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Le modele de MAXWELL generalise implantc dans LSDYNA [3] suit la
formulation generale des materiaux hypoelastiques.
SNPE dispose d'une large experience de ce type de modele dans les codes implicites
([4]) ; la formulation explicite adoptee dans LSDYNA est tout a fait identique. L'integration
est rendue praticable par une representation du module de cisaillement en serie de Prony :
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On utilise alors une formulation recurrente ([5]) ou on suppose la vitesse de
deformation constante sur un pas de temps.
L'implantation du modele est val idee sur des cas tests elementaires en statique :
traction, traction-relaxation et fiuage. La formulation non lineaire est val idee par des tests de
verification de I'objectivite de la formulation et par un test de cisaillement. Pour ce dernier
cas, nous avons developpe une solution analytique en viscoelasticite.

3. CARACTERISA T10!\ MECA"iIQCE

3.t. Caracterisation en statique
Des essais de traction sont realises pour ditTerentes conditions experimentales :
temperature. vitesse de traction. Les temperatures etudiees sont comprises entre -50 et +60°C.
tandis que les vitesses de traction sont 5. 50 et 500 mm/min. Compte tenu de la valeur du
coefficient de Poisson, Ie module de cisaillement est obtenu par G=E!3.
Le principe d'equivalence temps - temperature s'applique generalement pour les
polymeres, il a ete mis en evidence en particulier par William. Landel et Ferry [5]. SNPE a
applique ce principe non seulement pour Ie comportement mecanique de ses materiaux
energetiques, mais l'a etendu a leurs caracteristiques a la rupture. La n1t~thodologie mise en
place dans la propulsion a ete reprise pour les explosifs composites. Ce principe
d'equivalence temps - temperature est applique a la composition explosive etudiee. II conduit
pour chacun des parametres de I'essai de traction a la relation:
P(Tj.€j)=P(Tr&f'€rcFT(Tt ))
(3)
Le para metre P est Ie module de traction pour la suite de la presentation. C'est a
partir de la courbe maitre sse ainsi obtenue que nous evaluons les coefficients du modele de
Maxwell pour des vitesses de defonnation elevee.

3.2. Caracterisation dynamique
II s 'agit dans ce cas de realiser des essais dynamiques a l'aide des barres de
Hopkinson a des vitesses de defOImation proche de celles estimees dans une tete explosiblc
lars de son impact.
L'essai aux banes de Hopkinson consiste a placer une eprouvette cylindrique entre
deux barres equipees chacune d'un pont de jauges de defonnation. Vne onde de choc est
generee Ii l'extremite de I'une des barres (barre d'entree) a I'aide d'un impacteur projete par
un canon a air comprime, cette onde de choc se propage Ie long de cette bane. Le pont de
jauge de defonnation caracterise cette onde dit « incidente» a son passage. A I'interface
eprouvette - barre incidente, cette onde se decompose en une onde « retlechie » et une onde
« transmise ». L'onde reflechie est mesuree par les jauges placees sur la barre d'entree,
l'onde transmise par celles placees sur la seconde barre (barre de sortie).
L'acquisition des signaux est faite a l'aide d'un oscilloscope numerique a memoire.
II est important de pouvoir distinguer ces differentes andes, pour cela il faut
principalement :
-optimiser la longueur de I'impacteur pour une longueur de barre d'entree donnee,
- utiliser des barres dont la materiau est tel que son impedance acoustique soit
adaptee a celIe du materiau etudie.
Pour 1'etude du comportement mecanique des explosifs composites nous utilisons
des barres polymeriques (P. M. M. A. au Nylon), dont Ie caractere viscoelastique est pris en
compte pour Ie traitement des andes.
Les andes sont mesurees a une certaine distance des interfaces avec 1'eprouvette, et
il est donc necessaire de « transporter» ces andes depuis leur lieu de mesure vers ses
interfaces. Le logiciel DAVID [6J pennet cette translation en tenant compte du comportement
et de I'amortissement de barres polymeriques: il calcule egalement les forces, les vitesses
aux interfaces.
•

L'une des difficultes lors du depouillement est de bien recaler Ie, debuts de l'onde
reflechie et de ronde transmise. Ceci induit un leger ecart dans ce recalage des ondes qui
provoque les oscillations dans Ie dehut de la force appliquee la filce d'entn~e de I'cprouvette.
Ces oscillations sont egalement dues I'aspect tridimensionnel des barres. elles sont visibles
sur les ondes mesurees et plus particulierement sur I'onde incidente.
A partir de ces resultats la contrainte moyenne et la vitesse de defonl1ation moyenne
sont evaluees dans l'eprouvette et un modele de Maxwell a 5 branches est dctermine. La
modelisation de I'essai en I D statique avee Ie code LSDYNA penl1et de s'assurer de la
representativite du modele. On montre que Ie modele statique deduit de I'equivalence tempstemperature sous-estime largement les contraintes dans Ie materiau.

a

a

Des essais complementaires ont ete realises it des temperatures autres que I'ambiante. Nous
constatons la fotte influence de ce facteur sur Ie comportement des explosifs composites.
La recherche d 'un modele devra prendre en compte cette constatation.

4. EVALUATION DE MODELES SUR LE TAYLOR TEST
4.1. Description du dispositif experimental
Le Taylor test, dans sa configuration inverse-impact de projectile sur I'echantillon- a
ete mis au point il SNPE pour I'etude du comportement mecanique et de I'endommagement
des materiaux energetiques de defense [7]. Dans Ie cadre de cette etude, les essais sont
realises il la vitesse la plus basse possible afin de rester. si possible. en dessous du scuil
d'endommagement du materiau. On y a adjoint une mesure de vitesse materielle en face
arriere afin d'explorer un large spectre tj'equentiel de la reponse viscoelastique du materiau.
L'objectif de cet essai est d'evaluer Ie modele statique deduit de I'equivalence tempstemperature et Ie modele dynamique obtenu il partir des essais aux barres d'Hopkinson.
L'echantillon (0 15 h 30 mm) est maintenu sur un film Kapton (epaisseur de
0.1 mm) par un simple elastique. Le film Kapton est tendu de maniere il ce que la face
d'impact de I'echantillon soit bien parallele celie de I'impacteur. Ce systeme de fixation de
I'echantillon est suppose avoir une influence negligeable sur les phenomenes observes.
La geometrie de I'impacteur et plus particulierement sa longueur (0 40 h 90 mm.
Aluminium 5083 Hili) a ete definie de fayon it assurer Ie maintien de la vitesse d'impact.
L'impacteur lie un sabot reste guide dans Ie tube du canon au cours de I'essai, assurant une
bonne planeite d'impact.
Un montage en PMMA, place entre Ie reservoir de recuperation et Ie montage de
maintien, pemlet de visualiser I'echantillon avant et apres I'impact. La mesure de la
deformation est realisee par ombrographie. Un systeme interferometrique de type VISAR
push-pull a egalement ete utilise lors d'un tiro ce qui nous a permis de mesurer la mise en
mouvement de la face arriere de I'echantillon teste.

a

a

4.2. Resultats

Deux til's ont ete realises. Les vitesses et les planeites
TIRS
Tir 1
Tir 2

VITESSE
48 m/s
48.6 m/s

a I'impact sont les suivantes :

TILT
3 mRad
2 mRad

Pour Ie tir I, l'examen de l'echantillon recupere apres til' a pemlis de verifier
l'absence d'endommagement et de deformation residuelle pour la vitesse d'impact choisie. Le
depouillement des films realises avec une camera DYNAFAX pennet de montrer une tres
faible defonnation de l'echantillon au cours de I'essai. La precision des resultats
experimentaux ne pennet pas de ce fait une exploitation quantitative.
L'essai est simule it l'aide du code LSDYNA en utilisant les deux modeles statique et
dynamique. On constate que Ie modele dynamique donne des resultats plus proche de
l'experience. Nearunoins, l'ecart calcul-experience est significatif et revele la presence de
phenomenes non lineaires et/ou visqueux non pris en compte dans la modeIisation.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Des moyens experimentaux et numenques ont ete mis en place pour I'etude du
comportement dynamique des explosifs composites. On a montre, sur Ie test de Taylor. qu'un
modele viscoelastique lineaire detennine it partir d'essais aux barres d'Hopkinson apportait
une amelioration par rapport a un modele deduit de l'equivalence temps-temperature.
Toutefois, cette amelioration reste insuf1isante et il convient de completer ce modele en
prenant en compte des non linearites de comportement du materiau afin de rendre plus
realiste les simulations numeriques de tetes militaires. D'autre part. des travaux sont
actuellement en cours pour ameliorer la modelisation de I'essai aux barres d'Hopkinson afin
de mieux determiner Ie modele de comportement dynamique.
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Development of an explicit dynamic code application to
metal cutting
O. PANTALE - R. RAKOTOMALALA - S. CAPERAA
Laboratoire Genie de Production CMAO, ENIT - 47 Avd'Azereix
65016 Tarbes cedex - France

I - INTRODUCTION
Experimental observations of metal cutting processes show that the phenomena associated to the chip
formation is full of complexities. Many research projects about finite element simulation of cutting
processes have been done last few yars and a number of models are presented ill literature [2]. The
cutting tool is subjected to very localized high pressures and temperature gradients, and the influence of
the cutting temperature distribution on tool wear is a well known factor. The aim of our study is therefore
to develop a predictive numerical model suitable for giving stresses and temperatures distributions in the
tool-chip contact zone, from the set of cutting material parameters.
This work is the continuation of a research project concerning simulation of cutting process done by
the authors last few years [3], [5] and [4]. The main conclusions deduced from those previous studies
concem the need to have a very flexible Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) finite element code dedicated specialy to dynamics computations and including several performant constitutive and contact laws
suitable to model the very localized phenomena occuring near the front edge of the tool.
The developement of this finite element code (named DynELA) is also motivated by the need for a code
which could serve as a testbed for research into numerical algorithms and new constitutive and contact
models for nonlinear materials.
II - THE FINITE ELEMENT CODE
DynELA is written completely in c++. The code contains no mesh generation capabilities (the finite
element meshing is imported from a CAD). We developped a language for the input which allows the user
to define the meshing, material properties, boundaries conditions ... A home made graphic interface has
been developped to serve as a pre-processor and post-processor. The current version uses a Lagrangian
formulation, the ALE motion description will be added in a future version.
II - 1, Explicit time integration scheme
DynELA uses an explicit scheme for the time integration algorithm. Quantities at time t + t:J.t are
deduced from the corresponding known quantities at time t by respect of the conservation laws given
in paragraph II-2. We introduced a predictor-corrector algorithm in the time integration scheme. The
unknown quantities at time t + t:J.t are given by the following set of relationships below:

In the above relationships, p is the mass density, e is the specific internal energy, v is the material speed
and Ii is the material displacement.

II - 2, Conservation laws
Conservation laws are discretized using a Lagrangian finite element formulation, The matrix fonns of the
equations which govern the continuum in Lagrangian description are the three conservation laws given
here after:
(I)

(2)
ext - fi11t)
•
('1,v)-1
(f t+Lt
vt+Lt=
lV,t
t

(energy )

(3)

In the above equations, MP, Me and M V represents the three mass matrices, J(P is the stiffness matrix,
,. is the body heat generation vector, g is the heat flux vector, f"xt and 1'nt are the external force vector
(including contact effects) and internal force vector respectively,

II - 3, Constitutive law
Concerning the constitutive law treatment, the Cauchy stress tensor may be decomposed into the deviatoric stress tensor S and the hydrostatic pressure p,
(]' =

S - pI

(4)

where I represents the unary tensor 6ij (Kronecker delta), Sand p are given by the rate constitutive
equation

•

Sij= CijklV(k,l)

+ SkjVli,k] + SkiVlj,k]

(5)

and the equation of state

MP p• +NPp(p, e) = u

(6)

respectively, In the two above equations p(p, e) is the function for the equation of state, v(i,j) and vli,j]are
the symetric and anti-symetric parts of the material speed gradient and Cijkl is the material response
tensor given by:

C&kl = 2p G(6ik6jl

+ 6a6jk)

-

~6ij6kl)

(7)

where p is one of the two Lame coefficients,

II - 4, Contact law
DVIlELA currently supports on type of contact surface boundary condition: a defonnable against rigid
surface, Development of a deformable/defonnable contact algorithm is currently in progress, Contact
is treated as a kinematic constraint by DYIlELA, so the contact algorithm apply a correction to the
acceleration vector of the contacting nodes, Friction treatment and heat generation at the interface is
supported by the code,

•

Concerning the kinematic part of the contact treatment, the predicted acceleration vector (D,,+1) of all
contacting nodes of the structure (calculated using the momentum conservation law) is to be corrected
using the procedure described bellow:
First, if a node of the slave surface is penetrating an element of the master surface at the end of an
increment, we evaluate the force vector needed to cancel this penetration defined by:

(8)
where the normal component is deduced from the penetration value Ii of the node in the master element
using the relationship:
(9)
771

is the equivalement nodal mass of the penetrating node and !:"t the time increment of the step. The

l'

tangential component
is evaluated with respect on the friction law used. From this, we can deduce
the value of the cOlTected acceleration V• n +! of the slave node at the end of the increment

.-;j n+l = ~v n+l +21c

(10)

771

and of course, we obtain finaly the result here after for the nonnal component of the displacement:

Thus the corresponding node has been moved to the rigid surface.
III - APPLICATIONS AND TESTING

III - 1. Hertz contact problem

The Hertz contact problem is a classic example for verifying the contact algorithm of DynELA. The
problem studied here consist of two identical, infinitely-long cylinders pressed into each other and a
reference solution may be found in Abaqus/Explicit Example manual [1]. Because of the symetry, the
problem can be modeled by a deformable cylinder pressed against a rigid plane surface and only one
quarter of the upper cylinder has been meshed.
The cylinders have a radius of 254mm, are elastic with a Young's modulus E = 206GPa and a Poisson
ratio II = 0.3. No friction is assumed at the interface between the two rods. The nodes along the
upper surface of the cylinder are displaced verticaly down by 10.16771771. The prescribed displacement is
ramped over a relatively long time (O.Ols) to obtain a quasi-static computation. The mesh is the same to
the one used in the reference solution.
Figure 1 shows the Von-Mises contourplot in the cylinder at the end of the computation. This plot verifies
that the highest stress density occurs inside the body and not on the surface. The stress contourplot can
also be compared to the one obtained using Abaqus/Explicit. A comparison of the stress values 0' 22m ••
and 0' mar (Von-mises equivalent stress) obtained with DynELA and Abaqus/Explicit is given here after:

I Dl'llELA I Abaqus Explicit I
a22max

a max

1,98e+1O
1,24e+1O

1,92e+l0
1,22e+l0
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Figure 1; Von-Mises contourplot
The good level of agreement obtained when comparing DYIlELA and AbaqusfExplicit results allows us
to validate the contact algorithm used in our finite element code.

III - 2. Cutting
The possibility to simulate orthogonal cutting processes has been tested using DYIlELA. The aim of
such a calculus is just to verify the ability of the contact algorithm to simulate a sliding contact including
the rupture of the contact. So we used a basic elastoplastic constitutive law and a Coulomb contact law
(whithout friction) in our model for simplicity. We also have introduced a geometric node separation
criteria (with a minimal distance measurement) at the front end of the tool edge to separate the material
in contact with the tool. We assumed a Young modulus E = 210G Pa and a Poisson coefficient v = 0.3
for the material. Constitutive law used in our model is (J = A + BE" with A = 595e6 • B = 580e6
and 11 = 0.133 Cutting speed have been taken equal to Vc = 4m/ s and cutting advance to Va =
O.5lJmm/Tev.

Figure 2 shows two Von-Mises contourplots. The first one concerns the begining of the calculus, the
second one the end (steady state cutting has been reached yet).Such kind of calculus shows the actual
limitations of the Lagrangian fonuulation. Severe dis torsions occur for the elements of the chip when the
tool penetrates the workpiece leading to a decrease of the time-step values from 5.58e- 9 s to 2.80e- 9 s
as shown on figure 3.

IV - CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We presented the first version of our finite element code. The very first simulations (Hertz contact, Taylor
impact test) show that numerical results present a good level of agreement with referential solutions.
Many developments including three-dimensional elements, addition of ALE tenus in the conservation
laws, and constitutive and contact law improvements are in progress. Futher versions of DYIlELA will
extend the abilities of the code to simulate metal cutting process.

Figure 2: Von-Mises contourplot at the begining and the end of the calculus

Figure 3: Time-step history (y axis x 10- 9 s)
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Modeling of high strain, high strain rate behavior of
Mars 190 armor steel and tantalum
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the capability of empirical and semi physical models to describe high
dynamic material behavior is discussed. We propose to study two particular bcc
materials : tantalum and Mars 190 armor steel. The materials parameters are
estimated for the constitutive relations of Johnson-Cook, Zerilli-Armstrong and
Preston-Tonks-Wallace from quasistatic and dynamic test data. The models are
then evaluated by comparing analytical and experimental stress-strain curves from
a new experiment: the free expanding spherical shell test.

1. INTRODUCTION
Description of high speed plastic flow in applied physics programs (Explosively Formed
Projectiles ... J have a great need for physically realistic models of the behavior of metallic materials.
Temperatures, pressures may increase substantially over ambient conditions (several hundred
Kelvin ... J and plastic strains of several hundred percent are typical. Considerable progress has been
made in understanding the role of rate controlling dislocation mechanisms on the temperature and
strain rate dependence of the flow stress of metals and alloys (figure I J. At temperatures below that
where diffusion controlled mechanisms become operative, metals usually deform by thermally
activated mechanisms. Above some critical temperature, the behavior may become athermal. Under
certain assumptions, the total flow stress is the sum of the athermal component and the effective
activated stress. Otherwise, at very high strain rates, dislocation movement can be controlled by
viscous drag mechanisms.
a/fl
thermally activated

mechanisms

athennal plateau

diffusion

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T

Figure 1. Deformation mechanisms as fill/ctions of strain rate Clnd temperature.

In this paper, we limit our study to thermal and athermal activation mechanisms but we also
investigate the behavior of metals at high strain levels which is classically associated to the
phenomena of stress saturation.
Several attempts have been made in recent years to improve the description of these physical plastic
mechanisms. Always used in computer codes, the purely empirical constitutive relations are curve
fitting exercises to available experimental data [I]. At the other extreme, various authors have
proposed theoretical relationships based on the micromechanical processes assumed to govern
deformation in metals [2]. Between these two extremes, semi physical models offer the advantage of
representing macroscopically effects of microscopic deformation mechanisms [3-4-5].
In this work, we attempt to deternline the ability of Johnson-Cook, Zerilli-Armstrong and PrestonTonks- Wallace models for two bee materials (tantalum and Mars 190 armor steel). The evaluation of
the models and data will be made by comparing analytical results with experimental data from a new
test: the freely expanding spherical shell test [6- 7].

2. CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
2.1.

General considerations

Specification of a yield surface provides an equation relating the deviatoric stress sij to a yield lim it or
flow stress G. Here, we use the Von Mises surface and several flow stress models. These relations are
functionally dependent on equivalent plastic strain 8, strain rate E and temperature T:
2
%sijSij =cr (E,£,T)
(I)
2.2,

Modeling flow stress

a) The Johnson-Cook model has the classical form

cr =

((E)g(E)h(T) :

[era + BEn][l + C In(E/Eo

l{l- (;',-_T~Jn

l

0)

Athermal mechanism is not taken into account: the strain rate dependence is purely semi-logarithmic.
The work hardening follows a power law where the exponent n is assumed to be constant with
temperature and strain rate. It does not match reality for bcc materials: in general. stress usually
reach saturation mechanisms at high strain-rate and the rate of work hardening decreases to zero. The
third term in (2) describes the reduction of strength due to adiabatic heating during dynamic loadings.
b) The Zerilli-Armstrong model is expressed here in specific form for bee metals ((E) + g(£,T) :

( 3 T+C"TlnE ) +CS 8"
cr=tJ.cr'c+kd -~2+C1 exp-C

(3)

Here again, the work-hardening function is assumed to be temperature and strain rate independent.
Thermal activation mechanisms are described through the second term in equation (3). At the limit,
the soft dependency of athermal stress with temperature (because shear modulus also decreases with
temperature) is not described.
c) Preston and al. have largely refined a semi empirical approach based on an extension of the Voce
work hardening relation: the flow stress varies from cr y (yield stress) to cr, (the saturation stress).
For bee materials, the initial rate of work hardening 8 0 is a constant. Then, the work hardening rate is
expressed as :

dcr -8 cr, -cr
0
dE
as - cr )'
In the domain where plasticity is driven by thermal activation theory, the yield stress and the
saturation stress are described as functions of temperature and strain rate:
(5)

The error function
mecal1lsms.

IS

well suited to describe a continuous transition from thermal to athermal

3. EVALUATION OF MODELS PARAMETERS
3.1.

Experimental data

The parameters estimates in this section result from fitting quasi static and dynamic compression
experimental data for each material. The test data are primarily obtained from compression tests over
a wide range of strain rate and temperature (see table I). Dynamic tests were performed on classical
Split Hopkinson Pressure Bars while quasi static tests were conducted on classical hydraulically
driven machines (a 100 kN Zwick universal machine for ambient temperature and a 100 kN MTS
universal machine for elevated temperatures).
Table I. Experimental conditions a/mechanical tests usedfor the evaluation a/model parameters.
lanta/11111

+-1)
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2.2.10"
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T(K)
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293

293
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873

Mars 190 armor sleel

+-1)

10"

10"

10. 2

10. 2

1850

2500

1950

1750
10", 10"

T(K)

293

473

293

473

293

473

673

873

The temperature dependence of flow stress with strain rate is shown in figure 2 for the two materials.
For tantalum, thermal activation is well described while athermal mechanisms are not observed
because of the lack in quasi static data above 473 K. In the case of Mars 190 armor steel, tests were
performed in a wide range of temperature : at high temperatures (above 673 K), deformation
mechanisms are diffusion controlled. As opposed to tantalum temperature dependence, the athermal
stress component is high compared to the thermal activated component.
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Figure 2. Flow slress al £=0.05 as afimclian afslrain rale and lemperalure.
3.2.

Parameter estimation

A specific software, developed at the CEA is used to estimate the material parameters for the two
materials. It was shown previously [6], by means of manual updating operations, that the data sets
contain sufficient information to evaluate a well-determined set of parameters. The semi-automatic
software is based on a modified Levenberg-Marquart algorithm : the procedure of optimization
requires, first, to assign initial values for all parameters; then an iterative scheme reduces the distance
between experimental and analytical data through the minimization of a quadratic cost function. Next
tables give the estimated parameters for the three material models evaluated in this work.

Tahle 2. Johnson-Cook mode! constants/or lanta!um and ,\/ars !YO armor stel'/

Parameter
IT"

lalltallim
183
290
0.59
0.077
0.4
293
3269

(,\IPa)

B (MPa)

n
C
III

T,,(K)
Tm (K)

illars 190 armor sleer
1075
427
0.28
0.0073
1.2
293
1752

TaMe 3. Zerilli-Armstrong model constants/or tantalum and Alars 190 armor Sled
Parameter
talltalJlm
JlIars 190 armor steel
!1cr'r;+k(r', (MFa)

20

938

C5 (MFa)

506
0.73
897
0.00372
0.00023

417
0.28
2295
0.0079
0.0002

n
C, (MPa)
CJ/K
C,/(Ks)

Table 4. Preston-Tanks-Wallace model constants for lantalum and Alan 190 armor Sled

Parameter

Yo

s~

K

YS

Is

lalllaium
0.00522

lllars 190 armor steel
0.0 119

0.000107

0.00671

0.0053

0.0148

0.0027

0.00801

0.428
6
2.1 10

0.356
3.69 la'

e

0.0091
0.0367
For tantalum, it is shown in figure 3 that the best fit is given by the PTW model all over the explored
thermomechanical range. Zerilli Armstrong constitutive relation is found reasonably adapted so long
as saturation mechanisms do not occur (see in particular the dynamic curve). Compared to those
models, Johnson Cook constitutive law gives a relatively poor representation of experimental data
(see the evolutions of the yield limit and the rate of work-hardening with strain rate).
For Mars 190 armor steel, all the models give a close representation of experimental stress-strain data
(see figure 3). It is explained by the fact that saturation mechanisms are activated for very low levels
of strain and strain rate and therefore, the models are forced to flatten rapidly.
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Figure 3. Comparisons beMeell e'perimel1lal data and models (isothermal clirves)
for various tests conditions.
For tantalum, an extrapolation of the models at high strain levels is shown in figure 4. In the range of
high strains, differences between the models are magnified. From this curve. it is clear that for

numerical simulations of high strain dynamic applications (EFP ... ), it needs to make a choice between
models. That can be done through the use of a new experiment developed to evaluate models at high
strains: the expanding spherical shell test.
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4, VALIDA nON
The dynamic expanding spherical shell test is described elsewhere [6-7]. The applied dynamic
loading is a pure equibiaxial tension in the range of high strain rates (10' S·I) and high strains.
Measured stress strain curves are compared to those of analytical data given by models calculations.
Comparisons are given in figure 5.
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Figure 5. Comparisons between experimenlal and analytical dalafor expanding spherical shelllesls.

For tantalum. we observe a direct thermal softening process while for 1\'lars 190 armor steel. il(m
stress increases all along the expanding stage. For this material thermal softening is not a major
piloting effect in this experimental configuration. All the models give a quasi identical behavior over
the strain range for mars 190 armor steel. Therefore. in the case of tantalum. it is clearly shown that
PTW model offers the best fit of the experimental stress-strain curve at high strain levels. For
tantalum, ZA and JC models representations of high strain behavior are more difficult because
saturation stress has not been observed during characterization.
For the two materials, we have commented the shape of the stress-strain curves. For the two
materials, the differences between the models curves and the experimental data levels are explained
by the large difference between the sphere materials and those used for characterization. For
characterization, samples are cylindrical and electro discharge machined with dimensions 8 mm in
height and 8 mm in diameter. Machining process used for the sphere fabrication is presented in [5]. In
fact, comparing the micro hardness values, we can explain that, in figure 5. stress is under estimated
for tantalum models while it is surestimated for Mars 190 armor steel.

Table 5 Characteristics of material samples used for

micro hardness
grain size ().Jm)

characteri~atioll

tantalum
cylindrical
spherical
samples
samples
94HV10
74HVIO
35
60

alld evaluatioll of the models.

Mars 190 armor steel
cylindrical
spherical
samples
samples
366 HB
287 HB

-

-

5.CONCLUSION
Modeling of two bcc materials in the domain of high strain and high strain rates has been investigated
in this paper. Zerilli Armstrong and Johnson Cook models have been compared to an original
approach proposed by Preston Tonks Wallace. The main improvement in this model is the account of
saturation mechanisms with temperature and strain rate dependence. For the two materials.
comparison of analytical data and new expanding spherical shell test data show the ability of the PTW
model to describe dynamic behavior at high strain levels.
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Calcul du module de compressibilite et de la polaire
de choc d'un milieu heterogene Iiquide/bulles so us
soIIicitation dynamique
Alain FROGER
Commissariat it I 'Energie Atomique - Centre d'Etudes d1i Ripault

BP 16 - 37260Monts

Resumi : Dans eet article theorique on considere une onde de choc maintenue qui traverse un milieu
Jiquide hebergeant une population de bulles. Le front d'onde presente une structure tres perturbee, du
fait de la phase d'implosion des bulles. Cependant, au bout d'une duree caracterisee par la periode
d'oscillation des bulles, on peut definir dans Ie milieu amont un etat stationnaire en moyenne. Pour
cela on calcule Ie champ de pression moyen et la masse volumique moyenne dans une cellule centree
sur une bulle de reference, puis on correle ces grandeurs aux relations d 'Hugoruot ce qui determine la
polaire de choc. En considerant des pressions de chocs de plus en plus faibles on definit Ie module de
compressibilite dynamique du milieu. II est essentiel de tenir compte de la compressibilite du liquide,
meme pour des sollicitations faibles.

Avant-propos : Considerons une bulle de gaz spherique isolee dans un milieu liquide infini, et un
choc maintenu parcourant ce milieu. Lorsque Ie choc arrive sur la bulle, celIe ci implose : son rayon
diminue jusqu'a atteindre une valeur minimale. Puis elle entre en phase d'explosion. Son rayon croit
jusqu'a une valeur maximale, puis un cycle implosion/explosion recommence. Dans Ie cas d'une bulle
de cavitation Ie gaz se condense et la bulle se resorbe, souvent a la fin de l'implosion irutialc. Dans Ie
cas d'une bulle de gaz «etranger» Ie cycle perdure tant que la perturbation est maintenue,
l'amortissement etant faible pour des Iiquides aux proprietes physiques (viscosite, conductivite
thermique) comparables a celles de l'eau.
Au cours d'un cycle implosion/explosion la variation relative du rayon de la bulle est tres grande,
ainsi que la vitesse moyenne de sa paroi, cela meme pour des perturbations de quelques dizaines de
bars. Pour fixer les idees, une bulle d'air de 0,5 mm de rayon soumise a un choc de 100 bars dans de
l'eau implose en 4,6 Ils, et la vitesse moyenne de sa paroi est de 96 mls. D'autre part Ie rapport du
rayon initial sur Ie rayon minimal est de 9, ce qui represente une tres grande deformation. L'implosion
est quasiment adiabatique, car les effets de la viscosite et du transfert thermique gaz/eau sont ici
negIigeables.
Bien entendu, une bulle isolee est un systeme physique, et non pas un materiau. Aussi nous nous
inreressons ici a une population de bulles. Le sujet conceme donc un materiau hererogene
liquidelbulles, que nous cherchons a representer par un materiau moyen homogime dont les
caracteristiques sous sollicifation dynamique sont a definir, notamment Ie module de compressibilite
et la polaire de choc.

I - INTRODUCTION.

L'etude de I'implosion d'une bulle est ancienne puisque deja au debut du siec1e Lord
Rayleigh s'est penche sur Ie sujet. II s'agissait de com prendre pourquoi les helices de navires
s'erodaient, et I'explication fut trouvee dans la resorption (implosion) des bulles de
cavitation. Depuis environ vingt ans ce sujet a repris de I'interet, a propos notamment de la
signature acoustique des helices marines qui resulte en partie de l' implosion des bulles de
cavitation, et, plus recemment, a propos de l' erosion des surfaces portantes hydrodynamiques
(hydrofoils). Le champ d'investigation s'est alors etendu a la prise en compte d'une
population de bulles.
Les bulles de gaz etranger, mais aussi les bulles de cavitation, concernent aussi les problemes
de securite pyrotechnique des liquides reactifs (industrie chimique, industrie pyrotechnique,
ergols liquides pour les lanceurs spatiaux).
Enfin, et plus generalement, la connaissance des proprietes sous sollicitation dynamique d'un
milieu heterogene liquidelbulles peut etre determinante dans Ie cas la conception
d'installations hydrauliques, en particulier du fait des coups de belier dans les conduites.
C' est dans ce dernier cadre que nous nous plavons, et nous nous restreindrons ici iI une
population de bulles spheriques de gaz etranger, de petites tailles, et en faible quantite par
unite de volume.

I I - PHYSIQUE DE L'IMPLOSION D'UNE BULLE ISOLEE.
Soit une bulle spherique de rayon initial ~ dans un milieu liquide infini que nous admettons
provisoirement incompressible - nous verrons plus loin comment echapper iI cette hypothese.
On suppose que la bulle ne peut se deformer que radialement ; e1le est donc geometriquement
caracterisee par son rayon R(t) seulement. Dans ces conditions la vitesse des particules de
liquide derive du potentiel <p(r)=-RR2/r, la coordonnee radiale Fa etant Ie centre de la bulle
et R la vitesse de la paroi (on utilise la notation: S",ds/dt pour tout symbole s). Lorsqu'une
perturbation de pression P. «venant de I'infini» traverse la bulle celle ci se deforme,
radialement par hypothese. L'instant initial tv est ici I'instant ou la perturbation atteint la
bulle, et on note Po et To les conditions initiales de pression et de temperature du systeme
liquidelbulle au repos.
En appliquant Ie theoreme des forces vives ill' ensemble du milieu liquide, et compte tenu du
potentiel de la vitesse, on obtient, en negligeant la viscosite et la tension superficielle,
l' equation d' evolution du rayon, soit :
'" 3
.2
PfRR+ZPfR

=

Pg-Poo

(I)

P g est la pression instantanee dans Ie gaz au niveau de la paroi, et PI la masse volumique du
liquide ; la pFession de perturbation P. peut dependre du temps. Cette equation a ete etablie
par Lord Rayleigh des 1917, et porte son nom. A partir de tv la bulle imp lose si P.>P o , ou
explose si P.<P o .
Le potentiel de vitesse <per) permet d'obtenir une integrale premiere de I'equation de
Gromeko-Lamb, ce qui determine Ie champ de pression dans Ie liquide :
2
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(2)

En analysant I'equation de Rayleigh (1), et dans Ie cas ou P. est constant, on montre que la
variation R(t) du rayon est periodique. R(t) evolue entre Ro et R.nin <Ro dans Ie cas de

l'implosion, et entre Ro et Rmax>Ro dans Ie cas de I'explosion. Bien entendu, pour un
chargement P_(t) quelconque, l'evolution du rayon n'est pas necessairement periodique
Dans Ie cas d'une implosion avec p" constant, et pour un gaz parfait diatomique, en supposant
la bulle de gaz uniforme it chaque instant et sans echange thermique avec Ie milieu liquide,
Lord Rayleigh a pu estimer la demie periode d' evolution de ~ it Rmm' et inversement, soit :
(3)

La forme constamment spherique de la bulle constitue I'hypothese forte du modele de
Rayleigh. En toute rigueur elle n' est vraie que pour une onde de perturbation spherique
convergente centree sur la bulle. Dans Ie cas courant d'une perturbation de direction
quelconque et de front d'onde pratiquement plan, elle n'est acceptable que si que si la duree
2Rofci mise par la perturbation pour « traverser» la bulle est nettement inferieure it la duree
d'implosion ou d'explosion, CI etant la vitesse du son dans Ie liquide. Pratiquement P. doit
etre inferieur it 200 bars dans Ie cas de I'eau, d'apres (3).
A titre d'illustration, on peut voir sur lajigure 1 suivante l'evolution calculee du rayon d'une
bulle d'air dans de l'eau pendant 3 oscillations, ainsi que sa vitesse dans I'espace des phases,
pour une pression de perturbation de 100 bars indefiniment maintenue. Les conditions
thermodynamiques initiales sont les conditions normales. Nous verrons succinctement au
paragraphe suivant la methode numerique utilisee.
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La paroi atteint de tres grandes vitesses. Neanmoins I' ecoulement (radial) du gaz reste
subsonique car la vitesse du son augmente avec la compression. En phase fmale d'implosion
Ie rapport RofR.nin est ici voisin de 9. La compression est considerable, aussi nous utili sons
une equation d'etat de type Abel-Noble pour representer Ie gaz : P g(p,T)=p.2?T[M(l-TJP)r 1 , p
elant la masse volumique, T la temperature, M la masse molaire, TJ Ie volume massique
limite, et ~ la constante des gaz parfaits.

ill - BULLE GENERALISEE ET COMPRESSmILITE DU LlQUIDE.
La pression dans Ie gaz peut atteindre des valeurs considerables en phase finale d'implosion,
et, par continuite, il en est de meme dans Ie liquide. L'hypothese d'incompressibilite de celuici n'est alors plus valide. Cependant Ie champ de pression decroit selon (2) it partir de la
paroi, de sorte que cette hypothese est acceptable suffisamment loin de la bulle.
L'etablissement de la formule (1), ainsi que I'utilisation de la formule elle-meme, ne
necessitent pas la connaissance detaillee de l' etat du gaz dans la cavite, mais seulement sa

pression a la paroi. On peut done definir une « bulle-generalisee », constituee du gaz entoure
d'une coquille de liquide compressible, telle que sur la figure 2.
infini (liquide incompressible)
compressible

paroi de la bulle generalisee

figure 2

Le calcul des caracteristiques cinematiques (position et vitesse materielles) et
thermodynamiques (masse volumique, pression, temperature) instantanees du systeme se font
a l'aide d'une methode numerique discrete; la bulle generalisee est maillee en cellules
lagrangiennes, qui sont ici des coquilles spheriques. Les equations usuelles de
l'hydrodynamique compressible sont discretisees et resolues sur ce maillage
monodimensionnel selon Ie schema bien connu de Richtmyer. La condition a la frontiere du
systeme est exprimee par la formule (I) qui est resolue numeri~uement. Pour I' eau
8
compressible on utilise l'equation de Tait, soit P=3,21 10 rep/po) -I], ce qui est une
formulation du type Murnaghan bien connue dans Ie cas des solides sous haute pression.
Enfin Ie champ de pression dans Ie milieu liquide infini incompressible est determine par (2).
La viscosite et la conduction thermique sont prises en compte, ainsi que la tension
superficielle du liquide a I' interface liquide/gaz. Cependant ces effets sont generalement
negligeables.

IV - MODULE DE COMPRESSIBILITE DYNAMIQUE DU MILIEU.

On s' interesse maintenant a un liquide hebergeant une population de bulles. On note fy la
fraction volumique de gaz, et on considere, momentanement, des bulles de meme rayon initial
~. Si fy est suffisamment petit on peut negliger I'interaction entre les bulles et representer Ie
milieu par un reseau cubique regulier, chaque cube elementaire de cote 2Lo contenant une
bulle en son centre. Ces grandeurs sont reliees par : fy=(1t/6)(~o)3
Lorsqu'un choc stationnaire d'amplitude Pc traverse Ie milieu, dans chaque cellule la bulle va
osciller radialement selon (I), et 1e champ de pression, instationnaire mais periodique, va y
etre defini par (2). A la surface des cellules la pression de perturbation P_ de (I) et (2)
s'identifie a Pc (ceci resulte finalement de I'hypothese de non interaction entre bulles).
Pour une valeur Pc donnee on calcule a chaque instant Ie rayon de la bulle generalisee et celui
de la cavite de gaz (cf. §III), ainsi que Ie cote L(t) de la cellule de reference par conservation
de la masse de liquide dans celle-ci. On en deduit la masse volumique pet) de la cellule
contenant Ie liquide et Ie gaz, ce qui permet de definir la masse volumique p, de la cellule
comme moyenne temporelle de pet) sur la duree d'au moins une oscillation.
De la connaissance de Pc et Pc> on tire directement des deux premieres relations d 'Hugoniot la
vitesse D du choc d' amplitude Pc dans Ie liquide heterogene.
Cette theorie est fermee, en ce sens qu'a partir du champ de pression P(r,t) dans la cellule on
calcule de fayon appropriee la moyenne spatio-temporelle de la pression : cette valeur se
trouve etre egale it Pc.

Dans Ie cas de l'air et de l'eau, la figure 3 qui suit, presente Den fonction P, pour f,,=0,05%,
puis en fonction de fv pour differentes valeurs de Pc.
On constate qu' il est essentiel de tenir compte de la compressibilite du liquide, meme pour de
petites valeurs de P" faute de quoi D pourrait devenir superieur a la vitesse des chocs faibles
dans I' eau, soit 1500 mis, ce qui n' est pas physique.
Enfin par extrapolation de la courbe D(PC> jusqu'a la valeur Po=1 bar ici, on obtient la vitesse
du son dans Ie milieu, ou, ce qui est equivalent, son module de compressibilite pour les
perturbations infinitesimales. II s'agit d'une valeur dynamique, differente de la valeur statique
qu' on obtiendrait en considerant la compression statique du gaz.
On y voit aussi que pour des valeurs fv trap grandes, Ie calcul produit des valeurs D
inferieures a la vitesse du son dans I' air, soit 350 m/s ici, ce qui n' est pas physique. Cela
signifie que pour de telles fractions volumiques de gaz I'hypothese de non interaction entre
bulles n' est plus acceptable. Par ailleurs on considere generalement cette hypothese valide des
que LofRo>4, ce qui correspond a fv=0,8%. Notre concept de bulle generalisee implique a
priori des valeurs plus faibles, mais ce seuil reste a determiner.
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figure 3
Les relations d'Hugoniot permettent encore de determiner lit vitesse materielle d' ensemble u,
et donc la polaire de choc, puis de relier D a u. Dans Ie cas d'une fraction volumique de 0,1%
d'air dans de I'eau les resultats sont presentes sur la figure 4.
RELATION D=D(u) (fv=0,1%)
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figure 4
En ce qui conceme la vitesse materielle u, il ne s'agit evidemment pas de la vitesse
instantanee des particules de matiere, puisque celle-ci presente une composante radiale. II
s' agit de la vitesse moyenne dans la direction du choc de I' ensemble de la cellule consideree
comme homogene.

Tous les calculs presentes ont ete realises pour une valeur tixee ~=l mm du rayon initial de
la bulle. La valeur de ce parametre n' intervient pas directement dans la theorie, seule compte
la fraction volumique de gaz fv. On a veritie qU'effectivement les resultats sont stables pour
differentes valeurs de~. En consequence cette theorie s'applique it une population de bulles
dont les rayons ne sont pas necessairement egaux.
Entin la connaissance du module de compressibilite et la connaissance de la relation D=D(u)
permet de detinir l'equation d'etat, sous sollicitation dynamique de type Murnaghan (cf. plus
2
haut) du milieu heterogene pour toute valeur fv. On ecrit P=K[(p/PoJY-l] avec K=Poco /y ,
y=4B-l ou B est tel que D=co+Bu. co, vitesse du son dans Ie milieu heterogene, et Po
dependent ici de fv.

v - CONCLUSION.
A partir de l' equation de Rayleigh relative it l' evolution d'une bulle isolee dans un liquide
infini incompressible, nous avons detini un concept de bulle generalisee qui permet de
prendre en compte la compressibilite du liquide, et nous avons defini ·une representation
modele d'un milieu liquide Mterogene Mbergeant une population de bulles. Cette conception
permet de calculer Ie module de compressibilite, la celerite des chocs, et la polaire de choc du
milieu sous sollicitation dynamique. Dans Ie cas d'un milieu eaulair les calculs montrent que,
meme pour des fractions volumiques de gaz tres faibles et des press ions de chocs inferieures it
100 bars, la celerite des chocs est nettement inferieure it la c61erite des chocs faibles dans
l' eau pure. La polaire de choc est ici une relation pratiquement lineaire entre la pression de
choc et la vitesse materielle moyenne. Pour des valeurs de pression plus elevees (>100 bars)
Ie milieu se rigiditie et devient semblable it l' eau pure. Cette tMorie est acceptable pour des
valeurs limites de rayon initial de bulle, de fraction volumique de gaz, et de pression de choc
voisines de 5 mm, 0,05% et 200 bars respectivement. Ces seuils restent encore it determiner
avec plus de precision.
II n' est pas necessaire que les bulles immergees dans Ie liquide soient de tailles identiques.
D'un point de vue conceptuel on a montre qu'il est fondamental de prendre en compte la
compressibilite du liquide, meme pour des sollicitations de quelques bars. Enfin on peut
determiner l'equation d'etat du type Murnaghan du milieu heterogene sous sollicitation
dynamique.
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Attenuating materials for weapon systems:
modelling the dynamic compaction
Cyrille Kammerer
DGAJCTA, 16 bis avenue Prieur de la Cote d'Or, 94114 Arcueil Cedex

Resume - Dans Ie domaine de la protection des systemes d'armes, ces dernieres annees ont vu
apparaltre la necessite de pouvoir amortir les effets d 'un choc. Ce besoin a entraine un interet croissant
d'une certaine classe de materiau, les materiaux amortissallts. Ceux-d amortissent les effets d'une onde
de choc en emmagazinant par deformation une certaine quantite de l'energie incidente. Le niveau
d'energie consommee par compaction depend des vitesses de sollicitation mais egalement des modes de
deformation. Pour concevoir et optimiser les solutions amortissantes, differentes approches permettent
la modelisation de leur reponse mecanique.
Abstract - In the field of the protection of weapon systems, during these last years the need of
shock attenuations has appeared. This need induced an increasing interest in attenuating materials. By
deformation, they attenuate the residual effects of a shock wave by storing a part of the incident energy.
The level of consumed energy depends on hoth loading rates and deformation modes. In order to design
and optimize the attenuating solutions, the modelling of their constitutive behaviour can be performed
with different approachs.

1- INTRODUCTION
Because of the diversification of the French army services, and because of the increasing
levels of threats, the capacities of mobility and protection of weapon systems must be increased
and strengthened. Then, the need of shock attenuations has appeared in order to both avoid
damage (spalling or delamination) in structures and ensure a more important safety for
personnels and boarded equipments. The mechanical study of such attenuating materials is
required.
In the case of a plate impacting a plane structure, the main fmalities of attenuating materials
are to limitate the loading (stress levels) on the structure, and to increase the duration of this
loading.
In a first part, we present the interest of shock attenuation by compaction. The Hugonio(
shock waves theory allows us to suggest a sufficient condition to acknowledge an attenuating
material. The last part presents different approachs to model their constitutive behaviour, in order
to design attenuating solutions and concepts. Then, we present our analytic simulations based on
energetic considerations.

2 - ATTENATION OF SHOCK WAVES BY COMPACTION
2.1- Shock waves and attenuation
With the Hognoniot theory, it is possible to show [I) that shock waves are stable and release
waves are unstable. Then, it can be shown [I) that the release waves propagation speed is more
important than the compression waves propagation speed. The attenuation of shock waves can
be obtained when the relaese waves overtake the compression wave front.
The attenuation will be all the more important since the release waves propagation speed
will be high in front of the compression waves propagation velocity. This is the interest of
attenuation of shock waves by compaction: if the used material is compressible, its Hugoniot
curve presents a steep concavity (figure I) and then the gap between the compression and release
waves propagation velocities is important. In fact, the propagation velocity of a compression
wave is given [I) by the degree of slope of the Rayleigh line, (OB) segment which links the initial

state of the sollicitated material with its mechanical state behind the wave front. The relaese
waves propagation speed is given by the slope of isentropic curves (C)(C').
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1 . Hugolliot curve of compressible materials [2J

Figure 2 . Evolution of a shock wave in a compressible
material with all elastic limit [2].

On figure I the Hugoniot curve of a compressible material is presented in green lines. This
curve tends, when the compressive stress has high values, towards an asymptotic Hugoniot curve
(presented in red line). It is convenient to see that, for the corresponding material, the release
waves propagation speed has the same order of magnitude that the one of the compressible
material, while the compression waves propagation speed are by far higher. In the case of porous
materials, the material of which the Hugoniot curve is the asymptotic curve constitutes the porous
material; it is named the constituent material.
If the compressible material has an elastic limit, it is interesting to remark that the evolution
of the compressive stresses can be represented as figure 2 shows it. After a certain duration, only
the elastic limit exists.

2.2 Sufficient condition
Considering the last paragraph, we propose a sufficient condition which allows to classify
a given material as an attenuating material :
Any material which is compressible and of which the HlIgoniot curve tends toward the Hugoniot
curve of a compact material, which has a less important concavity, can be called attenuating
material.
Then, the efficiency of an attenuating material will be given by the wide of the area defined
between the Hugoniot curve of the attenuating material and this one of the compact material. In
the case of the representation of its constitutive behaviour in a (0, e) plane, its efficiency will be
given by the deformation energy which it is able to store.

2.3 - Different kinds of attenuating materials
With this sufficient condition, several materials can be considered as attenuating materials.
It is possible to classify them according to :
• "stl1lctllral" materials : as honeycombs (the patented structures of [3] "are a kind of
honeycomb), sectional steel or aluminium alloys, hollow balls assemblies (these kinds of
structures is the subject of a PHD thesis at CTA, [4]), etc ...
• porous materials: woods, glasses [5], expanded glasses, some polymeric materials, faoms
(polymeric foams, metallic foams), porous rocks, etc ...
Among these materials, results of mechanic characterisations can be found in open
publications. Figure 3 presents the constitutive behaviour of two "high density" honeycombs, and
several expanded concretes (tested at CTA). These materials are submitted to confined
compression loadings. These "high density" honeycombs are obtained by welded plane and
corrugated sheets, their densities are respectively 800 and 2900 kg.m -'.

Generally, under compression loadings, these materials present an elastic field without
permanent strains), a compaction phase (for which the stresses have a same order of magnitude),
a densification phase (while the stresses increase rapidly compared with a little variation of
volume).
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3 - TEST CHARACTERISATIONS
We use two kinds of tests in order to identifY the attenuating characteristics of materials.
The first kind concerns tests performed with hydraulic machine apparatus and/or
split- Hopkinson bars apparatus. These tests give information about macroscopic constitutive
behaviour of these materials under confmed or free compression loadings, and about the possible
effects of strain rates (for example, studies on hollow balls assemblies [7], or on expanded glasses
[8]). Plare impact tests allow to know the Hugoniot curve of the studied material.
The second kind refers to balistic tests. In these tests, the studied materials are in conditions
of use. These tests can be instrumented in order to compare test results with simulations
performed with the constitutive behaviour identified with the first kind of tests.

4 - NUMERIC APPROACHES
The aim is to describe and modelize the constitutive behaviour of attenuating structural
solutions or concepts. In this part, we choose a unidemensionnal approach (we suppose that the
compaction wave is plane).
4.1- "Equation of state" approaches
These approaches are based on the Hugoniot theory : it assumed that an equation of state
exists. This equation of state characterizes the loaded material and linked the specific internal
energy with the applied hydrostatic pressure and the specific volume. Then, the main difficulty
rests in the correct description of release waves, which governs the interest of a material in
attenuating compression waves.
In this way, the Hermarm approach [9] allows the description of porous materials
constitutive behaviour: an internal variable describes the compaction ratio of the material in

which a compression wave goes through. The main difficulty rests here in the description of the
evolution of this internal variable, during the loading. This approach has been the subject of
studies at the Laboratoire de Combustion et de Detonique de I'ENSMA (Poitiers), (5) (10).
4.2 - Local approaches

In a same way, a constitutive relationship between stresses and strains can be writen in using
internal variables. In this case, the positivity of dissipation must be ensured. This approach is
necessary if the use of an Lagrangian EF code is requisite (these codes are conventionally used
by manufacturers). But, it does not exist, at the present time, some constitutive relationship or
constitutive law in order to succeed in performing simulations with these codes. Then, there is
a large field of open researchs and studies in this way.
Two kinds of internal variables must be taken into account : it is important to describe the
evolution of the compaction of the studied material and the evolution of its stiffnesses which
increase because of the disappearing of voids. The need of the description of these two
phenomena has been shown in studies at CTA [II) .
4.3 Macroscopic approachs
These approachs suit for all periodic structures and take place at the scale of the elementary
mesh. They allow a good understanding of the compaction mechanisms of the periodic structure,
and, if necessary, allow the optimisation of structural parameters in order to obtain the greater
characteristics of shock attenuation. Such approachs have been used from about twenty years to
a better understanding of buckling mechanisms of sectional steels or aluminium alloys and of
honeycombs (12). Such an approach is at the present time done at CTA, beyond the scope of a
PHD thesis (figure n04).
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4.4 - Analytic approachs
Analytical approachs have already been used in order to describe the compaction of porous
materials loaded by a compression wave. The reference (14) gives a good example of an
analytical approach to describe the compaction of wood. In this way, we have developped three
analytical approachs (7) (11) . The aim is to built an help for design and for the choice of
attenuating solutions. We do the following assumptions :
• HI - it is a unidirectional approach, strains are uniaxial,
• H2 - the constitutive behaviour of the compacted attenuating material looks like the
constitutive behaviour of the snow in front of the ploughshare of a snowplough : the compacted
attenuating material has a homogeneous velocity,
• H3 - the other materials (different of attenuating materials) are considered as dimensionally
stable,
• H4 - about the constitutive relationship of the attenuating materials, we do three different
assumptions: H4.1 - its internal energy is evaluated from the Hugoniot equations [15),
H4.2 - its constitutive behaviour is rigid perfectly plastic,
H4.3 - its constitutive behaviour is rigid plastic.
4.4.1- impact ora plate projectile on a semi- infinite atten!lating material
With these assumptions, on both sides of the compaction wave front, the energy balance
and the momentum balance are writen in order to obtain the loss of projectile speed versus time.

In the case of H4.1 and H4.2 assumptions, we obtain the analytic fonnulation of plate projectile
velocity versus time [11] (x is the projectile position, II and Vo are its surface density and initial
velocity respectively, eo and e, are the surface density of the attenuating material and of the
a is the compaction limit specific stress) :
compacted attenuating material respectively, -0
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In the case H4.3, a numeric integration is needed [11] : at time t, the specific stress behind
the compaction wave front is the solution of the nonlinear equation A(y) ~ B(y), in which the
functions A and B are defmed as (g is the compaction function: the evolution of specific stresses
versus strain; J is a function of g(y) and y) :
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and Ed, are the time increment, the compacted mass and the stored energy at time t.
Figure 5 presents a comparison between the results obtained with these three
configurations, against a result obtained with the EF code Abaqus. It is shown that the H4.1 is
by far different. Figure 6 compares experimental results (it is a conventional aluminium alloy
honeycomb impacted by a plane projectile) with the corresponding simulations (assumptions
H4.2) : good results are obtained.
4.4.2- Impact ora projectile 011 an attenuating material /aid on a fi'ee structural p/ate
dt, III,

Two cases are possible: either the elastic forerunner is not negligible, then it must be taken
into account two compaction wave fronts; or it is, then a single wave front exists. We considers
here the second case because we wanted little cpu times. In this way, the algorithm which we have
written considers, with the latter assumptions on both sides of the compaction wave front, the
energy balance and the momentum balance in order to obtain the loss of projectile velocity and
the move of the free structural plate versus time. We have named this algorithme "Matamor".
Because we did not own high speed experimental data in order to validate this approach,
we have perfonned numerical simulations with the EF explicit code Abaqus. Figure 7 and figure
8 present respectively the loss of projectile velocity (an 5111111 steel plate thick, with an initial
velocity of 600 IllS-I), the motion of the structural rear plate, and the applied stress obtained on
this latter. There is a good comparison between the analyticaland the EF code results. But the cpu
time is very different: forty seconds with Matamore, two hours with the EF code Abaqus.
With this algorithme, we can obtain the loading on the rear structural plate, the duration
of the interaction, and the acceleration of the rear structural plate. These results are interesting
considering the main finalities proposed in introduction.

5 - CONCLUSION AND PROSPECTS
In first part, we have shown the interest of compressible materials in order to attenuate the
effects of a compression wave. We have proposed a sufficient condition to define an attenuating
material. In a second part, we have presented different approachs which allow to describe the
compaction of an attenuating material, and then, to describe the attenuation of a compression
wave. At last, we present analytical modelisations perfonned at CTA. With the analytical
simulations of a fixed configuration (a projectile plate impacting a free structural plate which is
protected by an attenuating material), we can obtain good results with very low cpu times on
conventional computer.
The ongoing studies are the carrying out of high velocities experimental data. Then, we will
compare them with Matamor simulations results. These analytical silmulations can be
incorporated into an larger algorithme allowing helps to design and choice attenuating
technological solutions or concepts.
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A viscoplastic modeling of sheet metal in the range of
large deformation at low and high strain rates in
double shear
A. RUSINEK, J.R KLEP ACZKO
LaboratDl)' of Physics and Mechanics of Materials, University of Metz,
France, rusinek@!pmm.univ-metz.Jr, klepaczko@lpmm.ulliv-metz.Jr

INTRODUCTION
Sheet metal is a primary material used in construction of different component of cars, coaches
and other vehicles. Because of probability of collisions, much effort has been recently put to
evaluate the crashworthiness by computer simulations. In order to provide experimental data
to the industries interested in crashwOlthiness, special experimental techniques have been
recently developed in LPMM-Metz. This method is a combination of two experimental
technique that permits to get strain rate varying from 104 to 104 S·I. The flrst technique use a
fast hydraulic machine and the second more original is based on the elastic wave propagation.
This last, use the direct impact which reduce the time of rise considerably and permit to
obtain high strain rate. The shear scheme of deformation is advantageous in comparison to
tensile tests since in shear relatively large deformations can be reached, of the order of 1.0
(that is 100 %) that corresponds to an equivalent strain in traction of 57 %. These two
techniques give us various results as the history of loading 'I"(t), the history of the strain ret)
and the history of the strain rate 1(t). The experimental data obtained from the shear tests
have provided a clear picture of rate sensitivities for some industrial sheet metals. A relatively
simple constitutive relation have been proposed which takes into account strain hardening,
rate sensitivity and thermal coupling. A general scheme for the identification of parameters is
proposed in [2]. The implantation of this constitutive relation will permit to simulate
operations and processes appropriate in complex shape as the perforation or the embossing of
sheet metal.

I-EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The scheme of double shear offers two importand advantages in comparison to tensile test.
The flrst one is a possibility to read relatively large deformations which are not accessible in
the case of tension test, because of striction. Another advantage is that a wide range of strain
rates can be reeached without difficulty, up to 104 S·1 for the scheme of direct impact. The
experimental data gathered could be used in variety of engineering applications, like
perforation, dynamic buckling or adiabatic shearing.

This contribution reports on two experimental procedures established in LPMM-Metz
which can provide reliable data for sheet materials. The first procedure is based on use of an
universal fast hydraulic machine equiped with a special device for double-shear testing. The
scheme of this test is show in Fig.l. The range of strain rates accessible for this scheme of
loading is from 10-4 S-1 to 102 S-I. The second procedure based on the the concept of direct
impact, [I], is shown in Fig. 3. The types of signal are shown in Fig. 2 and 4 respectively. The
range of strain rates for this experimental setup is from 102 S-1 to 104 S-I. The same specimen
geometry is used in both cases, Fig.5. This experimental setup is composed with the gas
launcher, Hopkinson tube, [I], and non-contact, displacement transducer. The double shear
specimen is attached to the Hopkinson tube and its cental part is loaded by a flat -ended
projectile (punch in quasi-static scheme) launched from the gas gun. The impact velocity
4
Vo~30mJs gives the strain rate ~ 10 S-1 with the shear zone 3 mm. The scheme of electronic
measurements developed in LPMM-Metz and a complete theory of this test is given
elsewhere, [1]. Measurements of the impact velocity Vo, displacement of central part of the
specimen UA(t) and the transmitted wave eT(t) in the Hopkinson tube permits for obtaining the
1:(l) at different strain rates, 1: is the shear stress and r is the shear strain.
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This results, permits to obtain the variation of the stress with the strain and the strain rate at
constant temperature. The strain and the stress are obtained by following relations. Thus, the
displacement of the central part of the specimen is :
U",(t)

0, (1) + 0, (1)
2

(1)

and the shear strain is
ret)

= U '" (t)
h

(2)

The shear stress is the force divided by the two cross sections which are deformed during the
test.
~(t)

(3)

= F(t)
2A,
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Fig. 3 : Experimental technique in impact loading

Fig.4 : Typical signals from impact tests

The geometry of the specimen used in double shear has the following form with thickness of
0.8mm.

Fig. 5 : Geometry of specimen

In impact loading, the strain and the stress are functions of the amplitude of the transmitted
wave lOT with the formulas.

(4)

Co is the elastic wave speed and h the width of the shear zone
1(t) =

E A
fuO

fu>

(5)

~(t)

2As

II-VISCOPLASTIC MODELING

At present the industry needs a more sophisticated viscoplastic models coupled with
temperature, which could be used in numerical codes. Relatively high strain rates and large
strains must be covered. A relatively simple constitutive relations have been developed in
LPMM-Metz which could be implemented in computer codes, [2]. The relation is based on
the Mechanical Equation of state of the form 1.r,r,T=o, where rand T are respectively the
plastic strain rate and absolute temperature. The relations are based on the notion of two
components of flow stress ,,~ and ,,'; where ,,~ is the internal stress and ,,' is the effective
stress, thus:
(6)

The expression of the shear modulus is

~(T) =1-.2:.exp(il- Tm)J
~o

Tm

l

(7)

T

And the expressions of the internal and effective stress are
(8)

(9)

where B(r, T) is the plasticity modulus, ncr, T) is the rate and temperature dependent strain
hardening exponent, 1~ is the effective stress at 0 K, m is the strain rate sensitivity and Tm is
the melting temperature. The total number of constants (not shown here) is eight, [2].
To analyze the transition isothermal-adiabatic, the heat equation (10) is used together with
other equations.

III·COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND MODELING FOR DOUBLE
SHEAR
To evaluate the qualitative description of this constitutive relation, a comparison was made
for four strain rates varying fi'om 10-4 to 10.3 S·1 and from 10" to 103. A complete
characterization is given in [2].
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IV· APPLICATION TO PERFORATION
The tensile tests were performed for three directions with respect to the rolling, they have
shown almost ideal isotropy of this material. Thus, additional test were made in perforation. A
modeling has been proposed using the FE code ABAQUS Standard. Two types of
calculations were made. The fIrst is with ~;tO and the second is ~=O, where ~ is the friction
coefficient (Coulomb). The Coulomb model assumes that no relative motion between two
surfaces occurs if the equivalent frictional stress is less that the critical stress which is
proportional to the contact pressure p, [ 3].
"crit = flP

(11)

In addition, two types of experiments have been performed with a hemispherical punch, with
normal and reduced friction, In order to reduce fi'iction the lubrication film of teflon and
grease MoS2 are used. The results obtained are shown in Fig. 7.
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The constitutive relation developed based on the double shear test (which is one-dimensional)
permits to describe correctly the behavior during perforation.

CONCLUSION
The experimental techniques discussed here permit to cover a large spectrum of strain rate in
the range of the large strains. Moreover, this constitutive relation gives a good agreement
between double shear test and in perforation. This simple model has been equally used in [4]
to describe the behavior of a harder alloy like V AR 4340 steel for strain rates up to 7.104 S·I.
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